3,000 WATT MONSTER!!!
CROWN'S NEW MACRO REFERENCE AMP

DESIGN BRIEF
A NEW TYPE OF SPEAKER

TESTED
VANDERSTEEN SPEAKER
ARCAM DIGITAL PREAMP
Consummate Performance

The Award Winning SA-9/11 Preamplifier
SA-4 Mono OTL Amp
About $18,000 The Set

Consummate Value

The Award Winning Solid 8 Control Stage
Solid 1 Power Amp
About $1,900 The Set

COUNTERPOINT
2610 Commerce Drive • Vista, California 92083 • 1-800-275-2743
FAX (619) 598-9418
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STANDING OVATION

SELIIM is a loudspeaker sculpted so soundly for the home environment as to suggest perfect harmony. JAMI IMMETTE is a three-way bass reflex floor standing speaker with two independent 5 1/2" bass drivers complemented by a 1" dome tweeter. Comfortable with power input up to 120 watts. MIMETIC is soothing to the eye while indulging to the ears with a truly dynamic range of sound. In black or white finishes. Bravo! Jamo!

FORGET EVERYTHING YOU'VE HEARD TILL NOW.

Jamo
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PRIDE IN THE DETAILS . . .

Mark Levinson components have earned a reputation for their rugged reliability, uncompromising fit and finish and, above all, superior sonics. We at Madrigal Audio Laboratories are understandably proud of this reputation.

The presence of "high technology" in our society has, for some, come to mean the absence of craftsmanship. Mass-produced look-alikes are everywhere, even in the realm of so-called high-end audio. The quality that you see and hear in a Mark Levinson component is not the result of automated mass production—rather, it is the result of painstaking attention to the details of design, and of pride in the art of craftsmanship.

Mark Levinson components are handcrafted in limited quantities and to exacting specifications. All who participate in their production share the feeling of pride that comes from knowing that they contribute to a product that defines quality.

It is with great pride, then, that we introduce the Mark Levinson N° 30 Reference Digital Processor. Five years of exhaustive research into digital audio yielded a processor worth waiting for, deserving of the Levinson marque.

The N° 30 is a true reference: it neither adds to nor subtracts from the music. It brings to your home the accuracy as well as the essence of the performance. Finally, the promise of digital audio is fulfilled.

The N° 30 is proof that state-of-the-art digital and analog technology can coexist with craftsmanship. The subject here, however, ultimately is music, and the heart of music is in the listening. To fully appreciate the quality of the N° 30, we recommend that you visit your Mark Levinson dealer for a full audition.

Mark Levinson products are designed and manufactured by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 FAX (203) 346-1540
Morse code were not synonymous words, as they are today. Also, the sound of such signals in the headphones was not clicks, but raucous buzzing sounds corresponding to dots and dashes of Morse code. It is interesting to note that Harry Houck was Major Armstrong’s assistant in the invention of the superheterodyne receiving circuit.

The RCA Radiola 60 did not use a doublet antenna such as the Atwater Kent Model D shown with it. Doublet antennas were brought out in about 1933 to provide noise-free short-wave reception on “all wave” home radios which were becoming popular that year.
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab Introduces The ULTRAMP™ Series

From our UHQRs (Ultra High Quality Records) to our 24 karat gold plated ULTRADISC™, one philosophy has underscored Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab's 15-year history as a pioneer and leader in audiophile recordings - making recorded music sound its very best.

This same philosophy inspired the creation of the ULTRAMP series - a 100 watt Power Amplifier (150 at 4 Ohms), active Line Amplifier with full function switching, and Digital to Analog Converter for CD playback.

Featuring revolutionary proprietary design criteria that accomplishes amazingly life-like playback, this three-component system has none of the grittiness or sterility typically associated with the 'CD sound.' Instead, this fully-integrated solid state series uniquely captures the warmth of tube technology and adds to it the frequency response of digital. The ULTRAMP boasts an expensive, precise soundstage, superb imaging and extraordinary depth.

Designed and made in America, the ULTRAMP combines a variety of state-of-the-art features:
- Discrete circuitry, RF filtering and hand-selected transistors throughout;
- Separate transformers for left and right channels for both the Line Amp and D/A;
- Dual mono configurations for both the Power Amp and Line Amp;
- Separate transformers for digital and analog supplies, fully discrete post filters and absolute phase inversion for the D.A.

At an introductory price of $1295* each, the ULTRAMP easily outperforms traditional components priced substantially higher.

How can Mobile Fidelity offer superior high-end sound at such an affordable price? By selling directly to YOU. The ULTRAMP is only available by calling our toll-free number, where radio advisors will answer any questions you may have and take your order.

Take advantage of this outstanding offer by calling today. Listening is believing. If after 30 days you are not satisfied with the ULTRAMP, simply return it for a full refund.

The ULTRAMP. Don't trust us, trust your ears.

For more detailed information, please call 800-423-5759
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* for a limited time only
The Mitsubishi CS-35X7 35 inch TV features a unique digital ghost reduction circuit, a dual conversion tuner, an invar shadow mask, finer phosphor pitch and the industry's first true three dimensional comb filter.
That means it costs somewhere in the neighborhood of $7,500.

That's a fair sum of money, even for an ardent videophile. But, as the saying goes, "You get what you pay for." Namely, the most advanced 35" direct-view TV we've ever offered.

A unique digital ghost reduction circuit subdues those stationary ghosts that are typical of broadcast signals. While our dual conversion tuner improves the image rejection ratio, along with various other cable-signal irregularities.

The CRT has the industry's finest phosphor pitch, plus a very-large-aperture electron gun, for an amazingly bright, sharp picture.

A special high-contrast coating on our Diamond Vision® picture tube increases the contrast by 20%.

And to completely separate black & white and color elements, while maintaining maximum picture resolution, we designed a true three dimensional digital comb filter.

The new CS-35X7.

Like we said, the best 35" TV a lot of money can buy.
Four Speakers on One Amp
Q. When specs for a power amplifier say "two sets of speaker terminals," does this mean the amplifier has four channels? And when four speakers are connected at once, does the power to each speaker stay the same or is it cut in half?—Kevin Blackwell, Topeka, Kans.
A. All that the statement means is that the amplifier can power more than one loudspeaker per channel, unless the literature specifically says the amplifier in question is a four-channel unit. Many stereo amplifiers have double speaker terminals, usually with switches that let you select either pair and, often, both at once. One pair of speakers may be in the main listening room, and a second pair located elsewhere.

When an amplifier channel drives two speakers at once, the load it sees is lower than either speaker's impedance. Two 8-ohm speakers become a 4-ohm load, which is usually no problem; two 4-ohm speakers become a 2-ohm load, which many amplifiers cannot handle safely. Don't try to drive such a load unless the manufacturer states specifically that the amp can handle it.

If both speakers have the same impedance, each will receive half the available power; if their impedances differ, the one with the lower impedance will receive more power than the other speaker. However, when both speakers are connected, the available power will usually go up, because most solid-state amplifiers deliver more power into lower impedances. Some amps deliver twice as much power into 4 ohms as into 8-ohm loads, some deliver about 50% more, and others deliver about the same into both impedances. So when you hook two pairs of speakers up at once (assuming their impedances are equal), each speaker may get just as much power as a single speaker would, or half as much, or something in between.

DAT or VCR
Q. I have been contemplating buying a DAT recorder but am wondering if an 8-mm video deck with PCM is comparable in performance to a DAT. I have read that the 8-mm format uses a 32-kHz sampling rate, which is the same as a DAT running in the 4-hour mode. Some 8-mm decks allow audio-only recording, with recording times ranging from 8 to 24 hours on a single cassette.

What is your opinion about using a VHS Hi-Fi deck for audio recording in the 2- or 6-hour mode?—John F. Beasley, Augusta, Mich.
A. When samples are taken at 48 kHz, we can expect the resultant frequency response to be flat to 20 kHz. When the sampling rate is reduced to 32 kHz, frequency response is not likely to be flat much above 12 kHz, with highs absolutely limited to 15 kHz.

How bad is this 32-kHz sampling rate? Most of our TV signals are sent via satellite at a 32-kHz sampling rate. Surprisingly good sound is possible.

The DAT system employs a 16-bit "word." The 8-mm system uses an eight-bit data "word," which should limit the S/N ratio to 48 dB. However, my 8-mm machines do better than that, because the system uses compression to improve its S/N.

From a theoretical standpoint, therefore, we can readily see that the DAT machine has some clear advantages. One such advantage of the DAT system over 8-mm is that the protection against lost data is better. Another advantage of DAT machines over any VCR that I know of—is 8-mm or VHS—lies in the manner by which the "Pause" mode is handled. In any video system it is absolutely necessary to maintain sync; there cannot be a blank part of the tape on which no sync is written. The VCRs that I know of maintain sync by moving the tape backwards a couple of frames (or about 1/15 S), so that there will be sync pulses to lock onto when you start recording again. Thus, we have to anticipate this by waiting a short time after the last desired data has been recorded before pressing the "Pause" button. Otherwise the last note of music or the last word of a speech recording may be clipped off.

The DAT system is better thought out. When "Pause" is pressed, recording is immediately muted, but the tape continues forward for a frame or two. Then it moves backward to the exact point it occupied when the button was pressed. Thus, you don't lose data and are ready to begin recording at just the right place.

Cassettes used for 8-mm machines are less expensive than those for DAT machines. The 8-mm tapes can, with some systems, hold more than can be accommodated on a DAT, making the price of the 8-mm tapes even more attractive.

The VHS Hi-Fi format works well, with S/N ratios of 80 dB and better and with frequency response flat to 20 kHz. Tapes are often less expensive for VHS than for DAT or 8-mm, and they can hold up to 6 hours of recording. There are tapes designed for 8 hours of recording, but I do not recommend these for VHS Hi-Fi use.

The error protection with VHS tapes is not good. Any tape edge damage will result in mistracking, which causes a fluttering background. At times you can compensate for this by adjusting the deck's tracking controls.

Long-Distance AM
Regarding Juan Ferry's question concerning the reception of distant AM broadcast signals (April 1991), my recent experience might be helpful. For many years I have relied on an old "boat anchor," the Hammarlund HQ129X receiver—reasonably sensitive, quite selective, and also useful for holding things in place in the San Francisco Bay area, where nature often tends to move the 5-meter needle as much as a strong local signal does. I found a unique device selling for less than $50, with which virtually any AM receiver that incorporates a built-in ferrite antenna can outperform the HQ129X on the broadcast band, even if that venerable receiver were hooked up to hundreds of feet of wire. It's called a "Select-A-Tenna." It requires no power and is about 11 inches in diameter and 2 inches thick. No wire connections to the receiver are needed; signal transfer is by induction.

Operation is simple. After tuning the receiver to the desired frequency, the knob on the Select-A-Tenna dial scale is set to about the same frequency. Without having time yet to make mea-

If you have a problem or question about audio, write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1533 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. All letters are answered. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Q. CAN YOU FIND THE HIDDEN PLEASURE IN REFRESHING SEAGRAM’S GIN?

A. If you think this is just a bubble, look again.
Why This Ad Is Making The Other Loudspeaker Company Nervous.

We think the Ensemble II speaker system by Henry Kloss is better than the BOSE AM-5 Series II. And because Cambridge SoundWorks sells direct...it's half the price.

Audio Hall of Fame member, Henry Kloss
All Cambridge SoundWorks products are designed by our co-founder and chairman, Henry Kloss, who created the dominant speakers of the '50s (AR), '60s (KLH) and '70s (Advent). Our high performance, high-value speakers and systems are all manufactured in our factory in Newton, Massachusetts.

Ensemble II performance for half the Bose price. Ensemble® II is the latest version of the subwoofer-satellite speakers Audio magazine said "may be the best value in the world." Unlike the Bose® system, it uses two-way satellite speakers and acoustics suspension subwoofers (with 35% more cone area). It can sound identical to our original Ensemble system.

Audio experts on call 365 days a year.
Our helpful, knowledgeable audio experts (not clerks) are on duty for advice, hook-up information or orders, 8AM-midnight, every day, including holidays. They don't know the meaning of the phrase "hard sell." A customer wrote "The quality of your product is matched by your attitude towards your customers."

We've eliminated the expensive "middle-men."
All Cambridge SoundWorks components and systems are sold factory-direct to the public, eliminating huge distribution expenses. Don't be fooled by our reasonable prices—our products are very well made, with premium quality components throughout. With our 30-day satisfaction guarantee, you can't lose.

FREE catalog—Pioneer, Philips, Denon and more.
Our full-color catalog is loaded with systems and components from top name brands, including our own. Our systems deliver a lot of performance for the money, especially our Dolby Surround systems, which we feel are the best values in the country. For your free catalog, call 1-800-AKA-HIFI, 24 hours a day.

Power isolation strips may protect your equipment from line-voltage surges, filter out noise, or both.
Pleasant Playback Equalization

Q. My cassette deck is several years old and has three equalization settings: Cr02, "LH," and FeCr. When playing Cr02 tapes, the only ones I use, and switching to "LH," I notice that the highs are boosted and that my VU meters give a higher reading. There seems to be more information on the tape than in the Cr02 position. Also, the recording sounds louder. Why? Is there less tape noise in the Cr02 position? (I don't worry about noise because I use an outboard dbx noise-reduction unit.)—Gary Guarneri, Danville, Cal.

A. In the Cr02 playback position, the deck provides very substantial bass boost, starting (up 3 dB) at 2,274 Hz. In the "LH" position, it provides somewhat less bass boost, starting at 1,326 Hz. Looking at this conversely, treble is depressed more in the Cr02 position than in the "LH" one. Accordingly, when you play your tapes in the "LH" position, you get more treble than in the Cr02 position. Normally, for flat-response with Cr02 tape, you should use Cr02 playback equalization. But if the sound is more pleasing to you with "LH," there is no law that you should deny yourself.

The increased treble with "LH" accounts, at least in part, for the increase in loudness and the higher VU reading. It may also be that the equalization circuits in your deck are such as to produce an overall increase in output in the "LH" position. When using Cr02 playback equalization, you not only depress treble more, but you also reduce noise more. However, if you find that noise is not a factor in your listening pleasure, you should simply use the playback equalization that sounds best to your ears. (However, in recording be sure to switch the tape selector to Cr02 when using Cr02 tape or equivalent. Type II tapes.)

Head Longevity

Q. Please compare the longevity, in hours, of audio cassette heads, VCR heads, DAT heads, etc.—Ronald B. Freeman, Freehold, N.J.

A. I do not have sufficient information to answer your question specifically. Also, I doubt that specific answers are possible. In the case of heads for audio cassette decks, the materials of which the heads are made are chosen not only with respect to head life but also with respect to distortion and the ease of machining them to achieve fine, sharp gaps. Therefore, a manufacturer may elect to use heads with, say, a life of 10,000 use-hours instead of others having a life of 20,000 hours but with inferior characteristics with respect to distortion, etc.

Another factor in head life is tension of the tape against the heads. In most cassette decks, tape-head contact is achieved by a pressure pad within the cassette shell, whereas in others (such as Nakamichi decks), a finger is used to push the pressure pad away and the torque applied to the take-up and supply hubs keeps the tape properly snug against the heads. Eliminating the pad's pressure tends to increase head life.

As a rough guess, well-made heads in a quality cassette deck operating at the standard speed of 1 7/8 ips tend to have a useful life of about 10,000 hours. However, the meaning of "useful" is open to question. If the gap of a playback or record/playback head widens so that response beyond, say, 13 kHz declines sharply, is this head no longer useful? For an adult whose hearing extends only to 12 kHz, this head may still be okay. It may also be okay for a teenager who suffers profound hearing loss owing to excessive hours at loud rock sessions.

VCR heads tend to have appreciably shorter life than audio cassette heads because the relative speed between the tape and heads is much greater in the case of VCR. As a very rough guess: 1,000 to 2,000 hours at standard videotape speed. Life is extended by using the long-play (LP) and extra-long play (EP or SLP) speeds.

Like VCRs, DAT recorders also have their heads on rotating wheels, which increase tape-to-head speeds. So DAT heads might have roughly similar life-spans even though the tape speeds, tape-to-head speeds, and head designs are different.

If you have a problem or question on tape recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. All letters are answered. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
In January I enthused over a fabulous fiber-optic development, the erbium light amplifier, which seemed to me so incredible, even improbable, that for a while after I sent in my copy I had the dreadful feeling it might be a hoax. Had I been trapped? Was Scientific American emulating Audio's well-known line of Lirpa products, persuasive but improbable?

If this was a hoax, I thought uneasily, then it would have been done exactly as that magazine did it, complete with the improbable element erbium, which sounded entirely too much like a concoction of herbs, and a weird picture of a stretch of optical cable wound into a loose circle and emitting a garish green light. It could so easily have been set up in the Lirpa manner! Honestly, I was worried. After all, my 45-year-old reputation was at stake.

Well, sighs of relief, though they came too late for the January issue (publishing delay, as usual, with a handy assist from the post office). Many readers have seen a second and much expanded piece on the erbium amp in the same magazine, published many months after the first news report, and this time a feature article. It even has the garish-green photo, enlarged in size, and the subject is laid out in far greater detail with updates. You will find it in the January 1992

Scientific American. Evidently the editors over there did the same double take on their own earlier news item (March 1991) as I did—that is, suddenly they realized the significance of a simple, repeatable, flexible light amplifier for the entire huge world of communications, in just about any area you can imagine. And so, months later, they promoted the news item into the big time.

If this one is a hoax, then it is one of the biggest in history. If it is merely the scientific truth, then, just as I thought, we have a development as important as the vacuum tube (valve) and, because of its nature, of far greater potential towards revolutionary changes in our own area as well as in numerous others.

I cannot imagine that light will entirely replace electrons (and holes) in the audio world. It is the combination of the two that will be vital in audio and its spouse, video. The first audio example I ran into, the use of a light circuit not for length of cable or for bandwidth but to avoid cross-effects between low-level systems, is symbolic for what's to come. This, and the enormous potential bandwidth in what I still think we should call optonics, are the first considerations in the audio field. The propagation of zillions of signals over thousands of miles via optical cables is peripheral to our business, even if intimately linked at the ends.

How incredibly fast things are moving! I still sit here in my Connecticut small-town home without access to video cable because the local franchise people say it costs too much. Not enough houses. True, true. But the phone company has had lines to all our houses since the '20s, and since the mid-'30s those cumbersome and easily damaged electric power lines have also reached every house in town, and elsewhere worldwide. What will happen when, in almost literally months, optical cable becomes practical for cable's distribution? With erbium for the longer lines? It just seems absurd at this point that cable people are grumbling about the enormous cost of cable extension via existing standards. Well, I'm not in the business and it's easy enough for me to say. These people have, after all, a huge vested interest in billions of dollars of present cable network, this multiplied everywhere into the biggest force in present entertainment, non-live, as we all know. But glass cable is here—and erbium. And will not be denied.

I know, I know, all the talk now is about "interactive." I'll go out on a limb, or a transmission tower crossbar, and say I'm not that impressed. Novelty, gadgetry. We'll be buried in it in no time. And at every level. I recently saw and heard the first big application of this system for classical music, Mozart Interaktiv, demonstrated at Lincoln Center in New York. On a single 12-inch LaserDisc was stored enough information on that composer, plus bits of music as well, to keep you busy for weeks. You control what you want (i.e., interact) by the familiar finger-to-screen method, touching either a menu of some sort or even a section of a picture. There are, so to speak, wheels within wheels, subjects, sub-subjects, and even more to choose, like a video zoom into areas large and small, down to the finest detail.

It sounds wonderful. The technique is intriguing, if already basically familiar via computers. But the content, I thought, was spotty, even occasionally amateurish. Dare I say it? The short bits of music, with video, were shabbily treated, ending with a click, a thump, or a too-short switch-off instead of end-
COLUMBIA HOUSE BRINGS YOU... DISCS, DISCS, DISCS, DISCS, DISCS!
PLUS A CHANCE TO GET ONE MORE CD--FREE!

Bryan Adams—Waking Up The Neighbours. Can't Stop This Thing (Capitol) 431-778
Eric Clapton—Rush (Reprise) 433-714
Pot Shop Boys: Complete Singles (EMI) 431-78
Jean-Pierre Rampal—Great Flute Concertos (Sony Classical) 342-791/1192-977
Yo Yo Ma & Bobby McFerrin—Rush (Sony Master) 432-930
The Temptations—Motown (Motown) 432-740
Rod Stewart—Downtown Singles (EMI) 430-298
Train/Selections From The Very Best Of The Wilburys (Warner Bros.) 431-783
PM Dawn—The Utopian Collection (Reprise) 430.242
Eric Clapton—24 Nights (Atlantic) 430.876
INXS—Live Baby Live (Atlantic) 430.299
Bryan Adams—Waking Up The Neighbours (Warner Bros.) 431-714
T.E.V.I.N.—Waking Up The Neighbours (Atlantic) 431-783
George Strait—Ten (Columbia/Legacy) 430.546
Hammer—Too Legit To Quit (Capitol) 430.611
Trisha Yearwood—Foolish Games (Capitol) 430.254
Neil Young & Crazy Horse—Weird (Reprise) 430.789/3806-641
The Very Best Of The Platters (Mercury) 430.961
Erasure—Chorus (Sire/Reprise) 430.546

Mariah Carey—Emotions. Title cut plus, Can't Let Go (Sony Classical) 428-028
Eric Clapton—“Juice” Org. Snrdk. (S.O.U.L) 433-243
The Allman Brothers Band—A Decade Of Hits 1969-79 (Polydor) 430.439
Frank Sinatra—Sinatra Reprises The Very Good Years (Reprise) 430.363
INXS—Live Baby Live (Atlantic) 430.298
Eric Clapton—24 Nights (Reprise) 430.249/395-245
PM Dawn—The Utopian Experience ( Gee Street) Island 430.207
New Edition—GIrL Hits Vol. 1 (MCA) 489.066
Israel Phil. Orch. Welcomes Birnkr Phl. Merits cond. (Sony Classical) 430.041
“The Commitments” (Sony Classical) 432.753
Pixies—Trom La Morte (4AD Ltd/Elektra) 429.571
The Ocean Blue—Cerebral (Reprise/Sire) 429.431
Pearl Jam—Ten (EPIC) 428.433
The Cult—Ceremony (Sire/Reprise) 428.300
Soundgarden—Badmo— Association (A&M) 428.250
Ozzy Osbourne—No More Tears (Epic) 428.128
Public Enemy—Apocalypse 91 (Def Jam Columbia) 428.003
Simple Minds—Real Life (A&M/Atlantic) 427.605
The Byrds—20 Essential Tracks (Columbia/Legacy) 426.960
The Robert Cray Band—Strong Persuader (Warner Bros.) 426.188
John Williams—Love A Parade (Sony Classical) 426.717
Trisha Yearwood (MCA) 426.148
Clivettes & Coyle—Greatest Remixes, Vol. 1 (Columbia) 431.783
Prince And The N.P.G.—Diamonds And Pearls (Parlophone) 424.009
Poison—Swallow This (Capitol) 433.126/393-124
Seal (Sire/Warner Bros.) 426.827
The Best Of Stevie Nicks (Modern) 424.694
Robyn Hitchcock & The Egyptians—Parake Island (A&M) 424.645
James Brown—CD Of JB (Polydor) 424.646
Sting—The Soul Cages (A&M) 424.440
“Phantom Of The Opera”—Highlights (Org London Cast) (Polydor) 423.332
Roger Waters—The Wall (Mercury) 424.876
Tears For Fears—Songs From The Big Chair (Mercury) 424.848
“Saturday Night Fever” (Sndtrk.) (Polydor) 424.966/393-801
Rush—Chronicles (Mercury) 423.780/393-785
The Very Best Of The Righteous Brothers—Unchained Melody (MCA Class) 423.722
The Moody Blues—Grts. Hits (Polydor) 423.756
Blind Faith (367.565)
Bachman-Turner Overdrive—Greatest Hits (Mercury) 423.667
Scorpions—Crazy World (Mercury) 423.608
John Mellencamp—American Fool (Rca) 423.593
C & M Music Factory—Gonna Make You Sweat (Capitol) 423.593
Eric Clapton—Time Pieces (Polydor) 423.467
Bon Jovi—Blaze Of Glory (Mercury) 423.460
Crowdstone House—Woodface (Capitol) 423.253
Bette Midler—...For The Boys, Org. Masion Pic. Snrdk (Atlantic) 430.876
U2—Achtung Baby. The Fly, Mysterious Ways, etc (Island) 431.213
Richard Marx—Rush Street (Capitol) 433-110
Skid Row—Save To The Grtn Atlantic) 422.107
The Allman Brothers Band—Shares Of Two Worlds (Epic) 422.121
Bad English—Backlash (Epic) 422.170
Travis Tritt—It’s All About To Change (Warner Bros.) 422.113
The Psychedelic Furs—Wall/Outside (Columbia) 426.055
Marc Cohn (Atlantic) 421.152
EMF—Schnurbit Dip (EMI) 421.487
Midori—Live At Carnegie Hall (Sony Classical) 420.976
Another Bad Creation—Coolin’ At The Playground Y' Know! (Motown) 419.303
Lenny Kravitz—Mama Said (Virgin) 418.914
Yes—Union (Arista) 417.682
Paul McCartney—Trapping The Live Fantastic/Highlights (Capitol) 417.477
David Lee Roth—A Little Ain’t Enough (Warner Bros.) 416.610
Gloria Estefan—Wanna Be Your Lover Tonight (ATCO) 414.102
Wilson Philips (SBK) 409.793
Harry Connick, Jr.—We Are In Love (Capitol) 409.646
Vladimir Horowitz—The Last Recording (Sony Classical) 408.948
Darn Yankkees (Wener Bros.) 405.486
Dopeche Mode—Violator (Sire/Reprise) 403.423
“Pretty Woman” (Sndtrk. EMI) 403.407
M.C. Hammer—Please Hammer Don’t Hurt Em (Capitol) 403.477
Eddie Money—Grts. Hits (Columbia) 402.428
Nine Inch Nails—Pretty Hate Machine (RTV/400.34)
Kenny G—Live (Anita) 401.505
Robert Palmer—Addictions (Columbia) 400.937
Eric Clapton—Journeyman (Reprise) 400.457
Reba McEntire—For My Broken Heart (MCA) 430.909

MORE SELECTIONS

Garth Brooks—Ropin’ The Wind (What She’s Doing Now, Columbia) 428.962
Enya—Shepherd Moons (Reprise) 431-718
Warrant—Cherry Pie (Columbia) 422.220
To To—Past To Present (Columbia) 411.371
The Vaughan Brothers—Family Style (Epic) 411.306
George Michael—Listen Without Prejudice, Vol. 1 (Columbia) 411.181
L.L. Cool J—Mama Said Knock You Out (Def Jam/Atlantic) 407.098
AC/DC—The Razors Edge (ATCO) 410.662
Hollies—Epopm Anthology (A&M) 409.003
Jane’s Addiction—Ritual De Lo Habitual (Warner Bros.) 407.098
Matthew Crue—Decade Of Decadence 81–91 (Epic) 407.098
Chris Isaak—Heart Shaped World (Reprise) 396.144
Tom Petty—Full Moon Fever (MCA) 382.184
Lynyrd Skynyrd Band—Skynyrd’s Inreven/Their Grts. Hits (MCA) 381.128
“Beaches” (Sndtrk. Atlantic) 379.669
Roy Orbinson—The All Time Hits, Vols. 1 & 2 (CSP) 377.945
The Who—Who’s Better Who’s Best (MCA) 376.657
Fleetwood Mac—Grts. Hits (Warner Bros.) 375.782
Journey’s Greatest Hits (Columbia) 375.279
Van Halen—5150 (Warner Bros) 369.371
Marvin Gaye—Greatest Hits (Motown) 367.585
Tom Petty & The Heartbreakers—Into The Great Wide Open (MCA)429-795
ANY 8 CDs FOR A PENNY

AND A CHANCE TO GET ONE MORE CD-FREE!

See offer below.

Bonnie Raitt - Luck Of The Draw

Come To Me, many more, (Capitol) 423-186

Two Rooms - Celebrating The Songs Of Elton John And Bernie Taupin (Various Artists). (Polydor) 430-421

James Taylor - New Moon Shine (Columbia) 429-209

Jim Croce - Photographs And More: His Greatest Hits (Sait) 246-688

Simon & Garfunkel's Greatest Hits (Columbia) 219-477

Bob Dylan's Greatest Hits Vol II (Columbia) 212/543/394/654

The Very Best Of The Everly Brothers (Warner Bros.) 372-912

Essential John Waite (Chrysalis) 233-672

"Be My Only Woman" Original Soundtrack (Epic) 329-680

Jerry Garcia Band - (Arista) 428/425/398/420

Dan Fogelberg - Gts. (Arista) 374-208/393/268

Vanessa Williams - Giant Hits (Atlantic) 371-901

The Divine Sarah Vaughan - Vaughan (Columbia Years 1950/53) (Columbia Jazz Masterpieces) 353/460

Dave Brubeck Quartet - Time Out Jazz (Columbia Jazz Masterpieces) 353/460

Miles Davis - Kind Of Blue Jazz (Columbia Jazz Masterpieces) 353/460

Boyz II Men - Cooleyhighharmony (Motown) 424-754

James Taylor's Gt. Hits (Warner Bros.) 251-302

Dawn Upshaw - The Girl With Red Haired Lips (Elektra Nonesuch) 243/275

Vanderbosch - Power Of Love (Elektra) 418/648

Boston (Epic) 269/209

HERE'S HOW TO GET YOUR 8 CDs FOR 1¢...

Just mail the coupon together with check or money order for $1.86 (that's 1¢ for your first 8 CDs, plus $1.85 for shipping and handling).

You may choose to buy just six selections in the next three years—but at regular Club prices (currently $15.98 plus shipping and handling)—and you may cancel membership at any time after doing so.

- Free Music Magazine sent every four weeks (up to 13 times a year), describing the Regular Selection for your listening interest, plus hundreds of alternatives. And Special Selection mailings up to six times a year (total of up to 19 buying opportunities).
- Buy only what you want! If you want the Regular or Special Selection, do nothing—it will be sent automatically. If you prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, just mail the response card always provided by the date specified.
- You always have 10 days to decide; if not, you may return all music at our expense.
- Half-Price Bonus Plan. If you continue your membership after fulfilling your obligation, you'll be eligible for our Money-saving bonus plan, which lets you buy one CD at half-price for each CD you buy at regular Club price.
- 10-Day Risk-Free Trial. We'll send details of your operation with your introductory package. If not satisfied, return everything within 10 days for a full refund and no further obligation.

Extra Bonus Offer: you may take one additional CD right now, at the super-low price of only $6.95—and you are then entitled to take an extra CD as a bonus FREE! (You can receive your discount on one CD with your 8 introductory selections—a total of 10 CDs in all!

If the application is missing, write to: Columbia House, 1400 N. Fruitridge Ave, Terre Haute, IN 47811-1129.
It seems absurd at this point that the cable people are still grumbling about the enormous cost of cable extension.

ing gracefully. The performances were middling, if, needless to say, by well-known opera pros and big-name orchestral groupings. Worse, I thought, was the blatant inconsistency between video and audio, though this is a matter both of taste and familiarity. Still, would you enjoy hearing a Mozart singer at stage distance in a big ambience while simultaneously looking at her nearby tonsils?

And the "interactive" locations: You want to see where Mozart was on December 29, 1768? Touch, and there's a street. Like almost any old street, 18th-century style. How about the next musical tour? Another street. Maybe you can zoom in on a house where Mozart slept. It's just another house. And so it goes, with a conventional announcer's voice playing away short accounts of whatever. (Some were "Englished," though a lot still were in the German original out of Austria.)

A big job, years of work, enormous research, and tons of technical operation to get these mountains of Mozart miscellany onto a disc of admittedly very large capacity. (But aren't we used to that, by this time?) It is a worthy and dedicated beginning, this particular high-level interactive. But a single picture book of Mozart, illustrated in color, could do 90% of the same in much simpler and faster communication — also at far greater length. Why must we listen to an optically stored soundtrack when we can so easily read the printed word at speed?

Interactive may be the coming buzz, but I think there are more momentous developments to come, encompassing both interactive, otherwise known as two-way, and the "Read Only" facilities of radio, standard TV, the audio CD, and so on. More on this later; what has to concern us now is, rather, the huge battle that looms between the titans of broadcasting, cable, and the phone companies. For these last are the people who want in!

If light-wave communications make so much possible, then these big forces, notably cable and telephone, are equally able in the engineering sense to enter our homes with anything and everything. Bandwidth to spare, and then more.

From where I now sit, I can see through the window the line that powerers me, stretching across a field and through woods to the main road, to a big transformer on the near pole. Below, via ancient cooperation, runs the thin wire that is my phone. Glass fiber is not exactly ready to conduct power yet, or ever, but I can imagine a glass cable replacing the phone line out there, and it could be soon. Who will bring it to me? Phone company or cable? Why both? Unless for ruinous competition and redundancy, over the vast spectrum that soon will be possible whether interactive or not.

In-between stands that perplexed monolith, the Government. National, mainly, but also state and local. I would have to be on that firing line! Broadcasting, even by satellite, may fade further or mainly cease, but phone and cable represent two enormous and implacable forces ready to invade each other's territory, government willing. Phew, what a future!

Meanwhile, we have a relatively minor technical development, HDTV, in several incompatible systems. We left ourselves out of this in the United States. Europe and Japan forged ahead, differently but in analog, for video "hi-fi." Now we belatedly think we might catch up via digital, if and when. But, digital excepted, this new high fidelity is already in hand and ongoing. Did you realize that the entire 1992 Winter Olympics were televised by cameras in the new HD-MAC all-Europe (most of it) HDTV system, every picture you saw? Did some of that superb quality remain when HD-MAC's 1,250 lines were converted to our 525-line system? I figured yes, somehow or other. The pictures were gorgeous, even non-HDTV.

But there was more. Every picture you saw in those days and days of winter broadcasting (and will see this summer) came through a fiber-optic connection from the cameras on site to a central editing facility. No erbium yet, I assume, but all glass. Not an electron anywhere. Yes, audio too came through the glass.

Hey, it's getting dark outside, pouring rain, thunderclaps booming. What is that silvery sheen I see stretching between the telephone poles? Somebody snuck in a glass cable when I wasn't looking?

Could be. But if so, whodunit?
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KIMBER KABLE™ introduces the PostMaster™, a new and innovative connector that fits most binding posts, diameters from .34" to .20", and wire from #16 to #6 gauge.

A unique feature is the compressible wafer fitted between its two parts. The wafer maintains constant dynamic pressure on the binding post with only "finger tight" torque, preventing contact change due to vibration and/or temperature fluctuation. The ridges concentrate contact pressure for a gas tight connection. Patent Pending.

PostMaster-33 (.28"-.345")
PostMaster-25 (.20"-.265")

Limited time 2 for 1 when installed on KIMBER KABLE.
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The advent of Dolby noise reduction tube electronics to solid-state designs. As the sound is registered, the signal processor continuously adapts to the dynamic variations of the threshold. Efficiency is increased since only sounds above this dynamic threshold, and thus audible, are accepted for coding. Every sub-band is allocated the bit capacity it needs. The bits not required by particular sub-bands are re-allocated, adaptively, to other sub-bands to achieve the highest possible coding accuracy over the entire audio frequency range. Hence, PASC coding takes the behaviour of the ear as the reference model, and uses the chip technology of the 1990s to emulate that model.

The audio frequency range is split, by digital filtering, into 32 sub-bands of equal width. The PASC signal processor models the aural characteristics of the spiral cochlea inside the ear, taking the threshold of hearing (of the most sensitive human ear) as its basic reference. As the sound is registered, the signal processor continuously adapts to the dynamic variations of the threshold. Efficiency is increased since only sounds above this dynamic threshold, and thus audible, are accepted for coding. Every sub-band is allocated the bit capacity it needs. The bits not required by particular sub-bands are re-allocated, adaptively, to other sub-bands to achieve the highest possible coding accuracy over the entire audio frequency range. Hence, PASC coding takes the behaviour of the ear as the reference model, and uses the chip technology of the 1990s to emulate that model.

The coded information for all the sub-bands is multiplexed into an 8-channel data stream, into which error detection and correction codes are inserted. The distribution of the block codes over the 8 data channels achieves an effect similar to interleaving. A ninth channel, carrying the control and display auxiliary channel, is added. 8-10 modulation, to optimize the data format for recording on tape, then completes the signal processing.

The support of audiophiles and were integrated into the audio scene. For more than 40 years, steady incremental improvements towards true high-fidelity music reproduction have brought the art to its present level of sophistication. Having achieved this, the audiophile fraternity zealously guards against any idea or technology that would subvert or degrade these hard-won standards. Among many of the "top gun" audiophiles, signal processing and manipulation of any kind have been anathema. These people are disdainful of any kind of equalization, reverberant processing, and even noise reduction. Quite often, they are avowed digiphobes. (Of course, we all occasionally agree on the deleterious effects of things like Copy-Code!)

All the foregoing is significant in light of several new developments in digital technology which could seriously compromise some cherished audio tenets as well as cause divisiveness and controversy among audiophiles. By now, most readers are aware of the Philips Digital Compact Cassette (DCC) and Sony Mini Disc (MD) formats. Both use data compression techniques, which are not used in the CD format. To sonic purists, psychoacoustics and masking are dirty words. Since the DCC and MD data compression techniques involved these phenomena, many audiophiles simply dismiss DCC and MD as unworthy of consideration.

With the old adage of "Ain't science wonderful?" in mind, it appears that progress has been so rapid in digital audio engineering, the much-maligned concept of data compression has gained new respectability. This is especially true in regard to DCC. Unlike rotary-head R-DAT, DCC uses thin-film head technology to record and play back digital data. A bit-rate reduction system is used, employing what Philips calls Precision Adaptive Sub-band Coding (PASC). It is a very efficient coding system, needing less than a quarter of the bit rate of CD.

Barry Fox, one of Britain's most erudite and perceptive audio journalists, provided a particularly lucid and detailed description of how PASC works for Hi-Fi News & Record Review (March 1992):

The coded information for all the sub-bands is multiplexed into an 8-channel data stream, into which error detection and correction codes are inserted. The distribution of the block codes over the 8 data channels achieves an effect similar to interleaving. A ninth channel, carrying the control and display auxiliary channel, is added. 8-10 modulation, to optimize the data format for recording on tape, then completes the signal processing.
"These hair-trigger pistols once saved the owner of The Glenlivet® from a band of cutthroats."

- Sandy Milne, our Resident Sage.

The men, a brutish lot, were clearly intent on dirty doings.
The scene was the desolate inn at Cock Bridge, in the Highlands.
George Smith, maker of The Glenlivet single malt Scotch, was on his way home from a sale of his much prized whisky, his money belt stuffed with gold sovereigns.

Also at George's belt, fortunately, were a pair of hair-trigger pistols, given him by the laird of Aberlour. Before the men could jump him, he cocked one of the pistols and fired into the peat fire. A cloud of white ash filled the room. By the time it had cleared, George was on his horse and well away.

"If that pistol had misfired," says our Sandy Milne, "there might not be such a thing today as The Glenlivet. A thought horrible to contemplate"

A single malt is Scotch the way it was originally: one single whisky, from one single distillery. Not, like most Scotch today, a blend of many whiskies. The Glenlivet single malt Scotch whisky should therefore be compared to a château-bottled wine. Blended Scotch is more like a mixture of wines from different vineyards.

The Glenlivet.
The Father of All Scotch.
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The audiophile fraternity zealously guards against technology or ideas that would subvert or degrade its hard-won standards.

Naturally, with such a complex and sophisticated concept as PASC, the first thing most people want to know is if it in any way degrades any parameter of audio quality: Are any artifacts audible? In the initial stages of DCC development, the effect of PASC was clearly audible seven or eight times out of 10. Philips is planning a world launch of DCC recorders and at least 500 titles of prerecorded DCCs in September.

With the latest embodiment of PASC, Philips wanted assurance that this system would not produce detectable audio glitches and that it was sonically transparent. Thus, they enlisted the golden ears of the engineers at Decca Records (conveniently part of Philips’ PolyGram group). To me, this made a lot of sense because of Decca’s musical and engineering expertise, built up over many years.

In 1976, I was the guest of Decca’s great pioneering engineer, the late Arthur Haddy, and engineer Tony Griffiths, now general manager of the Decca Recording Centre in London. At that early date, they demonstrated Decca’s proprietary digital recorder to me. From the beginning, they used a sampling rate of 48 kHz (now the professional standard), and the recorder was capable of 18-bit performance (although Decca was using it for 16-bit coding). In 1991, they switched to 18-bit recording and, with the company’s extensive recording schedule, now have a large supply of 18-bit masters on hand. I was Decca’s guest on several other occasions, most recently in 1986. At that time, I had the pleasure of meeting Jim Lock, the chief recording engineer, and John Dunkerley, the Decca engineer who has made so many memorable recordings.

Recently, I had a phone conversation with Dunkerley in which we discussed a series of tests Griffiths had run on a Philips DCC recorder, paying particular attention to any glitches from the PASC system. In Griffiths’ test, a Decca 18-bit master tape was output to the DCC recorder, which was set up for 18-bit encode/decode. An A/B switch was used to compare the master with the DCC decoded output to determine if PASC was in any way detectable. The Decca engineers (including Jonathan Stokes, who had worked with earlier PASC units) could not reliably state whether they were listening to the master or to the decoded DCC! As Griffiths said, “We may think we hear something, some of the time, but on over a hundred tests, there was no statistical evidence that anything was audible.” Now, Tony Griffiths is a brilliant but basically no-nonsense, conservative engineer. He is so impressed with the results of the DCC tests and performance of PASC that he thinks a DCC recording from a Decca master could be used as the dubbing master for prerecorded DCCs! He says that DCC now has a dynamic range greater than CD’s! I asked Dunkerley what he felt about the A/B tests. On that kind of short-term basis, he replied, the results were convincing and impressive, but he said he wanted to hear some DCC recordings in normal, extended listening conditions.

Philips plans to introduce entry-level DCC recorders with 16-bit performance, with Marantz introducing a more upscale 18-bit DCC recorder. Griffiths feels that if a 20-bit D/A chip is made available, Decca could provide 20-bit masters for a complete 20-bit DCC recorder!

So, audio purists, what now? Has the rapid advance of digital technology finally done the unthinkable? Has it made data compression undetectable? Just remember, there is digital data compression for video too—all the HDTV systems under FCC consideration use it—so perhaps it is a technology whose time has come.
LISTEN TO YOUR HEAD.

The new Sony Digital Reference Series Headphones
Experience the amazing quality of digital sound.
Your Head will thank you for it.
How a very old technology can make a brand new compact disc player sound extraordinarily good.

Our new SD/A-490t has a clock that “ticks” 33 million times a second, multi-stage noise shaping, pulse width modulators and enough other edge-of-the-art circuitry to finally qualify us for entry into the hallowed Compact Disc Techno-Jargon Hall of Fame. But it also includes two vacuum tubes whose classic design has remained unchanged for over 35 years. Tubes? Those warm glass things that used to glow cheerily through the grilles of old radios and black & white TVs? Yes. In an important circuit stage that comes after all the digital wizardy. We and many other critical listeners believe that this anacronistic addition to an already excellent CD player design significantly enhances its sound. Read on and decide for yourself.

THE AMPLIFIER THAT DOESN'T AMPLIFY.

Between a CD player’s D/A converter and external outputs is circuitry called a buffer amplifier stage. When you hear the word amplifier, you think of something which makes a signal louder. But that’s not a buffer amp’s purpose. In fact, contrary to popular lore, a CD player’s buffer amplifier doesn’t boost the signal strength at all — the final output of a CD player’s D/A converter already has sufficient voltage to directly drive a power amplifier.

Instead, the buffer amp is a unity gain device which: 1) increases output current, and 2) in the process, acts as a sort of electronic shock absorber.

A signal emerging from a CD player’s digital-to-analog conversion process has sufficient voltage but insufficient current for proper interaction with a preamplifier or power amp. By acting as a current amplifier, the buffer stage helps lower impedance to a level that’s compatible with modern components — about 50 ohms in the case of the SD/A-490t.

At the same time, the buffer stage helps isolate the relatively fragile D/A chip set from the nasty outside world of demanding analog components.

TUBES VERSUS SOLID STATE.

All compact disc players have buffer amplifiers. But more than 98% of them use solid state devices for this stage: either integrated op-amp circuits or discrete transistors.

A handful of hard-to-find, esoteric designs in the $1200 to $2500 range employ one or more tubes instead. As does our readily-available $699 SD/A-490t. For fundamental physical reasons, tubes have different transfer function characteristics than transistors. When used in ultra-expensive, audiophile preamplifiers and power amplifiers, their sound is variously described as “mellow”, “warmer”, “more open and natural” or simply “less harsh than solid state”.

At the heart of these perceived differences are three basic facts:

1. Tubes produce even-order distortion (i.e. 2nd, 4th, 6th harmonics, etc.) while transistors create odd-order distortion, particularly 3rd harmonics which are less psychoacoustically pleasant.

2. In a buffer stage, a tube acts as a pure Class A device, which is considered the optimal amplifier configuration. Op-amps function as Class A in and Class B out, with potential crossover distortion as voltage swings from positive to negative.

3. Tubes “round off” the waveform when they clip. When over-driven, solid state devices cut off sharply, causing audible distortion.

THE SD/A-490t'S OUTPUT SECTION

Our new CD player uses two 6DJ8 dual triodes (each literally two separate tubes in a single glass envelope) placed between the digital-to-analog converter and a motorized volume control.

Operated at less than 30% of their maximum capacity, these tubes achieve a highly linear output voltage with very low static and transient distortion while providing very high dynamic headroom.

And because they’re “loaing” at 1/3 their rated current capability, the SD/A-490t’s tubes are designed to last the life of the CD player without replacement or need for adjustment.

A “LESS IS MORE” DIGITAL APPROACH FOR CLEANER ANALOG SOUND.

It would be pointless to have a tube output stage if the digital circuitry which precedes it

Our new SD/A-490t has a clock that “ticks” 33 million times a second, multi-stage noise shaping, pulse width modulators and enough other edge-of-the-art circuitry to finally qualify us for entry into the hallowed Compact Disc Techno-Jargon Hall of Fame. But it also includes two vacuum tubes whose classic design has remained unchanged for over 35 years. Tubes? Those warm glass things that used to glow cheerily through the grilles of old radios and black & white TVs? Yes. In an important circuit stage that comes after all the digital wizardy. We and many other critical listeners believe that this anacronistic addition to an already excellent CD player design significantly enhances its sound. Read on and decide for yourself.

THE AMPLIFIER THAT DOESN'T AMPLIFY.

Between a CD player’s D/A converter and external outputs is circuitry called a buffer amplifier stage. When you hear the word amplifier, you think of something which makes a signal louder. But that’s not a buffer amp’s purpose. In fact, contrary to popular lore, a CD player’s buffer amplifier doesn’t boost the signal strength at all — the final output of a CD player’s D/A converter already has sufficient voltage to directly drive a power amplifier.

Instead, the buffer amp is a unity gain device which: 1) increases output current, and 2) in the process, acts as a sort of electronic shock absorber.

A signal emerging from a CD player’s digital-to-analog conversion process has sufficient voltage but insufficient current for proper interaction with a preamplifier or power amp. By acting as a current amplifier, the buffer stage helps lower impedance to a level that’s compatible with modern components — about 50 ohms in the case of the SD/A-490t.

At the same time, the buffer stage helps isolate the relatively fragile D/A chip set from the nasty outside world of demanding analog components.

TUBES VERSUS SOLID STATE.

All compact disc players have buffer amplifiers. But more than 98% of them use solid state devices for this stage: either integrated op-amp circuits or discrete transistors.

A handful of hard-to-find, esoteric designs in the $1200 to $2500 range employ one or more tubes instead. As does our readily-available $699 SD/A-490t. For fundamental physical reasons, tubes have different transfer function characteristics than transistors. When used in ultra-expensive, audiophile preamplifiers and power amplifiers, their sound is variously described as “mellow”, “warmer”, “more open and natural” or simply “less harsh than solid state”.

At the heart of these perceived differences are three basic facts:

1. Tubes produce even-order distortion (i.e. 2nd, 4th, 6th harmonics, etc.) while transistors create odd-order distortion, particularly 3rd harmonics which are less psychoacoustically pleasant.

2. In a buffer stage, a tube acts as a pure Class A device, which is considered the optimal amplifier configuration. Op-amps function as Class A in and Class B out, with potential crossover distortion as voltage swings from positive to negative.

3. Tubes “round off” the waveform when they clip. When over-driven, solid state devices cut off sharply, causing audible distortion.

THE SD/A-490t'S OUTPUT SECTION

Our new CD player uses two 6DJ8 dual triodes (each literally two separate tubes in a single glass envelope) placed between the digital-to-analog converter and a motorized volume control.

Operated at less than 30% of their maximum capacity, these tubes achieve a highly linear output voltage with very low static and transient distortion while providing very high dynamic headroom.

And because they’re “loaing” at 1/3 their rated current capability, the SD/A-490t’s tubes are designed to last the life of the CD player without replacement or need for adjustment.

A “LESS IS MORE” DIGITAL APPROACH FOR CLEANER ANALOG SOUND.

It would be pointless to have a tube output stage if the digital circuitry which precedes it
wasn’t first rate. The SD/A-490t uses Single-Bit D/A circuitry to eliminate a form of exceedingly audible distortion inherent in most current CD player designs, and to provide better signal linearity than ever before.

If you’ve read current CD player brochures, you’ve probably stumbled across descriptions of de-glitcher circuits, laser trimming and even 22-bit converters. All these are merely fixes, applied to the same basic kind of D/A converter in an attempt to overcome built-in shortcomings.

In contrast, the SD/A-490t uses a completely new technology which avoids many of the problems that older approaches have struggled to surmount. We’d have to buy a whole section in this magazine to fully explain the differences (if you’re interested, call 1-800-443-CAVR for an appropriately long and detailed brochure), but here’s a short synopsis.

Traditional converters require 16 separate reference circuits, each of which must be accurate to one part in 65,536—but, due to the realities of mass production, rarely are. If they’re not “dead-on”, an unpleasant form of noise called zero-cross distortion is produced. Because Carver’s Single Bit D/A Converter transforms a 16-bit signal into a 1-bit pulse signal array, the “ladder” of 16 ultra-high-precision reference devices is not required: In effect, the SD/A-490t need only manipulate a stream of varying-width on/off pulses instead of having to accurately create 65,536 different amplitude levels at all times.

Zero-cross distortion is non-existent, and the SD/A-490t’s Single Bit converter is able to decode linearity in excess of 115 dB below peak level with exceptionally low noise. You’ll particularly notice the difference in the heightened purity and clarity of music during very quiet passages. Every nuance, intonation and harmonic of the original recording is there. Yet "digital" harshness is noticeably absent even before it enters the SD/A-490t’s mink-lined tube stage.

**AN ARRAY OF FEATURES AS RICH AS ITS SOUND.**

We’ve designed the SD/A-490t to be both useful and easy-to-use. By golly, you can program your own... well, not exactly your own :)

- Dual 6DJ8 Vacuum Tube Output Stage
- Over-sized Disc Stabilizer Transport
- 24-Track Programming with 21-key front panel & remote input
- Music Calendar Display
- Indexing
- Random Play
- Motorized Volume Control
- Time Edit/Fade Taping Feature with user-variable time parameters
- 2 to 10 Second Variable Length Fade
- Exclusive Carver Soft EQ (Digital Time Lens) circuitry
- Optical and Coaxial
- Digital Outputs
- 3-Inch (8cm) CD Compatibility

**BRING YOUR TWO BEST CRITICS TO A CARVER DEALER.**

It’s tempting to further regale you with how well we think the SD/A-490t’s tubes and Single Bit circuitry improve the sound of a compact disc. But your own ears should be the final arbiter of quality.

Thus you are invited to bring a few familiar compact discs down to your local Carver dealer and compare for yourself, hopefully creating your own superlatives in the process.

Suffice it to say that almost all critical listeners not only are able to hear a difference, but prefer the sound of the remarkably affordable SD/A-490t’s dual triode transfer function.

---

*A device which neither amplifies nor attenuates a signal is said to have unity gain. In other words, what goes in comes out unchanged. Or does it?*

**Remote control variable output is a wonderfully convenient feature, but it would be pointless to eliminate solid state circuitry in the buffer amp stage and then use a solid state circuit for the final gain attenuator. So the SD/A-490t changes volume the old fashioned, physical way: a nice, clean carbon potentiometer, in this case, physically rotated by a small motor.***

---

**THE SD/A-490t**

- Dual 6DJ8 Vacuum Tube Output Stage
- Over-sized Disc Stabilizer Transport
- 24-Track Programming with 21-key front panel & remote input
- Music Calendar Display
- Indexing
- Random Play
- Motorized Volume Control
- Time Edit/Fade Taping Feature with user-variable time parameters
- 2 to 10 Second Variable Length Fade
- Exclusive Carver Soft EQ (Digital Time Lens) circuitry
- Optical and Coaxial
- Digital Outputs
- 3-Inch (8cm) CD Compatibility
A MAN OF HONORS

There is no question that the exquisite musical and technical collaboration between Robert Shaw and Telarc Records has, over the last decade and a half, produced such an extraordinary orchestral/choral discography that it is unmatched in the annals of commercial recording. Now, while I realize this may seem a bold statement, it is bolstered by the sheer number and consistency of the recordings and by the high standards that Shaw has always set for himself.

As I write this, Shaw is approaching his 76th birthday, and last December he received a Kennedy Center Honor, which came as a fitting tribute for a lifetime of achievement in a truly estimable career. That career began in the '40s, as Shaw "prepared" choruses for such famed conductors as Arturo Toscanini and Bruno Walter. In 1949, the Robert Shaw Chorale was organized and came to enjoy a reputation as America's premier touring choral ensemble until it was disbanded in 1966. Shaw had worked closely with George Szell in Cleveland for 11 years prior to accepting the post as music director for the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and Chorus in 1967.

As have all major choral conductors, Shaw has always achieved a sonic texture and style of his own. In texture, he emphasizes blend and cohesion; no voice ever obtrudes. Technical execution is superb, and even in the midst of polyphony the diction is always clear. In style, Shaw approaches all periods idiomatically, but without any radical departure from his own personal basic sense of what a large chorus should be. In an age in which most record companies have espoused early performance practice in baroque works, Shaw's traditional approach may seem anachronistic. Would that more of the early music specialists spent as much time as Shaw on precision and details.

Whatever the period, the Telarc recordings all benefit from Jack Renner's sensibl...
there'd be no boxers.
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And there'd be no Olympus IS-1 to capture all these moments.
In this age of early performance practices, Shaw's approach may seem anachronistic, but it is precise and detailed.

Coloration and also helps blend the choral sound with that of the orchestra. The chorus is mixed separately from the orchestra, as are any soloists. If necessary, acoustical changes are made in the house. This technique first became apparent to me in the Berlioz Requiem, where the hall seemed to have taken on a significant increase in reverberation time. This was accomplished by laying down sections of plywood over the absorptive seating in the house.

The following are brief comments on a few of my favorite 20th-century works:

Walton: "Belshazzar's Feast" (CD-80181). The problems in performing and recording this 1930s oratorio arise from the sheer difficulty for all forces involved and from the rich orchestration, which includes two brass bands and an expanded percussion section. The only thing missing in this performance is the optional organ part. The declamatory baritone solo part that connects the major sections of the work is superbly sung by William Stone. The engineering is first-rate, with ideal balances throughout and precise stereo imaging. (Of all the "Belshazzar" recordings, it should come as no surprise that the top three were all conducted by choral specialists—Robert Shaw, Roger Wagner, and David Willcocks.)

Faure and Durufle: Requiems (CD-80135). I believe this is the only coupling of these kindred works. They are at the "quiet" end of the requiem scale, far removed from the apocalyptic tone of Verdi and Berlioz. Both works make use of organ and limited instrumentation and were primarily written for liturgical use. They are unmistakably French, and both bear the same mystical imprint. Soloists in the Faure are Judith Blegen and James Morris.

Janacek: Glagolitic Mass (CD-80287). This stark work is a setting of the Old Church Slavonic text to the Mass. It is written in the typical fragmentary and motivistic style of Janacek, in which the text literally shapes the musical line. The soloists are Christine Brewer, Marietta Simpson, Karl Dent, and Roger Roloff.

Hindemith: "When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd" (CD-80132). This haunting work is a secular requiem based on a text by Walt Whitman about the death of Abraham Lincoln. It was commissioned by Robert Shaw in 1946 on the sad occasion of Franklin Delano Roosevelt's death. Obviously, the work has great personal meaning to Shaw, and the recording stands as well as a tribute to its soprano soloist, the late Jan DeGaetani. William Stone is the baritone soloist.

The work goes on. Although Shaw retired from the helm of the Atlanta Symphony after 21 years, he remains Music Director Emeritus and Conductor Laureate and maintains an active recording schedule with Telarc.
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Hooking Up for Digital

The first home digital components, CD players, had trios of RCA phono jacks on their back panels—a pair for analog and one for digital, with the latter following the SP-DIF Standard. By the time other digital components, such as outboard D/A converters, signal processors, and DAT recorders came along, fiber-optic digital connections using Toslink connectors were becoming common too. Professional digital equipment usually has AES/EBU connectors. And now some home audio equipment sports "AT&T" fiber-optic connections, which are totally incompatible with the more common Toslink type. (The AT&T system uses light of shorter wavelengths.)

Feeding a CD player into an outboard D/A converter or a DAT recorder is no problem; it's not difficult to find a pair of digital components that have matching hookup facilities. But what of the future, when home systems will be almost entirely digital? A modest control center with one tape loop, five other inputs, and one output for an amp requires eight sets of connectors for every type of signal interface. In a pure analog system, that's 16 jacks, but a purely digital system with all possible current interfaces would require 32 connectors—48, if it's to handle analog as well. Systems with more inputs and video switching (which already requires both S-video and composite jacks) would be even more complex. Should that happen, say goodbye to elegant, slim-line preamps unless they're connected to bulky boxes whose sole job is to hold and switch between the various jacks.

For that reason, Goldmund and Meta Research, both of Switzerland, have called on makers of high-end digital hardware to agree on some single interconnection standard—any standard, as long as it's universally agreed upon and meets the performance and quality requirements of high-end manufacturers. This does not mean, however, that it will be identical to whatever standards prevail in lower priced home digital equipment; performance should come first, says Michel Reverchon, president of the two companies.
Easing the “Ummph!”

Many speakers that sound best when placed a few feet from the walls wind up in rooms where such placement blocks the traffic pattern. If the speakers are heavy, moving them back and forth can be awkward to impossible. Casters, such as those found on some of the larger Ohm Walsh speakers, ease the job, but there are those who feel that speakers should be anchored solidly to the floor during listening sessions. I can think of two solutions, one from typing tables and one from an old refrigerator.

The office-furniture solution would be retractable casters in the speaker base, with a pedal to lower the casters into operating position. Lowering the casters requires raising the speaker at least ½ inch, so heavy speakers would require a pedal mechanism with some sort of mechanical advantage, like a car’s jack. I’ve seen refrigerators that solve the problem less expensively, with a base that’s reasonably airtight except for a round hole the size of a vacuum-cleaner hose. To move the refrigerator, you plug your vacuum’s hose between the cleaner’s output and the hole in the base, then glide the fridge away on a cushion of air.

For Your Dining Pleasure

Restaurants are often divided into smoking and nonsmoking sections. In San Francisco, Audio contributor Christopher Greenleaf saw a restaurant divided another way: With and without background music.

Terminology Trouble

The tie-in with CD that led to the belated rise of the laser videodisc has also led to one widespread example of terminological inexactitude. Until very recently, a “multi-disc” player was, understandably, one which could hold a multitude of discs at once—in other words, a changer. Now the term is being used by virtually every manufacturer of laser videodisc players to signify a player that can hold just one disc at a time, but can handle discs of several sizes and formats. It’s probably too late to call such players “multi-format,” but it would have saved a bit of confusion.

sound inside a box.

What happens to
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Since the announcement of the Compact Disc in 1980, it has been reasonable to suppose that a CD system for recording by the consumer is under development and that sooner or later a recorder would appear on the market. However, 11 years have passed without the appearance of a completely satisfactory system. In recent years several technical papers on the subject have been published, news releases about research activity have been issued, and prototype digital audio disc (DAD) recorders have been exhibited at trade shows and reviewed by magazines. At the February 1991 Audio Engineering Society Convention in Paris, DAD recorders for professional applications were exhibited by START Lab/Sony, Kenwood, and Yamaha from Japan as well as by Thomson and Studer from Europe. Both erasable magneto-optical and non-erasable write-once (WORM) systems were represented but at prices beyond the normal consumer range. For example, the Studer cost from $10,000 to $11,000, while the Yamaha was about $17,500 for the recorder plus $4,750 for a controller handling up to seven recorders. The Studer and the Yamaha produce nonerasable recordings that are claimed to be fully compatible with CD players. (Editor's Note: We published a review of the Marantz CDR-1, a $7,000 professional WORM recorder, in the March 1992 issue. The discs it records cannot be erased but they can be used in regular Compact Disc players.)

All commercially produced Compact Discs and CD players are made to standards defined by Philips and Sony, who hold the master patents. This allows them to control the licensing of other makers of CD-Audio, CD-ROM, CD-I, and CD-V and to control the licensing of makers of recorders and recording discs for all CD applications. The standards are defined in a series of five books supplied to licensees as part of a licensing procedure. Also, the CD standard is defined in the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) Standard BNN15-83-095, "Compact Disc Digital Audio System." The Philips/Sony books are identified by the color of their covers: The Red Book is for CD-Audio, the Yellow Book for CD-ROM, the Green Book for CD-I, Orange Book 1 for CDR-Write/Erase or CD-MO, and Orange Book 2 for CDR-WORM.

A reasonable assumption is that a disc that can be recorded by the user should be capable of meeting the same playback standards as a commercial CD and that any standard CD player should be able to play the disc after it has been recorded. The ideal medium should also be capable of being erased and rerecorded many times. In reality, the development of a medium that meets these criteria has proved to be extraordinarily difficult, and none of the systems which have been demonstrated are capable of creating a recording that can be erased and that is completely compatible with CD standards.

Most of the major companies which design and manufacture recording hardware, companies which are active in data memory and companies which make recording media for consumers and data processing, have active programs aimed at developing recording media for optical playback. It has been estimated that more than 150 companies in the world are trying, or have tried, to solve the technical problems. Already the gross expenditure has been so great that it is doubtful whether the successful CD recording product will earn as much in its useful life; notwithstanding, success is likely to pay handsomely for the holders of the patent rights to the product technology chosen as the world standard.

CD playback standards do not apply to the use of optical discs in the data processing field other than CD-ROM. However, a high proportion of the scientific work on data processing media is applicable to blank audio discs, and it is probable that any successful consumer product will be a fallout from developments in data processing.

The Compatibility Factor

When embarking on the design and development of an audio recording system for the CD format, the question of compatibility and what this means are the first major issues to be faced. The obvious answer to the question is: To be compatible with CD, a recorded disc must be capable of playback on any standard CD player. In other words, the re-
corded disc must meet the same physical, optical, and digital encoding standards as a commercially produced CD. A review of the technologies by which an optical playback medium can be recorded shows quickly that the issue of playback compatibility with CDs is not simple. This article will consider compatibility at the following levels:

- Backward compatibility with all existing players and compatibility with all future players;
- Partial backward compatibility with existing players that have certain specific features;
- Forward compatibility with a modified CD playback standard, and
- Forward compatibility with a hybrid playback system.

In order to be fully compatible, a recordable Compact Disc (CDR) must conform to the dimensions given in Table I and Fig. 1, and it must meet the optical requirements given in Table II. After the disc is recorded, its recorded information must have the characteristics given in Table III, and the recorded data must be compatible both with single-beam (push-pull) and with three-beam tracking systems. CD players use the binary musical information on a commercial disc to guide the playback laser head. Because the CD is read from the substrate side, the laser "sees" the data pits in the reflective surface through the substrate as a series of bumps that create a reduction in the reflected light. This reduction is caused by interference between the incident and reflected beams because the depth of the pits is one-quarter of the wavelength of the playback laser beam in polycarbonate. (See Fig. 2.) If the playback laser were to be presented with the "dimples" instead of "pimples" (that is, an information surface deformed in the opposite direction to that of a commercial CD), the half-wavelength interference would still take place and the information would be read correctly. The same situation exists with a three-beam tracking system as with the musical information, so the player would still track pits or bumps correctly; however, a push-pull single-beam tracking system depends on the phase of the tracking signals. As a result of this phase dependency, if

Michael B. Martin is a retired electroacoustics engineer who spent approximately half of his 40-year career designing consumer and professional recorders (analog and digital) and the other half in the field of magnetic recording tape. The last three years of his career were devoted to optical recording.
NOT ONE SYSTEM
DEMONSTRATED SO
FAR HAS BEEN ABLE TO
MAKE RECORDINGS
THAT ARE ERASABLE
AND FULLY
COMPATIBLE WITH
CD STANDARDS.

Table I — Physical dimensions of the Compact Disc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc Diameter</td>
<td>12 cm (4.72 inches)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc Thickness</td>
<td>1.1 to 1.3 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc Flatness</td>
<td>± 0.6° (0.5 mm at rim)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of Center Hole</td>
<td>14.95 to 15.05 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recording Diameter</td>
<td>Minimum, 46 mm (1.81 inches); max. 117 mm (4.61 inches)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Diameter</td>
<td>Minimum, 50 mm (1.97 inches); max. 116 mm (4.566 inches)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of Lead-In Area</td>
<td>46 to 50 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of Lead-Out Area</td>
<td>116 to 117 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate Material</td>
<td>Any transparent material meeting the optical spec.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II — Optical system of the Compact Disc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength of Standard Laser</td>
<td>In air, 780 nm (7,800 angstroms); in substrate, 500 nm (5,000 angstroms).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal Depth</td>
<td>± 2 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate</td>
<td>Refractive index: 1.55 at 780 nm; birefringence, &lt;100-nm deviation from 500-nm wavelength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflectance of Metal Layer</td>
<td>70% to 90% at 500 nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III — Signal format of the Compact Disc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Channels</td>
<td>At normal speed, two; at twice normal speed, four.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantization</td>
<td>16 bit linear, concurrent on all channels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling Frequency</td>
<td>44.1 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel Bit Rates</td>
<td>4.3218 megabits/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Bit Rates</td>
<td>2.0338 megabits/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date-to-Channel Bit Rate</td>
<td>8 to 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error-Correction Code</td>
<td>CIRC, with 25% redundancy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation Systems</td>
<td>EFM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recorded Track</td>
<td>Spiral, inside to outside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Track Pitch</td>
<td>1.6 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation at Constant Linear Velocity (Variable rpm)</td>
<td>1.2 to 1.4 m/s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Pit Length</td>
<td>At 1.2 m/s: 0.833 µm; at 1.4 m/s, 0.972 µm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Pit Length</td>
<td>At 1.2 m/s: 3.05 µm; at 1.4 m/s, 3.56 µm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pit Depth</td>
<td>110 to 130 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pit Width</td>
<td>Approximately 0.5 µm.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Importance of Erasure

Several decades of consumer familiarity with magnetic recording have made the ability to erase and record again a near essential for any type of recording medium. Magnetic media can be erased an infinite number of times without loss of medium life and with no reduction in performance when recorded again. Erasure as a property of the magnetic system was not one of the principal reasons for the system's original introduction and widespread use; it was merely a useful attribute that came with the territory. Nevertheless, the freedom to erase and overwrite has been designed into all existing audio, video, and data recording systems. Life without erasing is difficult to contemplate.

The need for simple erasure is a significant problem for researchers in their quest for a surface deformities were to be seen as pits and not bumps, the playback laser would track on the "land" between the data and miss the recorded information. This could be handled by a new generation of players having single-beam tracking and a switch to invert the "phase" of the tracking servo when playing CDRs—or the problem could be handled by abandoning push-pull tracking systems for CD players. This is an example of partial backwards compatibility.

The CD standard calls for the disc to have a minimum reflectance of 70%. Some of the disc technologies in development will make it difficult to achieve this comparatively high ratio of reflected-to-incident light, although 30% reflectance is readily obtained. Fortunately, the modern laser playback system can be designed to function very reliably with reflectance figures in the 20% to 30% range; this makes a realistic proposition of forward compatibility for CD players designed to accept a lower percentage of reflectance than the present standard of 70%.

Strictly speaking, a CDR that needs a hybrid playback is not a blank CD because the technology used to read the recorded disc is not the familiar optical cancellation system; a separate playback optical system is required. The best-known example of hybrid playback occurs with magneto-optical (MO) discs; a second example is the electron trapping technology (ETT) proposed by Quantex Corp. For any noncompatible blank recording disc system to be fully successful as a commercial product, the majority of the manufacturers of CD players must agree to make players that can accommodate the system, and Philips and Sony must license the use of eight-to-fourteen modulation (EFM) encoding. Without the occurrence of these two things, the DAD system will be in direct competition with DAT and DCC; it will have the advantage of rapid random access but the probable disadvantage of higher cost.
medium to be used in a CD recording system. Erasable media are being researched that cover the gamut in terms of cost, new technology, and new materials. The software architecture of most data processing applications requires that at least one million erasures be possible. Fortunately, the needs of a consumer entertainment application are not as severe; the ability to erase a thousand times is usually considered adequate. (In practice it is doubtful whether more than 5% to 10% of cassettes in use today, audio or video, are erased even 100 times.) Although the ability to erase and record again is very important to both the amateur and the professional, nonerasable Write Once, Read Many (WORM) media have been developed, and systems based on them have reached the market.

WORM media present additional challenges to the designers of recorders, particularly if the recorded disc is to be compatible or partially compatible with CD. The CD standard specifies a directory or lead-in at the beginning of a recording, and the first few seconds of all CDs tell the playing equipment the number and duration of all selections on the disc and the total duration of the recording. The directory is recorded in the lead-in area shown in Fig. 1. When a CD is inserted into the player, the directory is read and the information is stored in the player’s memory. If the player does not find a directory at the start of a disc, it will not operate. A CD recorder must be able to create a directory if the disc is to be used in a CD player. Similarly, lead-out information is necessary at the end of a disc to tell the player to shut down. A full discussion of all the ramifications associated with nonerasable media is beyond the scope of this article, but a few points should be made:

- Making a copy of a complete CD is relatively simple, because with special playback electronics all directory and index information can be copied from the disc.
- Adding more “tracks” to a partially recorded disc, and updating its directory, is difficult. (Note: It is reported that some makers have solved this problem.)
- When a mistake is made during recording, an expensive blank disc may be wasted.
- Making a test recording probably means that a disc must be committed to the test.

**Competing Technologies**

The systems to be considered here are based on media which use one of the following technologies: Magneto-optical, phase change, or dye polymer. In addition to significant problems with materials, manufacturing technique, and fragility of the finished product, each of these technologies has a major drawback associated with either CD com-

---

Fig. 1—Basic dimensions of the Compact Disc, with a cutaway drawing showing the pit structure and a laser beam track. (After Pohlmann, *Principles of Digital Audio.*)

Fig. 2—The readout principle and dimensions of the Compact Disc. Note that the presence of a bump causes destructive interference in the reflected light. (After Watkinson.)
patibility, erasure, or both. An MO recording requires a sophisticated playback head that bears little relation to the laser head of a normal CD player. Dye-polymer recordings cannot be erased, are limited in the number of erasures which can be made before the medium fails, or have limited compatibility with the CD standard. Phase-change media need a playback system with a higher sensitivity than standard, and some changes in phase are not reversible and do not permit erasure. I will not be discussing the Quantex electron trapping technology because the medium needs a low-power blue laser for playback. Semiconductor laser diodes that emit a blue beam will not be available for several years, so the system has not been demonstrated.

The magneto-optical approach to the problem of developing a consumer CDR system is the only one known to have the property of infinite erase and overwrite capability. This makes it very attractive to the data processing community, which is not concerned with CD compatibility. The MO discs are comparatively expensive to make and can be fragile during use and in transit. Figure 3 shows a typical structure of an MO disc. Magneto-optical recording is not optical recording in the strict sense; a more correct description is heat-assisted magnetic recording. Full compatibility with CD is impossible, and the systems that have been announced and demonstrated are only forward compatible in that they use EFM encoding for the audio. The use of EFM permits an MO recording to be played back and decoded by the standard electronics of a CD playback chain. It also brings MO under the umbrella of the Philips/Sony patents.

Magneto-optical recording depends on a phenomenon known as the Curie effect. A thermomagnetic property of all magnetic materials is that when they are heated above a certain temperature, they become nonmagnetic; this temperature is the Curie point of the particular material. If a material at a temperature above its Curie point is cooled in the presence of a magnetic field, it becomes magnetized to saturation in the same direction as the applied field and remains magnetized until it is reheated in a neutral magnetic field or is exposed to an erasing field of sufficient strength.

An MO disc is coated with a thin layer of material that has a comparatively low Curie point. Compounds of rare earths, such as terbium and gadolinium alloyed with iron and bismuth, have been used and can be very expensive. To make a recording, the disc is rotated in a constant magnetic field that is perpendicular to the disc surface. (See Fig. 4A.) The field will not be strong enough to magnetize the coating unless the surface temperature is raised above the Curie point.
The beam of a laser diode is focused to the smallest possible spot at the active layer of the disc, and the heat generated by the energy concentrated in the light spot raises the temperature of the magnetic material above the Curie point. As the disc rotates and the laser is turned off, the hot spot cools (passing the Curie point), and the magnetic layer is magnetized locally throughout its depth. Thus, by modulating the laser, a perpendicularly polarized magnetic recording is created. When a simple magneto-optic layer is used in conjunction with a modulated laser, the recording of new information must be preceded by a separate erase step. (See Fig. 4C.) Normally this will require a delay of one revolution of the disc, during which erase is achieved by unidirectional magnetization of a track before rerecording. One method of overcoming this disadvantage is the use of complex magnetic layers. A proposed method of achieving overwriting (one-step rerecording) is to use a field-controlling magnetic layer as the bottom coating on the disc and depositing the magneto-optic memory layer on top of it. A second method, used in the Thomson recorder, modulates the magnetic field with the signal and heats the MO layer with a laser of constant intensity for both recording and erasure, thus making an overwriting action possible.

Diffraction within a light beam puts a lower limit on the diameter of the spot to which the beam can be focused. Because diffraction is a function of the wavelength of light, short-wavelength laser beams can be focused to smaller spots than can long-wavelength laser beams. However, the size of a diffraction-limited spot achievable with practical laser diodes results in magnetization of a much smaller area than is possible with any conventional magnetic head. As a result, MO discs are capable of data densities several orders of magnitude greater than those realized with either longitudinal or vertical magnetic systems. Typical laser diodes used for recording emit in the near infrared and have wavelengths of 760 to 840 nanometers (nm). Visible-red diodes with a wavelength of about 640 nm will be used in the near future. They will permit a smaller spot than do the near-IR diodes, which will make it possible to record higher data densities. Red laser diodes are available now, but as yet the beam quality of production diodes is not good enough for precision recording; precision diodes are in the laboratories of several semiconductor makers.

Playback of an MO disc makes use of a phenomenon known as the polar Kerr effect, which is a rotation of the plane of polarization of light due to a magnetic field. The direction of rotation of the plane depends on the direction of the magnetization of the layer. To read an MO disc recorded with digital information, a polarized laser beam is focused onto the information track, and the angle between the polarization plane of the reflected beam and the polarization plane of the incident beam is detected. As the incident beam passes each magnetic reversal, the polarization plane of the reflected beam will flip from one side of the plane of polarization of the impinging beam to the other. Detection of this angular shift makes it possible to read the recorded information. The power of the laser used for reading the information is low and does not heat the recorded layer, which ensures that the playback operation has no influence on the recorded information. Because the magnitude of the Kerr rotation is minuscule (usually less than 0.5°), a sophisticated optical playback head is necessary to achieve a satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio.

Another difficulty is that compounds magnetically suited to MO applications tend to corrode very rapidly in air. To protect the active layer from corrosion, either a disc is coated with an impervious layer or an hermetically sealed cavity construction is used. Either method of protection may result in a disc thicker than the maximum of 1.3 mm in the CD specification, though this may be unimportant with a forward-compatible system. A pinhole can easily be made in a thin protective layer thus making a point where corrosion can start. The cavity in a sandwich disc may be mechanically susceptible to a reduction in external air pressure, so shipping magneto-optical discs via airfreight might be a problem if the airplane hold is not adequately pressurized.

In Part II of this article, I will discuss two competing technologies (phase change and dye polymer), the interrelationship of CDR hardware and software, and recorder tracking.
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The word "loudspeaker" means very different things to different people. To some, it connotes a small box that can be neatly placed on a shelf or side table. To others, the image is of a towering panel. A hi-fi buff with more esoteric tastes might picture an obtusely chiselled shape that more nearly resembles a sculptured work of art.

Each of these mental images is accurate. Loudspeaker designers have used all of these approaches in making systems that change the signal voltages coming from the amplifier into sound waves that the ear can hear. When all is said and done, however, there are very few basic ways for a speaker system to operate—so when someone does come up with a new way to make a speaker work, it usually captures a good deal of general interest. Museatex Audio believes its Melior loudspeaker has indeed added some new wrinkles to design.

Despite the wide range of styles and methodologies in speaker design, there is still one mechanical principle common to almost all: The use of a simple piston motion by a rigid diaphragm to create air motion. Generally, speaker designers regard any deviation of the diaphragm from piston motion as distortion. Yet the Melior Point Source speakers deliberately avoid making the diaphragm behave as a simple piston.

While a piston is indeed an effective method of producing the sound pressure levels in the air that our ears require to perceive sound, it is also a mechanism that presents several fundamental physical limitations in the construction of a full-range speaker. If the diaphragm of a regular dynamic (cone-type) driver is to move as a piston, accurately following the motion of the voice-coil, it must be rigid, lightweight, and nonresonant. In order for this speaker to reproduce lower frequencies, the diaphragm must also be appropriately large. The problem is that there is always a trade-off between the size of a speaker's diaphragm and its weight or rigidity. A diaphragm large enough to reproduce lower frequencies and rigid enough to have low distortion will weigh too much to efficiently reproduce higher frequencies. On the other hand, a diaphragm that is rigid and light enough to operate efficiently at the faster speeds needed to reproduce higher frequencies will not be large enough to reproduce bass. Consequently, full-range dynamic loudspeaker systems must use separate drivers for different frequency ranges.
ranges. This, in turn, requires a crossover network to distribute the workload among the drivers.

Several planar loudspeakers—some electrostatic, some magnetic—have been able to achieve an effective compromise between size and weight. These speakers are driven by forces that act evenly over the entire surface of their diaphragms, so rigidity is not much of a factor. This enables them to be large and lightweight enough to accurately reproduce the full frequency range without having to resort to separate drivers, although several of these speakers still make use of crossovers before their transformer stages. The problem with most planar speakers is that, above a certain frequency, the radiated energy begins to concentrate into an increasingly narrow angle directly in front of the speaker. This produces the effect known as treble beaming, where frequencies whose wavelength is shorter than the width of the diaphragm have very narrow dispersion. Such a beaming of certain frequencies requires listeners to sit in a specific “sweet spot” for best sound.

The theoretically ideal speaker has been discussed by designers for decades, and almost always the answer is a pulsating sphere. If a true pulsating sphere were built, it would behave as if the sound came from a tiny point source located at the center of the sphere. There would be perfect omnidirectional dispersion at all frequencies without any sort of beaming. Early attempts at building such a speaker have included designs using quarter spheres and cylinders.

The problem with a spherical speaker is that its curved diaphragm must pulsate by expanding and contracting over the entire surface. Such technology does not exist at present, with the exception of some gas plasma tweeters. Attempts at curved diaphragms have shown that it is difficult to construct a diaphragm that is sufficiently rigid to maintain a curved shape while remaining elastic enough to allow the surface to pulsate evenly. This is why existing curved designs have been forced to “borrow” from the elastic material at the edges of the diaphragm in order to allow the more rigid material at the center to pulsate. This can result in the edges of the diaphragm moving out of phase with the center at some frequencies.

Our design team thought that it might be possible to reproduce the hemispherical wavefront of a pulsating sphere from a flat diaphragm. Clearly, a simple piston action could not do this. The key was to imagine what a hemispherical wavefront would do if it passed through a thin, acoustically transparent diaphragm. As the curved wavefront expanded away from its point source toward the diaphragm (Fig. 1A), it would first contact the diaphragm at its center (Fig. 1B). The wavefront would pass through the diaphragm into the air on the other side, while the initial displacement of the diaphragm would expand across its surface to its edges (Fig. 1C), much as ripples on the surface of water.

Following this imaginary example, we designed a speaker that, instead of acting like a piston, operates by driving only a point at the center of a Mylar diaphragm which is fixed at the edges. The rest of the diaphragm is not directly driven, but follows naturally from the
motion of the driven central section to create the desired ripple effect. (Compare this system, illustrated in Fig. 2, with the imaginary example shown in Fig. 1.)

Because of the natural time delay involved in the spread of energy across the diaphragm from the center, the sound pressure wavefront travelling through the air away from the speaker gets a head start at the center of the diaphragm and lags at the edges. This accumulated delay in the transmission of the wavefront across the diaphragm acts to curve the wavefront's edge as it moves into the air, providing a close approximation of the ideal spherically spreading wavefront at all frequencies. Of course, the dipolar nature of our flat diaphragm is able to produce only half of this spherical wavefront in constant phase. So our design complements the forward-moving hemispherical wavefront with a similar wavefront in reverse phase that travels away from the back of the speaker. This is very similar to the effect produced by the Quad ESL-63. While the Quad uses inductor delay lines for frequency shaping and time delays, the Museatex Point Source speaker produces the same effect by purely mechanical means, without delay lines, crossovers, frequency shaping, or other electronic processing.

Although the Melior diaphragm is made large enough to reproduce bass (much as the diaphragm of a conventional planar loudspeaker), it behaves as if it were the ideal small pulsating sphere. Our measurements show almost constant directivity over a 60° arc at all frequencies from 45 Hz to 8 kHz. (See the polar responses in Fig. 3.) Above and below these limits, the speaker's coverage begins to narrow. Thus, with careful design to keep the mass of the moving element low enough for high-frequency reproduction, a full-range speaker without treble beaming is possible.

To obtain a linear response over the audible frequency range (Fig. 4), it is necessary not only to keep the mass of the moving system as low as possible but also to keep coil inductance to a minimum in order to yield a relatively flat impedance characteristic. This results in a flat power response and, because there are no other components in the speaker circuit, a very easy amplifier load. Fortunately, a low-inductance coil is consistent with the requirement for low mass. We use a coil with an out-of-gap inductance of less than 0.1 mH and only 60 turns of copper-clad aluminum wire. The speaker's impedance curve (Fig. 5) therefore resembles a very gentle, classic single-coil plot, reaching a minimum of about 4.5 ohms in the midband and rising smoothly to less than 6 ohms at 20 kHz. The bass resonance is extremely well damped, with a rise to only 7.5 ohms.

The low-inductance format, together with the use of a Kapton former and the copper-clad aluminum wire, yields a total mass of 1.5 grams for the coil and the former. The complete motor assembly—including dust cap, tinsel connecting leads, and all adhesives—weighs only 2.2 grams. Our sensitivity rating is 85 dB at 1 meter with 2.83 V rms applied. Very little additional diaphragm or air mass is coupled to the motor, particularly at critical higher frequencies, as the travelling-wave operation of the speaker allows the centrally located motor to work independently of the outlying portions of the diaphragm. The coil relies on the diaphragm itself for positioning relative to the magnet gap. No spider is used in the design, because spiders were found to contribute significant coloration to the sound. To prevent coil rubbing, we developed a "fluid bearing" within the magnet gap using a ferromagnetic fluid, and we believe this to be a unique...
application in a bass driver. The ferromagnetic fluid also serves to increase the thermal capacity of the coil. Further thermal-protection measures include the use of a relatively long magnet gap, copper pole-piece sheaths, and damping rings. These items not only function as flux-damping mechanisms but also ensure that under heavy mid-band drive, when current is high but excursion relatively low, the entire coil has effective heat dissipation.

The damping rings and copper sheaths serve the traditional roles of reducing in-gap inductance and controlling high-frequency roll-off. They also reduce bass intermodulation caused by changes to inductance with position in the gap. Both of these techniques are well known in speaker design but are often not used because of their additional expense. Multi-way systems can use separate drivers to get around these problems, but we had no such choice and found these solutions proved to be effective.

Since the diaphragm must be held under tension, the system resembles a drum, and it will generate tympanic resonant modes at certain frequencies if some form of damping is not applied. We experimented with several different approaches to damping as well as with methods of attenuating or spreading the frequencies at which resonance occurs. Ultimately, we decided against adding stiffeners or mass and against treating the diaphragm with any of the commercially available damping formulations. Instead, a damping system that makes use of resistive air loading was adopted.

The damping system operates in a similar way to that of a conventional box enclosure, providing an air load to the diaphragm that controls the Q of the tympanic modes. However, our system of resistive damping is positioned very close to the diaphragm, employing a nonwoven polyester fabric that is firmly supported by a plastic gridwork behind the diaphragm. (There is no damping layer in front of the diaphragm.) Despite its relatively complex construction, the damping layer still allows sound to pass, preserving the speaker's dipolar, double-hemisphere radiation. The system allows us to easily vary the degree of damping across the diaphragm in order to combat specific modes, making it possible to optimally tune the speaker for maximum bass extension while minimizing resonances. (This tuning process began with the basic idea that more damping would be required near the edges of the diaphragm, which are not directly driven.) Further experimentation resulted in critically damped diaphragms for several different-size speakers.

In addition to applying the principle to full-size, floor-standing speakers, our Melior One and Two, we have also used it in our in-wall and satellite models. Naturally, we will seek other applications.
Manufacturer's Specifications:

Power Output at 0.02% THD, Both Channels Driven:
- 760 watts/channel into 8 ohms
- 1,160 watts/channel into 4 ohms
- 1,500 watts/channel into 2 ohms

Power Bandwidth:
- 10 Hz to 25 kHz, +0, -1 dB
- 4 Hz to 30 kHz, +0, -3 dB

Frequency Response:
- 20 Hz to 20 kHz, ±0.1 dB at 1 watt
- Overall bandwidth, 3 Hz to 100 kHz, ±1.5 dB

S/N:
- 120 dB, A-weighted, below rated output at 26-dB gain

IM Distortion:
- 0.005% from 760 watts through 76 watts
- Increasing to 0.025% maximum at 0.076 watt, measured at 26-dB gain

Damping Factor:
- From 10 to 200 Hz, greater than 20,000
- At 1 kHz, 1,800

Input Sensitivity:
- Selectable, 26-dB voltage gain or 0.775 V for full rated output

Nominal Input Impedance:
- Balanced, 10 kilohms
- Unbalanced, 5 kilohms

Power Requirements:
- 120 V, ±10%, 60 Hz:
  - 70 watts or less at idle
  - 26 amps maximum for full rated 8-ohm output at 1 kHz

Dimensions:
- 19 in. W x 7 in. H x 18 3/4 in. D (48.3 cm x 17.8 cm x 47.6 cm)
- Requires 16-in. (40.6-cm) depth behind mounting surface and projects 2 3/4 in. (7 cm) in front of surface

Weight:
- 56 1/2 lbs. (25.6 kg)
- Center of gravity approximately 6 inches behind front mounting surface

Price:
- Studio version, $3,500
- Esoteric version, $3,995

Company Address:
- 1718 West Mishawaka Rd., Elkhart, Ind. 46517

For literature, circle No. 90
The Macro Reference is a relatively new amplifier from Crown International. Like a number of their other power amps, it is rated at an astonishingly high power output for its size—in this case, 760 watts per channel into 8-ohm loads! A close look reveals a number of very interesting features of this design. And, according to the very complete and informative owner's manual, "Great care has been taken with the routing of each wire, the layout of each circuit board, and the selection of each component. As a result, its sonic integrity is without peer."

The manual also talks about the amplifier's large dynamic range, 120 dB between its high power and low noise floor. Crown also talks about another very practical, real-world matter—dynamic stability, or the lack of spurious oscillations at very high frequencies. The manufacturer points out that quite a few solid-state amplifiers oscillate on parts of the audio signal cycle with some particular loads, and this can cause subtle intermodulation effects. The careful layout in this design is intended to prevent such mischief. A very high damping factor of 20,000 is specified and is said to result in killer bass. Also of note is the use of a tape-wound, low-noise toroidal power transformer with extremely high power density. This must be so if Crown can get this kind of power output from a nonswitching amplifier that weighs only 56 1/2 pounds. Of course, the relatively light but quite thermally efficient heat-sinks help here.

An interesting feature is the Input-Output Comparator (IOC) distortion indicator. This circuit continuously compares the input to the output, and a front-panel indicator flashes if these signals differ by more than 0.05%. The Output Device Emulator Protection (ODEP) circuit is surely one of the most intelligent and comprehensive in the industry. Another useful feature is the provision for installing Programmable Input Processor (P.I.P.) modules. The module normally supplied has no active or special circuitry but adds XLR balanced inputs to the built-in quarter-inch phone jacks, which can be used for balanced or unbalanced input. Crown offers a number of interesting optional P.I.P. modules, including low-level crossover filters, input isolation transformers, precision attenuators, input limiters, and specialized types for sound reinforcement work.

The styling of this amplifier is rather unique—somehow, it reminds me of a combination of a guitar amp and an old jukebox, but overall, I think it is attractive. On the front surface we find two large air inlet ducts with cleanable filters that take up most of the lower panel area. Along the top of the panel are the back-lit Macro Reference logo, two rotary gain controls with detents, a power switch, and multiple-LED displays for "Dynamic Range," "Signal Present," "IOC," and "ODEP." The five LEDs per channel can be switched to indicate the dynamic range in the program (computed as the ratio of peak to average power) or the output level in decibels relative to full output.

On the rear panel are the signal input and output connections. Signal input connection can be either with XLR or quarter-inch phone plugs, balanced or unbalanced. Output connectors are five-way binding posts; each channel's pair is spaced 3/4 inch away from the other's, so a dual banana plug could be connected between both channels' hot terminals in the bridged mono mode. By the time this review appears, the amp will be fitted with two sets of output binding posts. It will also be available in an Esoteric version, using Cardas output posts and adding RCA phono inputs (switchable between floating balanced or unbalanced operation) on the same module as the XLR jack, plus switches to turn off the display and the front-panel illumination.

Also on the rear panel are a captive power cord, a circuit-breaker "Reset" switch, a "Parallel Mono/Stereo/Bridged Mono" slide switch for operating mode, and a "Ground Lift" slide switch to disconnect signal ground from the a.c. third-wire and chassis grounds. I must give special mention to the power cord, which is wonderfully flexible considering its large diameter and wire gauge.

The internal layout is well thought out and executed. On the underside of a horizontal partition plate, about halfway...
A warning to those with toupees, small vulnerable house pets, and a fear of flying: Maxell has taken high bias tapes to an even higher level of performance.

The tape is XLII-S. The power behind it is Black Magnetite—a unique magnetic material recently harnessed by Maxell engineers.

With 13% greater power than the magnetic coating on all other high bias tapes, Black Magnetite helps XLII-S deliver higher maximum output levels and wider dynamic range.

Black Magnetite's tiny magnetic particles are not only more powerful than conventional gamma ferric oxide particles, they're smaller and more uniform in shape. This enables us to pack more particles more densely onto the surface of the tape.

During manufacture, conventional tapes run through a magnetic field where many of the magnetic particles adhere any-old-which-way. Like flies on flypaper.

But at Maxell, we employ a complex process called "multi-orientation" to set the particles straight. The result is a
BLACK MAGNETITE

smoother magnetic coating, which produces less AC bias noise.

Unwanted noise is further reduced by our patented dual-surface base film. One side of the film is super-smooth for closer tape-to-head contact. The other is rough, deliberately so, for a stable ride through your transport mechanism with the least possible friction and tape jitter.

These innovations, however, are no more remarkable than the cassette shell that houses them.

More rigid and weightier than standard cassettes, the XLII-S high resonance-damping cassette has been precision engineered to reduce modulation noise. By making the window smaller, for instance, we were able to build in more anti-resonant material and five support points instead of three.

All of which helps XLII-S maintain phase accuracy as well as an extremely low noise threshold.

You can feel a difference in XLII-S just by picking up the cassette. Of course, it’s nothing compared to what you’ll feel the moment you press ‘play’.

TAKE YOUR MUSIC TO THE MAX.
Bridge-balanced design is what allows the Crown's channels to be bridged together safely.

Fig. 1—Block diagram; one channel shown.

up the interior, are the toroidal power transformer, main circuit board, and output-stage interconnect boards. The transformer is at center right behind the front panel, the main circuit board is at the rear, and the output stage boards run fore and aft along each side. In the center of the plate is the grille for the variable-speed cooling fan. This fan only operates when the ODEP computer determines (by simulating the operating conditions of the output devices and comparing them to the devices' safe operating areas) that the output transistors need cooling. There are also temperature sensors on the heat-sink but just for backup. Air drawn through the front-panel filter openings enters the lower section of the unit and passes through the fan into the upper section. Mounted on top of the dividing partition are the four output-stage mounting plates with integral dissipating fins, the cooling fan, filter capacitors, bridge rectifiers, a control p.c. board, and the housing and connector for the P.I.P. input module. The level-control potentiometers and the display circuitry are mounted behind the front panel.

The rest of the chassis construction is rather straightforward and consists of separate rear, side, and front panels screwed together. Top and bottom plates are attached by screws through the side and rear panels to bent lips on the top and bottom plates. The unit is neatly wired and has high-quality parts. Construction technique is good but not stellar, using machine screws into tapped holes rather than into pressed-in Perm-nuts. The transferrable full warranty is unusually long, six years, and includes round-trip shipping.

Circuit Description
The Macro Reference is a relatively complicated piece of gear; a block diagram is shown in Fig. 1. One of the most unusual things is the "grounded bridge" arrangement. Generally, in full-bridge or stereo amplifiers used in bridge mode, the output is taken between the hot terminals of two half-bridge output circuits—either the two stereo output channels or the equivalent two half bridges that make up the usual full-bridge output stage. Two of the problems in the usual bridge arrangement are not being able to use certain servo woofer systems that have velocity bridge-feedback sensing schemes and the general fear of accidentally grounding one side of the output in demonstration switchers or sound systems. Crown introduced this unique topology a number of years ago (I believe in the Model M600). It permitted one output of the bridge to be grounded, thus rendering it possible to bridge these two channels—or "bridge the bridges"—for a really impressive output in excess of 1 kW. This newer Macro Reference amplifier can produce about 3 kW of steady-state power into a single 4- or 1-ohm load.

Signal input from the phone jacks or output of whatever P.I.P. module present is fed into an op-amp circuit configured to convert from a unity-gain differential input to a single-ended output. Input and feedback resistors are 5 kilohms, thus setting the unbalanced input impedance to a low (for normal audio use) 5 kilohms and the balanced input impedance to 10 kilohms. This feeds another op-amp circuit set up as a variable-gain, inverting feedback circuit, with a front-panel control varying the gain. A slide switch in the P.I.P. module sets input sensitivity for full output power with front-panel gain controls at 0.775 or 3.9 V rms maximum; the latter corresponds to a voltage gain of 26 dB. I would call this circuitry "front-end signal conditioning."

From here, the signal is capacitor-coupled to the amp's first stage, shown in Fig. 1 as the "error amp." This IC op-amp is set up in an overall inverting mode but is noninverting as a local circuit and has its own negative feedback loop. Overall low-frequency feedback runs from the output of the following bridge phase, before the output buffering network, back to the error amp's noninverting input; it works.
Perhaps the most Important feature of all in Compact Disc Players.

In a category where manufacturers try to convince you of their superiority with digital theory and laboratory specifications, Denon adds an all-important new criterion: Overall Consumer Satisfaction.

In the most exhaustive research ever conducted, Verity Research, the nation's leading independent Consumer Electronics research firm, ranked Denon CD Players Number 1 in Overall Consumer Satisfaction.

This honor, determined by interviewing hundreds of thousands of people across America, takes into account the many factors that make someone fully satisfied with their purchase.

Denon is especially proud to win in this category, because CD Players, more than any other component, challenge a company's abilities in the electro-mechanical, analog and digital domains.

Denon is even prouder, because the ultimate judge in this unprecedented competition was not a reviewer or a magazine editor, but someone just like you.

DENON
The first name in digital audio.

Denon America, Inc., 222 New Road, Parsippany, New Jersey 07054 (201) 575-7610
Bridged together, the amp's channels can deliver about 3 kilowatts of power into a 4- or 1-ohm load!

Against a series resistor fed from the gain-setting stage, which precedes the error amp.

The output of this first stage is fed into a voltage-translation circuit, at last composed of discrete transistors, that couples the op-amp's limited voltage-swing capability to the last voltage amplifier stage (+LVA and -LVA in Fig. 1).

A high-frequency feedback loop from the output side of the RL output buffering network is capacitor-coupled back into the voltage-translation stage to provide high-frequency feedback that excludes the preceding op-amp stage. This nested feedback-loop structure is quite sophisticated.

The last voltage amplifier stage is a complementary common-emitter circuit with emitter feedback that swings the full output voltage of the amplifier. Following is a triple Darlington-connected, complementary emitter-follower output stage using three pairs of output transistors. This constitutes the main half of the overall bridge output stage.

The other, "bridge-balanced," half consists of a similar output stage with the same number of output transistor pairs, but its function and mode of operation are different. First of all, its output stage emitters are grounded; thus, the output is taken from the collectors, which are, lo and behold, the power-supply lines for both halves of the bridge! Feedback, taken from each supply rail and from the output of the main amplifier output stages, controls this half of the circuit so that it precisely modulates the supply rails by exactly half of the amplitude of the main amplifier's output voltage. (This is accomplished by another IC op-amp that feeds the input to this triple Darlington "slave" half of the overall grounded-bridge output stage.) Instead of the usual bridge circuit, where power-supply rail voltages are fixed and the voltages of both output terminals swing equally in opposite directions, the Crown circuit swings the supply rails, and one output terminal is grounded. This grounding lets you bridge channels together—normally, you can't bridge a bridge. I have always admired this grounded-bridge circuit for its outrageously original and clever concept. Kudos to Gerald Stanley of Crown, who, I believe, invented it.

In the main power supply for the output stage, one unusual feature stands out, the use of one main filter capacitor rather than the usual two. In a grounded-bridge circuit, the high-current secondary winding does not need to be center-tapped; thus, only one filter capacitor is needed between positive and negative outputs of the full-wave rectifier bridge. The capacitor value is modest by ultimate amplifier standards, only 6,300 µF, but has a 135-V rating. I still can't figure out how they get so much power out of this relatively small power supply!

**Measurements**

Frequency response with open-circuit, 8-ohm, and 4-ohm loads is shown in Fig. 2. Response is shown for the left channel, which was down slightly more than the right. If you compare these curves with those for other amplifiers I have reviewed, it will be clear that the Crown's voltage regulation in the audio range portends a very low output impedance because the curves appear as one over most of the audio range. Some out-of-band differences do show up, due to the output buffering RL network used in this and most other solid-state amplifiers.
JEFF ROWLAND
DESIGN GROUP
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In the listening tests, my first impression was: Wow! This is the best Crown amp I’ve ever heard!

Fig. 5—Distortion spectrum of right channel for 1-kHz signal at 20 watts into 4-ohm load.

Gain and sensitivity were measured with the front-panel gain controls set fully clockwise and with the controls set 14 clicks down from clockwise, about half rotation. Results with controls at maximum were a very high gain of 40 dB for each channel, yielding a sensitivity of 28 mV to produce 1 watt into 8 ohms. With the controls at about half rotation, gain was down to 23.5 and 23.3 dB for the left and right channels, respectively, corresponding to a sensitivity of 189 and 193 mV. With controls set fully counterclockwise, gain was down to about −56 dB. These tests were done with the sensitivity switch set for maximum gain. When it is set to the other position, voltage gain is 26 dB (not measured) with level controls set to maximum.

Distortion in this amplifier is so low that it was hard to measure, as it is down in the noise over much of the power and frequency ranges. Figure 3 shows THD + N as a function of frequency and power level, for the right channel with a 4-ohm load. The figure mostly shows noise at lower power levels, although at high frequencies we can see the distortion rising out of the noise, even at the low level of 2 watts. Notice that one curve shows an abrupt distortion rise below 100 Hz. This occurred on my second 500-watt power sweep, when the protection circuit came in and caused current limiting on the signal peaks. The cooling fan came on with an impressive roar, but what was even more impressive was how fast it slowed down when the input signal was removed.

Shown in Fig. 4 is 1-kHz THD + N as a function of output power for 8- and 4-ohm loads. (The curves are displaced by a factor of 1.414, because S/N ratios with 4-ohm loading are automatically 3 dB lower.) Only when the downward slopes of the curves begin to change, and eventually turn upward, is real measured distortion seen. A plot of SMPTE-IM distortion (not shown) was similar.

The power levels reached in Fig. 4 are lower than what the Crown can achieve when connected to a true low-impedance a.c. line, which I don’t really have in my lab. In the case of the Macro Reference, I had my 25-ampere Variac cranked wide open when the power was approaching maximum and the measured line voltage at the end of a 4-ohm power sweep had sagged to about 110 or 112 V. A spectral plot of the right channel’s harmonic distortion residue at 20 watts output into a 4-ohm load (Fig. 5) shows that the distortion is dominantly even-order. Dominant even-order distortion frequently is relatively constant with increasing power output. This proved to be true over a wide power and frequency range.

Interchannel tracking of the gain control was found to be within 1.2 dB down to −50 dB and within 4 dB at an attenuation of 70 dB. This is quite good over a large range of 50 dB.

Interchannel crosstalk versus frequency, with the front-panel level controls at maximum, was found to be down about 100 dB to about 200 Hz; it then rose at 6 dB per octave to a level of about −62 dB at 20 kHz. With the controls set to about half rotation, crosstalk was again about 100 dB down, this time staying there to about 1 kHz before rising with frequency. At 20 kHz, crosstalk was about −75 dB. The results were very similar for left-to-right and right-to-left measurements.

Damping factor as a function of frequency, with the level control at its minimum and maximum, is shown in Fig. 6 for the right channel, which had the higher damping factor. I have never encountered such a low output impedance in an amplifier before! When I injected a constant current of 1 ampere into the channel being measured, the voltage across the undriven channel was less than 1 mV from 10 to 500 Hz! Damping factor decreased above about 500 Hz.
In 1986, Yamaha developed what many industry experts consider the most significant audio advancement since stereo. We're referring to Digital Soundfield Processing.

Digital sampling of actual soundstages to recreate the same acoustic environments you once had to go out to enjoy.

Now this remarkable technology is available in an audio/video receiver. The one you see before you, Yamaha's new RX-V1050.

The RX-V1050 has four DSP settings, in fact. Concert Video, Mono Movie, Rock Concert and Concert Hall.

But what may ultimately be more exciting is something no other receiver can offer. Dolby\textsuperscript{®} Pro Logic Enhanced. A technical feat which combines DSP and Digital Dolby Pro Logic.

Under the hood, the RX-V1050 sports five power amplifiers—110-watt amplifiers for the left, right and center front channels, and 30-watt amplifiers for each of the rear effects channels.

A high-powered center channel combined with Yamaha's DSP and Digital Dolby Pro Logic enables Yamaha's RX-V1050 receiver to recreate the experience other receivers have promised, but have never quite delivered.

Stop by your nearest Yamaha dealer and hear the new RX-V1050 receiver. The best argument for staying home anyone's ever come up with. \textbf{YAMAHA}

The only receiver that can make your home theatre sound as good as the original.
Space and resolution were extremely good, bass was beautifully defined and tight, and dynamics were effortless overall.

Due to the impedance of the output RL buffering network (and probably a decreasing amount of feedback for increasing frequencies, borne out by the rise in THD), but note that the damping factor is greater than 20 at 20 kHz.

Rise- and fall-times for 8-ohm loads at an output level of ±5 V were about 2.4 µs, both at full level and with level controls at half rotation. For 4-ohm loads, rise- and fall-times lengthened to about 3.2 µs. Figure 7 shows the amp’s square-wave response. The top trace is at 10 kHz with 8-ohm loading. With a 2-µF capacitor in parallel with the 8-ohm load (middle), we see ringing caused by the output buffering RL network. The 40-Hz wave in the bottom trace displays satisfactorily low tilt.

Noise levels (Table I) are impressively low, and no a.c. line harmonics were visible in the noise residuals on my 'scope. Note the similarity between the readings for bandwidths of 22 Hz to 22 kHz and 400 Hz to 22 kHz.

In the test of IHF dynamic headroom, I got a prodigious ±120 V, peak, into 8-ohm loads, for an equivalent rms power level of 900 watts and dynamic headroom of 0.7 dB. With 4-ohm loads, I got equivalent figures of 1,500 watts and 1.1 dB. These values are undoubtedly low, due to my a.c. power line’s impedance, but are nonetheless most impressive! Power-line considerations prevented measurement of clipping headroom and any attempt to measure maximum attainable current into a 1-ohm load. As a final measurement note, the amplifier’s a.c. line draw at idle was about 700 mA.

Use and Listening Tests

Equipment used to evaluate the Macro Reference included as signal sources an Oracle turntable fitted with a Well Tempered Arm and Spectral Audio MCR-1 Select cartridge, a Krell MD-1 CD transport feeding a VTL Straight Line D/A converter, a Nakamichi 250 cassette deck and ST-7 tuner, and a Technics 1500 open-reel recorder. Preamplification for records was supplied by my reference tube phono preamp. Additional preamps used were a First Sound Reference II, an Acurus L10, and a Quicksilver Audio. Other power amplifiers on hand during the review period were a pair of Carver Silver Sevens, Quicksilver Audio M135 prototypes, a prototype digital switching amplifier, and a McIntosh MC2600. Loudspeakers used were Win Research SM-10 monitors and Spica Angelus systems.

My first listening impressions of the Crown amplifier were: Wow! This is the best Crown amplifier that I have ever heard! Overall frequency balance seemed just a little thin in the lower midrange, but I had grown accustomed to the tube amplifiers I use, which tend to be stronger in this region. The Crown’s space and resolution were extremely good. Bass was indeed beautifully tight and defined. Overall dynamics were just as effortless as you’d expect from such large power reserves. When I used the Acurus line-level preamp, the sound got a bit congested and irritating when it got loud.

Overall, best sound was obtained using the First Sound passive preamp with its level controls set to about half rotation and the level controls on the Macro Reference controlling overall volume. I sure did get the feeling of more accuracy than usual in a lot of my listening with the Macro Reference, although I didn’t always completely like the results with certain software that also tends to be irritating through other component combinations. I have heard that other reviewers have been comparing the Macro Reference to some of the big names in solid-state amplification and that the Crown has been judged to be superior in a number of instances. When considering its price, which is really very reasonable for the performance obtained, I give this amp a most enthusiastic thumbs up! I may just buy this honey.

Table I—Output noise, with volume control fully clockwise and at approximate halfway point (14 detents down). The A-weighted S/N ratio was 96 dB for either channel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>Volume Control Clockwise</th>
<th>Volume Control Down</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Widesband</td>
<td>LEFT</td>
<td>RIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Hz to 22 kHz</td>
<td>364 µV</td>
<td>357 µV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 Hz to 22 kHz</td>
<td>360 µV</td>
<td>355 µV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-Weighted</td>
<td>275 µV</td>
<td>275 µV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bascom H. King
Focus

distributed by Reel to Real Designs 3021 Sangamon Ave. Springfield, IL 62702
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INTRODUCING SPEAKERS THE EXPERTS SAID WOULDN'T WORK.

When Museatex engineers started working on a speaker using a single pulsating sphere to reproduce perfectly time-aligned sound, the experts agreed that this was theoretically an ideal solution, but impractical to implement. Now, after five years of research, Museatex engineers have perfected the most revolutionary speaker to be introduced in over three decades — Real-Time Ripple-Effect (RTRE) speakers. The Melior RTRE speaker uses a single point source to drive a flat diaphragm to propagate sound with naturally perfect time-aligned signals. In addition to near perfect reproduction, this speaker has several other unique advantages: it is less than 3" deep and can be integrated into any decor. It operates as a pulsating sphere with dipolar characteristics and is less critical to room placement than any other high quality speaker. The speaker has no crossovers or transformers and presents a uniform load to amplifiers. Virtually any amplifier can drive these speakers although they reveal the fine nuances of the best in electronics. As the speaker is naturally flat, it can be designed as an in-wall speaker without sacrificing performance. The RTRE speakers by Museatex are available in a variety of finishes, including lacquered mahogany and piano black.

THE EXPERTS ARE NOW SINGING A DIFFERENT TUNE ABOUT THE REVOLUTIONARY 'REAL-TIME RIPPLE-EFFECT' SPEAKER BY MUSEATEX: "... FOR THE FIRST TIME IN HI-FI HISTORY, A FULL RANGE SPEAKER WITHOUT CROSSOVERS AND ELECTRONIC GADGETS HAS BEEN ABLE TO DEMONSTRATE NEAR PERFECT REPRODUCTION..." HANS JURG. SOUND, SWITZERLAND.
WE KEEP PROMISES OTHERS MAKE ... AND MORE

Home Theater. Museatex HES (incorporating the highly rated Shure HTS 5300 surround sound processor) is designed to provide theater-like realism for video in home environments and audiophile music reproduction. Other home theater systems, like THX, demand exact and often impractical room specifications and require "box" speakers which offer little aesthetic flexibility for decorators. Furthermore, such home theater systems cannot also be used as an audiophile stereo system for music. △ Audiophile Components. Meitner and Melior products by Museatex have consistently been among the highest rated audio products since the early eighties. Our digital and analog products are universally compatible and will augment any system. △ Speakers. Real-Time Ripple-Effect speakers by Museatex are the most accurate transducers presently available. △ Digital Multi-Room System. Museatex has just introduced the Muselink Digital Distribution system, which is capable of multi-zone, multi-source distribution using standard telephone wire. Multi-room systems offered by others are analog switching systems or digital systems that do not address our performance criteria. △ Museatex Technology. Museatex delivers a higher level of performance than others by using innovative and patented technology: C-Lock™ for eliminating digital jitter, Floating Charge Power Supply to reduce power line pollution, VCA to eliminate mechanical switches and pots, Static Fan Heat Sink for heat dissipation in amplifiers, etc.

Enter No. 29 on Reader Service Card

(403) 273-2552 Facsimile: (403) 272-3860 Toll free: 1-800-463-3447
**EQUIPMENT PROFILE**

**ARCAM DELTA 110 DIGITAL PREAMP**

**Manufacturer's Specifications**
- **Frequency Response:** 20 Hz to 20 kHz, +0.1, −0.5 dB, via line or digital inputs.
- **Sensitivity:** MM phono, 2 mV; MC phono, 100 µV; line level, 200 mV
- **Input Impedance:** MM phono, 47 kilohms; MC phono, 220 ohms; line level, 45 kilohms.
- **Noise (CCIR):** MM phono, −64 dB; MC phono, −50 dB; line level, −89 dB; digital, −96 dB.
- **Nominal Output Level:** Line, 2 V; tape, 0.3 V; headphone, 4 V.
- **Output Impedance:** Line, 25 ohms; tape, 70 ohms; headphone, 200 ohms.
- **Minimum Recommended Output Load:** 5 kilohms.
- **Recommended Headphone Load:** 32 ohms to 2 kilohms.
- **Maximum Output Level:** More than 8 V.

**Channel Balance:** ±1 dB.
- **Crosstalk at 1 kHz:** Line, below −70 dB; tape, below −65 dB.
- **Muting:** 40 dB.
- **Dimensions:** 17 in. W x 2½ in. H x 10½ in. D (43.2 cm x 6.4 cm x 26.7 cm).
- **Weight:** 8.2 lbs (3.7 kg).
- **Price:** $1,500, including remote; phono input-loading modules (see text), $35.

**Company Address:** c/o Audio Influx, P.O. Box 381, Highland Lakes, N.J. 07422.

For literature, circle No. 91

It's one of those apparent quirks of fate that both the Cambridge in Cambridgeshire and its namesake in Massachusetts have been nuclei not only of learning but of technical development and design elegance. One of several audio manufacturers that might be cited as examples from the Old Country is Arcam, the brand name of A&R Cambridge. (The initials stand for amplification and recording, incidentally, not artists and repertoire.) While the companies that made the American city an audio mecca were generally founded by people associated with the first wave...
Philips Presents
CD-Interactive

When the engineers from Philips invented CD audio, they knew they were at the forefront of a remarkable new technology. Naturally, they continued to evolve their idea. The result of their effort is the latest Philips innovation: CD-Interactive.

The Philips CD-Interactive player connects quickly and easily to both your television and stereo system. By simply inserting a CD-I title into the player, you can then use the special "thumbstick" remote to chart your own course along the CD-I disc, controlling everything you see and hear.

And because CD-I is a global standard, the Philips CD-Interactive player will be compatible with all forthcoming CD-I titles. It is also backwards compatible with 3" and 5" audio CDs, CD Graphics, CD ROM-XA "bridge" discs, and forward compatible with the new Photo CDs.

Philips CD-Interactive is clearly the next generation of both television and CD audio. Once you've experienced CD-I, we think you'll find it impossible to get it out of your system.
The Delta 110 removes the potential for disastrous feedback, as its control logic doesn't allow you to monitor the source deck.

World War II) of high fidelity, the British crowd tends to be both younger and more firmly rooted in the later solid-state and digital technologies.

In particular, Arcam and its brethren have been on the cutting edge in designing D/A converters, offering both built-ins and free-standing units that can be used with any CD player or digital recorder having a digital output. The Delta 110 preamp continues this tradition by including a D/A converter in an otherwise analog design. It also offers electronic switching, including provision for two tape decks or other outboards, controlled by a logic system that is as finely polished as it is unobtrusive.

If you admire the Delta 110's finesse but don't think you need the D/A converter (or don't yet need it), Arcam offers the Delta 110S for $400 less. The 110S dispenses with the converter and uses its coaxial input and output jacks as analog inputs for a CD player (selected at the front panel's "Digital" button). You can retrofit the D/A converter to the 110S if you later want to upgrade, but at present prices that route would cost you $100 more than going directly to the model reviewed here.

Control Layout

The front-panel selectors are all rectangular buttons with bicolor LED pilots just above them. In general, a green pilot indicates that the button has been selected, while a red one indicates a special function or its use in taping. The selectors themselves are at the left end of the panel and are marked for "Disc" (phono), "AV" (implying video use but actually functioning as an AUX input), "Tuner," "Tape 1," and "Tape 2." There is no input labelled "CD," since it is assumed you will use the D/A converter for that purpose.

The next group of buttons to the right selects the D/A converter's "Digital" and "Optical" inputs and "Phase." This last inverts the polarity of the converter's output so that, if you can tell the difference and have a preference, you can correct for presumably phase-inverted CDs. (There is no switch for phase-inverted LPs.) What looks like a round muting button to the right is actually the sensor for the supplied remote control, with the muting LED above it. The muting can only be triggered from the remote.

The "Record" button flashes its LED when you press it; during the 5 s or so that it remains flashing, you can choose any input as the recording source. Once you've chosen the source, the "Record" LED goes off. If the source you've selected is not the one you're listening to, its LED will glow red, while the LED for the source you're monitoring will glow green. If the same source is chosen for both listening and recording, its LED glows green. If you then monitor the deck to check the recording, the LED for the selected deck ("Tape 1" or "Tape 2") turns green and the source's LED turns red.

During dubbing, which can be in either direction between the two sets of tape connections, the preamp's control logic prevents you from monitoring the source deck—and will, in fact, interrupt the dub if you try to do so. This is a byproduct of the logic circuitry's prohibition against choosing the same deck as recorder and source, to prevent feedback. Inability to monitor the source directly could prove somewhat onerous in some dubbing setups, but the feedback that could be the alternative could prove disastrous—to the recording, if not to amps or loudspeakers.

Next to "Record" is a toggle button for selecting mono or stereo. Moving farther to the right, we find a small rotary "Balance" control (with no detents), the "Volume" knob, the headphone jack, and finally the "Power" switch. The volume control is motor-driven by the remote but clutched so that aggressive manipulation won't burn out the motor windings via back EMF. The headphone jack is wired to disconnect the main outputs when a headphone plug is inserted.

The remote (made for Arcam in Germany, incidentally, though the preamp itself is made in the U.K.) includes all the front-panel control functions except "Balance" and "Record." The latter's absence is deliberate, to prevent accidental interruptions once recording has begun. Volume is remotely adjusted with "+" and "−" buttons, and there is a button for muting and a red one marked "Standby." The latter turns off the preamp's main outputs (but does not defeat the tape feed, if any is selected) and leaves the
Every CD-Interactive title is a uniquely crafted key, designed to unlock the potential of your television.

As the leading developer of CD-I titles, Philips is working closely with the world's most renowned publishing and entertainment companies.

Time Life, The Smithsonian Institution, Children's Television Workshop, ABC Sports Presents, and Mercury Records are just a few of the groups already involved in the production of CD-I titles.

The current CD-I catalog covers a wide spectrum of interactive games, how-to's, children's programs, museum tours, musical jukeboxes and historical journeys.

Scores of new CD-I's will be released in the coming year. And with the introduction of Photo CD processing, you will be able to create your own CD-I family albums.

The doors CD-Interactive can open are endless. And the entertainment and educational opportunities it brings into your home will revolutionize your entire concept of what television has to offer.
Most phono sections today roll off the bass to handle warp, but few are as flat above the bass as Arcam’s.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

**Fig. 1**—Frequency response through the “Tuner” input at an output level of 500 mV.

![Figure 2](image2.png)

**Fig. 2**—Frequency response through the D/A converter, with gain set for 2 V out from 0-dB signals.

![Figure 3A](image3A.png)

**Fig. 3A**—Phono frequency response (RIAA accuracy) through MM input with gain set to 40 dB at 1 kHz (A) and through MC input with gain set to 60 dB at 1 kHz (B).

power supplies on so that the Delta 110 will be fully warmed up whenever you turn it on. Arcam evidently finds a sonic advantage in this, though none was confirmed in testing. In “Standby” mode, only the power LED glows on the front panel. Previous settings are restored when you press “Standby” once again. Should you misplace the remote, normal operation can be restored by turning the preamp off, and then on, with its power switch.

Most of what you’ll find on the back panel is implicit in the foregoing. In addition to optical and coaxial digital inputs, there’s a digital output to pass on the incoming digital bitstream, unaltered, to other equipment. The various analog input and output jacks—including two sets for the main output—are all gold-plated. Next to the pair of phono inputs (and a binding-post ground) is a phono mode switch to choose between MM operation (for moving-magnet or high-output moving-coil pickups) and MC operation (for traditional, low-output moving-coil models).

One further adjustment is not visible from the outside. If your phono pickup would be better served by an input impedance other than the fixed values provided in the Delta 110, you can buy a separate MM or MC loading module. The module plugs into a connector beneath the preamp’s top plate and incorporates a switch array to select other impedance values. Unless you have an oddball cartridge, there’s no reason to suppose that adding a module would effect an improvement; the tested unit did not have one.

**Measurements**

Diversified Science Laboratories’ measurements generally confirmed—within reasonable tolerance, once differences in test method are accounted for—Arcam’s claims for the Delta 110. Two quibbles are raised by the data in Table I. The main output impedance measures twice as high as the manufacturer’s specification, though not high enough to be of concern. And the muting is even greater than the claim of 40 dB. This too is of little real importance; however, if you’re used to the almost universal 20 dB of attenuation, the near inaudibility of the muted output at moderate volume settings may make you forget to turn the muting back off.

One other point may be of concern if you plan to use the Delta 110 with components that deliver exceptionally high signal levels. The input overload points are not particularly generous, though they should be more than acceptable with normal equipment. With any preamp, it is always best to adjust any output level controls on your source components for parity with the levels delivered by your other sources; the Delta 110’s design simply makes this consideration slightly more urgent than usual.

The balance control’s lack of a detent leaves its centering slightly equivocal, but the unusually gentle action of the Delta 110 in this regard—its maximum attenuation at either extreme is only about 10 dB—means that small rotations make only tiny sonic differences. The 0.3 dB of measured channel imbalance is well within the spec and certainly of no great concern. Anyway, channel balance is best adjusted by ear for the acoustic properties of the listening room, whatever the measurement may say.

Figure 1 shows overall analog frequency response. Again, it is well within the spec and is, in fact, flat within a
All in all I am confident that CD-I will play a dramatic role in the future...I give CD-I a thumbs up!

Harry Somerfield
San Francisco Chronicle

Philips CD-I system is one of the year's 100 greatest achievements in science and technology.

This technology may well signal the start of a new era of interactive entertainment and education.

Brent Butterworth
Kenneth Korman
Video

"Best Of What's New"
Popular Science

Frank Vizard
Rolling Stone

Children can reap the benefits of CD-I too. Titles based on Sesame Street characters and Mother Goose rhymes, along with interactive coloring books and other educational games, stress the value of CD-I as a learning tool.

Johnathon Takiff
Daily News

Tom Malcom
Info Magazine

Okay. So we've told you that the Philips CD-Interactive is the next generation of both television and audio. And we've gone on and on about our amazing selection of CD-I titles.

But because our opinion is, admittedly, more than a little biased, we wouldn't dream of asking you to settle for our word on it.

We would, however, like you to consider the opinions of electronics writers from coast to coast who've had the chance to see the Philips CD-Interactive system in action.

Review after review heralds CD-I as the future of home entertainment and a format that's here to stay.

Popular Science even went so far as to call it one of 1991's 100 greatest achievements in science and technology.

Of course, the opinion that matters most is, ultimately, yours. So we'd like to encourage you to take your own CD-I test drive. For the name of the Philips dealer nearest you, call 1-800-223-7772.

Serious music appreciation involves more than just your sense of hearing.

It involves your individual sense of taste.

Which is why we created a revolutionary new DSP car audio unit. One that, when added onto your current system, lets you fine-tune your sound with a level of accuracy never before possible.

So that now you can hear music in a completely new way. The way you like it.

Introducing the Premier DEQ-7500 Digital Signal Processor from Pioneer.

While most DSP units just let you choose different sound field options, the DEQ-7500 does something radically different. It actually corrects the deficiencies in your sound, caused by an imperfect car interior environment (everything from poor speaker placement to plush seats, which absorb sound waves). The result: our new DEQ-7500 gives you the premium sound performance your car's interior has been depriving you of.

This is all made possible thanks to Pioneer's dual-chip Digital Signal Processor—high-powered integrated circuitry that carries out thousands of complex functions, all in a unique three-step process.

Step one: Correcting your existing sound.

The DEQ-7500 lets you choose between four-band, 1/3 octave parametric EQ or seven-band graphic EQ, to dial in the best overall sound characteristics for your particular car environment.

You can then add parametric bass and treble for even further refinement. And when you're all finished, save these critical adjustments with six user presets.

Step two: Having corrected your sound, you
ar of the beholder.

can then use the Listening Position Selector to move the center stage image around your car. So that no matter where you’re sitting, it’ll always sound like the best seat in the house. Once you’ve chosen the position you want, you can use the Image Focus Control for ultraprecise imaging and staging, particularly in vocals.

Step three: At last, you can start enhancing your sound. Choose from any of five listening environments: Studio, Jazz Club, Concert Hall, Cathedral and Stadium. You can then further fine-tune your sound field, by adjusting the delay time and intensity within each of these particular venue modes.

Of course, while it’s nice to sit here and read about the DEQ-7500, it’s even better to sit behind the wheel and experience it for yourself. Which reminds us of one final step: visiting your nearest Premier dealer. He’s part of a network of expert craftsmen who install and design sound systems with the utmost care and attention to detail.

If you’d like more information regarding the DEQ-7500, as well as the name and address of the Premier dealer located closest to you, simply give us a call at 1-800-421-1601, extension 901.

And discover how nice it is to have an audio unit that adapts to your ears. Instead of the other way around.
In use, the Delta 110 proved an unalloyed joy—logical, handsome, and sonically pure.


tiny fraction of 1 dB from 10 Hz to 10 kHz. The ultrasonic roll-off only makes very small demands (less than the specified 0.5 dB) within the audio range. The frequency response through the D/A converter (Fig. 2—which, unlike Fig. 1, is limited to the audio band) is very similar, with only minor ripples at the highest frequencies.

Figure 3 shows phono frequency response. The curves for MC cartridges (Fig. 3B) are, if anything, even marginally flatter than those for MM cartridges (Fig. 3A). The bass roll-off to attenuate spurious warp "information" in the near-infrasonic range is virtually universal these days; the extreme flatness elsewhere in these curves is harder to find in competing products.

Figure 4A, showing THD + N at three frequencies, gave us pause when we first saw it. Wherever possible (and appropriate), Diversified Science Labs follows the EIA/IHF measurement standard, which demands that testing conditions be as near to those in the real world as possible. For most measurements, the stipulations result in a volume setting that delivers a 0-dB gain (out of a possible 20.1 dB)—and, not incidentally, puts the volume control near the 9-o'clock position, which was used for most of the listening tests. For distortion measurements, however, volume is raised to yield a 12-dB gain. At this setting, the THD + N curves are all well within spec. Moreover, they demonstrate that distortion should be in the range from 0.001% to 0.003% for all typical peak signal levels—in other words, of no consequence whatever. But why do the curves start to take off near 2.5 V and "think better of it" above 3 V before finally hitting their limit above 9 V?

In looking at the actual distortion products involved, we could see that, at low levels, distortion is predominantly second harmonic. The increase in distortion just below 3 V was occasioned by a rise in the proportion of third harmonic, until it dominated the harmonic content. Clipping only begins above 9 V, as you would expect. It soon became apparent, however, that the amplitude of this increase in the third harmonic was dependent on the gain setting.

Figure 4B shows results for THD + N with the volume control wide open, for the full 20.1-dB gain. The noise level is higher (the downward sloping curves) because of the higher setting, but the anomaly above 2.5 V has entirely disappeared! The gradual rise in the 20-kHz curve at higher levels is attributable to slew-rate limiting but is of no conse-
Now, music lovers with different tastes have something in common: Adcom.

Listen to your CD player in one room while playing your FM tuner in another...and cassette tapes in another! The Adcom GFB-800 Music Control Center is a new concept in home music systems that allows the selection and control of different sources (FM, CD, tape, even records) in five or more different rooms. And, it's all designed around a choice of Adcom's highly renowned power amplifiers. Your entire family can have independent access to a superb, centralized Adcom music system. Find out more about the Adcom GFB-800 system by contacting your authorized dealer. You'll discover why music lovers throughout the world have so much in common: Adcom.
Arcam’s D/A converter is among the best I’ve heard, making harsh CDs behave and revealing new felicities in good discs.

Table I—Miscellaneous test data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Tuner Input</th>
<th>Phono Input</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input Clipping Level</td>
<td>3.15 V</td>
<td>66 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Impedance</td>
<td>45 kohms</td>
<td>47 kohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ 120 pF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage Gain</td>
<td>20.1 dB</td>
<td>53.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity (re: 500 mV)</td>
<td>49.3 mV</td>
<td>1.06 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-Wtd. Noise from 22 Hz to 22 kHz (re: 500 mV Out)</td>
<td>-101.1 dB</td>
<td>-77.3 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unwtd. Noise from 22 Hz to 22 kHz (re: 500 mV Out)</td>
<td>-98.5 dB</td>
<td>-71.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel Separation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At 100 Hz</td>
<td>103.2 dB</td>
<td>77.1 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At 1 kHz</td>
<td>83.7 dB</td>
<td>74.4 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At 10 kHz</td>
<td>63.8 dB</td>
<td>58.8 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tape Record Output Voltage</td>
<td>730 mV</td>
<td>340 mV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maximum Output Level: Main, 10.4 V; headphone, open circuit, 9.3 V; headphone, into 50 ohms (27.8 mW), 1.18 V.

Output Impedance: Main, 50 ohms; tape, 75 ohms; headphone, 185 ohms.

Muting: 48.3 dB.

Notes
1. Measurements made on one channel were made on the left channel.
2. With the exception of gain and sensitivity (which were measured with maximum gain and no load on the preamp), volume was set in accordance with the IHF/EIA Standard and outputs were terminated in 10 kohms plus 1,000 pF.
3. From the “Tuner” input, with balance centered and volume set per IHF/EIA Standards, the right channel’s output was 0.3 dB greater than the left channel’s.

Use and Listening Tests

Using the Delta 110 was an unalloyed joy. Its design is handsome, logical, and sonically pure. Beyond that, there really is little that need be said.

Naturally, the focus of the listening was on the D/A converter, as the most unusual element in the preamp. The CDs that I always test with, because they can sound a mite harsh or strident on some players, were as well behaved here as I’ve ever heard them. Those with more ingratiating sonics stood to profit less, but they frequently revealed small felicities that had not been apparent before. Simply put, this D/A converter is among the best I’ve heard.

With my equipment, signals passing through the converter sounded, subjectively, somewhat lower than those from the tuner or tape deck. However, only a minor level adjustment, if any, was required to rectify this. And, of course, the remote makes the adjustment easier with the Delta 110 than it is with most audiophile-class preamps.

Incidentally, the tape outputs on the reviewed sample remained live even in “Standby” mode, despite the contrary implication of the manual, so you can record from a timer (assuming your deck can handle it) without turning on the preamp. From the measurement of tape output impedance, it’s evident that the outputs are buffered, which prevents ancillary equipment from loading down the listening path. Therefore, more than just the power supplies appear to remain active in “Standby.”

Available information about the internal workings of the Delta 110 was rather sparse. For testing purposes, this is possibly a good thing; fiery descriptions of arcane circuitry can prove to be more of a smoke screen than a source of illumination. And in the end, it is the results that matter, not the means by which they are achieved. The results in this case are extremely gratifying.

Robert Long with Edward J. Foster
Compact Disc: On a Roll.
CD Takes a Road Trip.

Grab your driving gloves, your darkest shades and a few of your favorite CD's. Come with us as Sony celebrates the 10th Anniversary of the Compact Disc the best way we know how. By taking to the streets. Because your car is the ultimate place to enjoy the ultimate sound. In fact, we had your car in mind when we first introduced the Compact Disc 10 years ago.

You see, when Sony invented the Compact Disc, we knew the brilliance of digital audio would make any car stereo system sound its best. The CD's resistance to dust, dirt, fingerprints and scratches was ideal for the less-than-clinically clean car environment. Even the CD itself—at 4½ inches in diameter—was just the right size for car CD players.

Americans have already bought over 40 million CD players and 1 billion CD's. So we know that many of you have CD's at home. But if you're not enjoying CD in the car, you're missing half the fun. Why miss out? Putting CD in your car is easier than ever. It's also far less expensive, thanks to a new generation of Sony car CD players and our Car Discman® models. These versatile performers go anywhere: home, outdoors or into your car. On the road, a Discman player can be powered from your cigarette lighter and delivers music to your car stereo system by way of an ingenious cassette adaptor.

Of course, Sony Discman players were the world's first CD portables. So it's no surprise that today's Discman designs enjoy all the best: the sonic quality of 1-bit pulse converters, the sonic tailoring of Digital Signal Processing (DSP) and the convenience of 22-track programming. Even the buttons are carefully considered: they're back-lit for easy use at night. Just another way car Discman players make the song of the open road infinitely more alluring.

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING (DSP) LETS YOU ADJUST THE SOUND WITH THE DIGITAL PRECISION.
For Higher Performance, Add a Dash of CD.

You say your old car stereo just doesn't make it anymore? You say you long for the clarity and convenience of Compact Discs? But you're not sure how to make the change? Well Sony, the company that introduced the world's first car CD player, has news for you. Moving up to Compact Disc is easy. Just replace your old car radio with a new Sony in-dash CD player.

It's a simple swap, because Sony included everything you need. There's FM, AM, CD. Even amplifiers to drive your speakers. And in-dash CD has never been more affordable.

Even Sony's lowest-price in-dash CD player offers sound and convenience far beyond the dreams of ordinary car stereo. Going up from there, it just keeps getting better. Sophisticated 1-bit pulse converters give your music new realism and resolution. Sony's anti-theft detachable faceplates, like the one pictured here from our CDX-U8000, fit in your pocket. They leave behind an inconspicuous and inoperable black box. With selected models, our optional wireless remote controls add a touch of fun—making mobile entertainment more entertaining.

And you can always add amplifiers, equalizers, crossovers and speakers, to build an autosound system of sonic brilliance and gut-wrenching power. After all, with the best sound source on wheels, you just naturally want to take full advantage.

When you pocket your CD player's faceplate, it's far less likely that somebody else will pocket your player.
DiscJockey' CD
Changers: Music for
the Long Run.

If you like the idea of playing one
CD, imagine playing ten.
Suddenly, you've got more tunes,
more options, more genres of
music and more ways to have fun.
A Sony DiscJockey® ten-disc
changer lets you jump from disc
to disc, without opening and
closing jewel boxes. You can
mount a ten-disc changer safely
out of sight. And you can run the
whole show from an
inconspicuous remote control.

With Sony, you can have it all
quite easily. You see, we invented
car CD changers. And that
explains why Sony has so many
different ways to enjoy them.

Want to add a CD changer to
your existing car stereo? No
problem. We have many models
that will connect with ease. Want
to build a new system around
your CD changer? You can do
that, too. Want to have it all: AM,
FM, cassettes and CD? We have a
choice of cassette/receivers with
CD changer control.

What's more, our Custom File™
system even tells you which disc
is playing. Instead of a simple
readout of "Disc 2" or "Disc 9," an
8-character display lets you
assign each of your discs titles
like "BEETH-9" or "BLUES."
Making this one feature you'll
appreciate miles down the road.

A SONY CASSETTE/RECEIVER WITH CD CHANGER
CONTROL. NOTE THE DISCS IN YOUR CHANGER DON'T
JUST HAVE NUMBERS. THEY HAVE NAMES.

DISCJOCKEY 10-DISC MAGAZINES AREN'T JUST FOR
THE CAR. THEY'RE EQUALLY AT HOME IN SONY HOME
10-DISC CHANGERS.
MOBILE ES: Where Car Stereo Is Heading.

Many consider CD the last word in car stereo. But at Sony, it's just the beginning. Our Mobile ES extends CD's digital technology throughout the entire car stereo system—a breakthrough of profound proportions. In fact, high fidelity critic Len Feldman proclaimed that Mobile ES, "may well be the most revolutionary concept to hit car audio in decades."

Mobile ES starts with Sony's finest DiscJockey CD changer, and continues with Digital Signal Processing (DSP) preamplifier, digital crossover and frequency-optimized amplifiers. Taking it all in, Car Stereo Review exclaimed, "Add Mobile ES to topnotch speakers and you finally may have a system that won't need upgrading in your lifetime."

All of which strongly suggests that Company Disc is not simply the car stereo format for today. It's also the format of the future.

THE MOST ADVANCED SYSTEM IN AUTOSOUND DESERVES THE MOST ADVANCED DISPLAY: THE 15,000-PIXEL MOBILE ES SYSTEM DISPLAY.

RELAX AND KEEP YOUR EYES ON THE ROAD. THE MOBILE ES JOYSTICK LETS YOU OPERATE THE SYSTEM ENTIRELY BY FEEL.

© 1992 Sony Corporation of America. All rights reserved. Sony, DiscJockey Discman, Compact Disc 10th Anniversary Logo and UniLink are trademarks of Sony. All features and specifications subject to change without notice.

Len Feldman quote from the April/May 1991 issue of Jazz. Reprinted with permission.
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**Vandersteen 2Ci Speaker**

**Manufacturer's Specifications**

**Drivers:** 10- and 8-in. cone woofers, 41/2-in. cone midrange, and 3/4-in. metal-dome tweeter.

**Frequency Response:** On axis, 28 Hz to 29 kHz, ±3 dB, or 32 Hz to 21 kHz, ±1.5 dB, 90° off axis, 29 Hz to 16 kHz, ±3 dB.

**Sensitivity:** 88 dB SPL at 1 meter with 1 watt of pink noise applied.

**Crossover Frequencies and Filter Characteristics:** 600 Hz (6 dB/octave, Butterworth) and 5 kHz (6 dB/octave, Linkwitz-Riley).

**Impedance:** 7 ohms, ±3 ohms, from 100 Hz to 20 kHz; 4 ohms minimum.

**Recommended Amplifier Power:** 40 to 160 watts per channel.

**Dimensions:** 16 in. W x 361/2 in. H x 101/4 in. D (40.6 cm x 92.7 cm x 26 cm); optional base, 161/4 in. W x 61/4 in. H x 133/4 in. D (41.3 cm x 15.9 cm x 34.9 cm); Model 2Ce (see text), 16 in. W x 393/4 in. H x 101/4 in. D (40.6 cm x 101 cm x 26 cm).

**Weight:** 63 lbs. (28.6 kg) each; Model 2Ce, 60 lbs. (27.2 kg) each.

**Price:** $1,295 per pair, optional bases for Model 2Ci, $125 per pair.

**Finish:** Oiled walnut or oiled oak, oak with black semi-gloss lacquer, $50 extra.

Vandersteen Audio's Model 2 series has been in continuous production, with updates, since 1977. As this review goes to press, the 2Ci version that I tested is being superseded by the 2Ce, in a taller and narrower cabinet designed to improve the system's appearance. The new cabinet should extend low-frequency performance slightly, but other aspects of performance should remain the same.

Vandersteen has always had a good reputation for producing relatively inexpensive systems with high-end aspirations. The company pioneered the use of so-called baffleless driver mountings—a misnomer, actually, as the drivers are mounted in small, individual enclosures with minimum frontal area, stacked one on top of the other. Richard Vandersteen points out that a speaker can be considered as
Careful alignment of the system's drivers, plus good crossover design, pay off in a phase curve that stays within a ±45° envelope.

Baffleless—that is, omnidirectional—at any frequency whose wavelength is more than four times the enclosure's largest horizontal dimension. This design, along with smoothly contoured front baffle surfaces, is said to "virtually eliminate the negative effects of diffraction and refraction." Other systems using this technique are the KEF 107 (Audio, Feb. 1988) and the B & W 801 Matrix Series 2 (Nov. 1990).

To maintain proper time and phase response, the individual sub-enclosures of all Vandersteen full-range systems are staggered backward, and pure first-order crossovers are used. The direct sound from this type of design is minimum-phase (having no phase anomalies not directly related to frequency response) and thus preserves time waveforms if the response is sufficiently flat.

The construction of the 2Ci is quite unusual: What appears to be a conventional, rectangular enclosure on the outside is actually a grille cloth wrapped around a frame that supports the assembly of three enclosures housing the system's drivers and crossover. This construction technique is economical, because only the top and bottom plates of the cabinet have furniture finishes. Some sound also escapes through the top panel, via a 5 × 12-inch grille.

The top and bottom panels are separated by four wood dowels, 1½ inches in diameter, that form the outside of the frame. The inside enclosure assembly is mounted to the lower panel and rigidly attached to the dowels with a bracing panel that runs around the top of the woofer enclosure. The low-frequency system incorporates two woofers, an 8-inch unit mounted on the top front of the woofer enclosure and a 10-inch "acoustic coupler" mounted on the bottom rear of the same enclosure. Both drivers are mounted in a sealed, common air chamber.

Both woofers have die-cast baskets. They use multi-layer voice-coils, 1½ inches in diameter, on ventilated aluminum-coil formers. The front woofer has a curvilinear cone made from a plastic material Vandersteen calls "polycone." The rear woofer, which covers the range from 28 to 35 Hz, has a damped long-fiber paper cone with an added 5⅜-inch-diameter wooden disc covering its center to increase the mass and stiffness of the driver.

On the top of the woofer enclosure is a smaller enclosure, set back somewhat and slanted upward, housing the 4½-inch midrange. This speaker also has a curvilinear plastic cone but with an unusual flat surround rather than the typical half-roll surround; this is said to minimize surround reflections. The tweeter, which has a damped metal dome, ¾ inch in diameter, is in its own enclosure, atop the midrange enclosure. The front is covered by a felt shroud that drops down to the top front of the midrange enclosure. This shroud serves to minimize reflections from the face of the tweeter enclosure and from the top of the midrange box, which is exposed because of the tweeter enclosure's offset to the rear.

Vandersteen highly recommends using the 2Ci on its optional metal base, which can be filled with sand to add weight and damping. The base also elevates the system to the proper height for the ears of a seated listener.

Wire-wound level controls for the midrange and tweeter are on the rear of the speaker. Connection to the system is through two pairs of banana jacks (not the usual five-way binding posts) on the rear, providing separate access to the mid/high- and low-frequency sections of the system. This facilitates bi-wiring. As the jacks cannot accept wire or spade lugs, Vandersteen supplies two double-banana plugs for the user to wire up.

Measurements

Figure 1 shows the anechoic on-axis frequency response of the Vandersteen 2Ci. Measurements were taken at 2 meters, 36 inches from the bottom of the system's optional base, with 2.83 V rms applied, and then referenced to 1 meter. The response below 300 Hz was derived from ground-plane measurements taken at several points around the system. The rear-mounted bass radiator mandated these multiple measurements, all of which were taken with the midrange and tweeter controls set to the "0 dB" mid position.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

Fig. 1—One-meter, on-axis, anechoic frequency response, for an input of 2.83 V rms, equivalent to 1 watt into 8 ohms.

![Figure 2](image2.png)

Fig. 2—On-axis phase response and group delay, corrected for tweeter and midrange arrival time.
State-of-the-art jewels from AudioQuest.

AudioQuest® cables and plugs are distinguished by intelligent designs, the finest metals and superior insulation. Emerald™ uses 99.99997% pure copper. Lapis™ and Diamond™ use pure solid silver. All three are resistance welded to direct-gold plated FPC copper plugs (RCA or XLR). From Turquoise™ through Diamond, AudioQuest makes seven jewels you will appreciate and enjoy everyday — not just on special occasions.
The low-frequency design works very well, its solid enclosure revealing no major cabinet resonances or air leaks.

Salient points of the on-axis curve include a somewhat rough overall response, a gentle peak-dip combination at 250 and 500 Hz, and a sensitivity of 86 dB (averaged over the four-octave range from 250 Hz to 4 kHz), moderately lower than rated. The curve fits within a fairly tight, ±2.5 dB window from 70 Hz to 20 kHz and is 10 dB down at 35 Hz. Below 40 Hz, the response rolls off at about 18 dB/octave. A right/left comparison (not shown) revealed a close, ±0.5 dB match except for a narrow band between 3 and 4 kHz, where the levels differed by ±1 dB. Note that all measurements were taken with the grille on, as it is not designed to be removed.

The phase and group-delay responses of the 2Ci, referenced to the midrange and tweeter arrival time, are shown in Fig. 2. The phase curve stays within an admirably tight envelope of about ±45° all the way from 180 Hz to 20 kHz. The careful alignment of the system's drivers, coupled with the design of the crossover, pays off here. The group delay is also commendably flat over the range from 600 Hz to 20 kHz, a further indication of how well the system is aligned. The undulations between 400 Hz and 2 kHz, and the rise below 400 Hz, correspond not to driver misalignment but to minimum-phase aberrations caused by the non-flatness of the frequency response (including the system's bass roll-off). If the system were equalized flat with a minimum-phase equalizer, the phase and group-delay responses would also be corrected.

The system's energy/time response is shown in Fig. 3. The aligned nature of the 2Ci contributes to a very tight main arrival at 3 mS. The decay is marred only by some later arrivals, 17 and 22 dB down from the main peak. The space-frame construction may be responsible for some of these later arrivals.

Figure 4 displays the horizontal off-axis responses of the 2Ci; the on-axis curve is shown in bold at the rear of the graph. The horizontal coverage is quite good, as the on-axis curve's shape is carried over quite uniformly off axis. Even out to ±45°, high-frequency coverage to 15 kHz or higher remains quite similar to the output on axis.

The vertical off-axis curves are shown in Fig. 5. In the center of the graph (front to rear), the on-axis curve is shown in bold, with the above-axis responses in the front of the display. The mostly flat on-axis response is partially obscured by off-axis aberrations.

Up/down asymmetries are clearly shown in the off-axis responses in the vicinity of the lower crossover, between 400 and 800 Hz, where the response above axis is depressed and the response below axis is actually several dB higher than the on-axis response. This asymmetry is the main indication of strong lobing, which denotes that the acoustic phase difference between the woofer and midrange (or midrange and tweeter) approaches 90°. This asymmetrical behavior is a direct result of the first-order, 6-dB/octave crossovers used in the 2Ci. Other systems that utilize this type of crossover also exhibit very nonuniform, vertical off-axis behavior.

Figures 6 and 7, respectively, show the NRC-style mean horizontal and vertical on- and off-axis responses. The upper part of Fig. 6 also shows the individual on-axis curves that were averaged to yield the ±15° on-axis curve, which is
AudioQuest Centers are dealers who have contracted to keep in stock most AudioQuest cables and accessories, including at least four models of interconnect cable, eight speaker cables, four video and S-video cables, digital and fiber optic cables, Sorbothane® CD Feet™ Big Feet™ and LaserGuide™. AQ Centers also have these cables on demonstration and available for loan!

AudioQuest also has hundreds of other dealers who will be pleased to help you with your AudioQuest needs, however the AudioQuest Center dealers listed below have made an extra commitment to help guarantee your satisfaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Beverly Hills</td>
<td>Beverly Hills Audio</td>
<td>(310) 276-2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Huntington Beach</td>
<td>Havens &amp; Hardesty Audio</td>
<td>(714) 697-0166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>Paris Audio</td>
<td>(310) 820-1397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Monterey</td>
<td>Monterey Stereo</td>
<td>(408) 640-6303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Oakland</td>
<td>Pro Audio Electronics</td>
<td>(510) 654-6630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Redondo Beach</td>
<td>Systems Design Group</td>
<td>(310) 370-8575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>Performance Audio</td>
<td>(415) 543-4456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Santa Barbara</td>
<td>Mission Audio</td>
<td>(805) 682-7575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Santa Monica</td>
<td>Optimal Enchantment</td>
<td>(310) 393-4434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Tustin</td>
<td>Digital Ear</td>
<td>(714) 544-7903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Boulder</td>
<td>Listen Up</td>
<td>(303) 444-0479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Colorado Springs</td>
<td>Listen Up</td>
<td>(303) 533-2600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>Listen Up</td>
<td>(303) 778-0780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Gainesville</td>
<td>Sound Ideas</td>
<td>(904) 378-0192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>Sound Components</td>
<td>(305) 232-8848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Winter Park</td>
<td>Absolute Sound</td>
<td>(407) 629-0230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Marietta</td>
<td>Audio Atlanta</td>
<td>(404) 499-0145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Superior Audio Systems</td>
<td>(312) 229-4848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>Lawrence</td>
<td>Kiel's Audio Video</td>
<td>(913) 842-1811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>Overland Park</td>
<td>Audioport Ltd.</td>
<td>(913) 341-2222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>Metairie</td>
<td>Audio Resource</td>
<td>(504) 885-6988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>Worcester O'Coins</td>
<td></td>
<td>(508) 791-3411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>Scarborough</td>
<td>New England Music Co.</td>
<td>(207) 983-4173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>Kensington</td>
<td>Soundworks</td>
<td>(301) 929-8600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>Farmington Hills</td>
<td>Almas Hi Fi</td>
<td>(313) 553-4360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>Grand Rapids</td>
<td>Classic Stereo Ltd</td>
<td>(616) 957-2130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>Kalamazoo</td>
<td>Classic Stereo Ltd</td>
<td>(616) 324-0665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>Rochester</td>
<td>Almas Hi Fi</td>
<td>(313) 650-1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>Royal Oak</td>
<td>Almas Hi Fi</td>
<td>(313) 549-8090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>Columbia Photo &amp; Video</td>
<td>(314) 443-0503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>Crestwood</td>
<td>Flip's Stereo</td>
<td>(314) 842-1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>Lincoln</td>
<td>Sound Environment</td>
<td>(402) 483-4511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>Omaha</td>
<td>Sound Environment</td>
<td>(402) 391-3842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>Lawrenceville</td>
<td>Hal's Stereo</td>
<td>(609) 883-5399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>Albuquerque</td>
<td>Absolute Audio Store</td>
<td>(505) 293-3092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Raleigh</td>
<td>Audio Advice</td>
<td>(919) 881-2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>Columbus</td>
<td>Progressive Audio</td>
<td>(614) 299-0565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>Better Sound Concepts</td>
<td>(412) 731-3737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Willow Grove</td>
<td>Soundex Electronics</td>
<td>(215) 659-8815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>Knoxville</td>
<td>Hi Fi House</td>
<td>(615) 693-4331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>Memphis</td>
<td>Opus Two</td>
<td>(901) 682-2455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>Nashville</td>
<td>Nicholson's Stereo</td>
<td>(615) 327-4312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>El Paso</td>
<td>Soundquest</td>
<td>(915) 779-5421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>So, Burlington</td>
<td>Audio Den</td>
<td>(802) 863-4398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>Definitive Audio</td>
<td>(206) 524-6633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>Tacoma</td>
<td>Advanced Audio Systems</td>
<td>(206) 472-3133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>Wheeling</td>
<td>Sterling Sound</td>
<td>(304) 243-1033</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A few very dedicated dealers have made a total commitment to guarantee you access to all AudioQuest cables.

AQ Full Line Centers stock, demonstrate, and loan virtually the entire AudioQuest cable range. These dealers have made a very serious commitment. They can satisfy all your cable and accessory needs.

For information about AudioQuest products, see our product ad in this issue.
The driven rear woofer makes the bass system act like a passive-radiator system 80% larger than its actual size.

Fig. 6—Mean horizontal responses derived from data of Fig. 4 (lower set of curves) and composite of horizontal responses from +15° to −15°, taken every 5° (upper set of curves). The upper set, which has been shifted up 10 dB for clarity, was averaged to yield the +15° to −15° on-axis mean curve.

Fig. 7—Mean vertical responses derived from data of Fig. 5.

Fig. 8—Composite of vertical responses from +15° to −15°, taken every 5°. These responses were averaged to yield the vertical +15° to −15° on-axis mean curve shown in Fig. 7.

fairly smooth and quite similar to the on-axis response of Fig. 1. The composite on-axis responses group very close together (well within ±1 dB over the whole range), which indicates excellent horizontal off-axis coverage in the primary angular listening range. The 30° to 45° mean response is similar to the on-axis curve but with reduced level from 2.5 to 7 kHz, the upper crossover range. Minimal roll-off above 10 kHz is noted. The 60° to 75° off-axis response, however, exhibits a deep hole at 3.5 kHz, with heavy roll-off above 8 kHz. The physical offset of the drivers, inherent in a staggered aligned-in-time system design, contributes to poorer horizontal off-axis response.

Figure 7 shows the mean vertical responses of the 2Ci. The vertical on-axis curve is very similar to the corresponding horizontal curve but has a slight depression between 3.5 and 8.5 kHz, near the upper crossover region. The apparent smoothness and extension of the mean vertical response is deceptive; as seen in Fig. 8, the individual curves that were averaged to yield the on-axis curve of Fig. 7 actually show extreme variations. The variation of these curves—about 10 dB between 700 Hz and 8 kHz and nearly 25 dB in some ranges—is quite evident when compared to the very tight horizontal composite in the top of Fig. 6. This response is in the upward direction and experienced clearly by standing listeners.

Overall, the 30° to 45° mean response in Fig. 7 is surprisingly uniform but exhibits some roughness and a general decrease in level as frequency increases. The 60° to 75° mean vertical response is quite rough and rolls off strongly above 7 kHz, however. As before, the individual curves that make up both these mean curves are very irregular.

I was not familiar with the 2Ci’s low-frequency system design. I was interested in finding out how well it worked. My investigation showed that it works very well indeed. A high-level, low-frequency sine-wave sweep revealed a very solid enclosure with no significant cabinet resonances or air leaks. The whole assembly is quite inert! The system's woofers did not exhibit any dynamic offset effects, a good and uncommon trait.

Separate near-field measurements of the front and rear woofers revealed that the 2Ci behaves very much like a vented-box (bass-reflex) system, with the rear woofer acting as the port. In this situation, however, the rear woofer performs the function of a passive radiator but is actively driven. I performed a second set of near-field measurements with the rear woofer disconnected, thus converting the system into a true passive radiator. (This test was not quite accurate, because the network driving the rear woofer was still connected internally to the rest of the system.) The rear woofer's bandpass response shape and location were essentially unchanged by this operation, but when reconnected, its output level was raised by about 5 dB. This corresponds to the performance of a pure passive-radiator system with an enclosure 80% larger, a nice trick! Doubling the box volume in a vented-box (or passive-radiator) system will theoretically increase the vent's output by 6 dB, assuming that the system's tuning frequency is held constant by adjusting the vent.

A vector sum of the near-field responses of the front and rear woofers indicated that the 3 dB-down point of the
So Who Are We To Argue?
Introducing The NEW Hafler Trans nova

There is something “very right” about tube sound. Audiophiles know it, musicians know it, so who are we to argue? We don’t. Jim Strickland, Hafler’s chief engineer, has created “tubey” sounding solid state circuitry for Hafler’s new Models 9300 and 9500 power amplifiers. A unique drive stage allows the lateral MOSFET output devices to be connected just like tubes! In fact, this new trans-nova circuitry is so unique it’s patented.

As with the rest of the new Series 9000 line, the trans-nova amplifiers share the same elegant sonic quality, simplicity in design, modesty in price, reliability, and an unprecedented 7-year warranty!* We know you’ll hear the distinction immediately. Audition the new Models 9300 and 9500 trans-nova amplifiers at your local Hafler Dealer and hear incredible tube sound... without the tubes.
The 3-meter room response is well behaved and fits within a relatively compact, ±3.4 dB window from about 100 Hz to 20 kHz.

overall response is extended downward from 51 Hz to 43 Hz when the rear woofer is connected! You don't get something for nothing, however; the extra expense of the functional rear woofer must be considered, along with the decreased low-frequency impedance of the system and its consequently greater power draw.

At high levels, with the rear woofer connected, the front woofer's excursion exhibited a sharp reduction in displacement at the 2Ci's 38-Hz vented-box resonance frequency, a characteristic of properly functioning vented-box systems. At and near this frequency, most of the sound energy is radiated from the rear woofer. The system exhibited minimal extraneous noises at high input levels throughout the low-frequency range. Both woofers overloaded gracefully.

The Vandersteen could handle signal levels in excess of 10 V rms (14.3 watts into 7 ohms) at infrasonic frequencies without generating any unacceptable noises. The 8-inch front woofer's linear excursion capability was a healthy 0.5 inch, peak to peak, while the 10-inch rear woofer could displace an even higher 0.6 inch, peak to peak, before sounding stressed.

The woofer-protection circuitry was triggered above about 18 V rms (46.3 watts into 7 ohms) at 38 Hz. From a cold start, at this frequency and level, it took about 20 S to engage. The woofers' level was then smoothly and quickly decreased to low levels, while the LEDs on the front panel illuminated. After a pause of 10 to 20 S with no power applied, the woofers were reconnected.

The low-frequency enclosure is filled with a white batting-like material. The complete enclosure is substantial—at least ¾ inch thick and made from a material Vandersteen calls "multi-fiber," which appeared to be similar to high-grade, medium-density fiberboard. The whole assembly is very amply braced, and the driver enclosure's side walls are mostly nonparallel.

The crossover of the 2Ci includes a substantial 29 parts: Four inductors, 13 capacitors (effectively eight, due to paralleled elements), and 12 resistors including the two controls, plus some miscellaneous parts in the protection circuitry. Parts quality was high, and heavy-gauge wire was used to connect the drivers. All connections were soldered. The crossover is wired on a p.c. board attached to the inside of the rear panel, behind the front woofer. The crossover consists entirely of first-order filters, with heavy use of impedance-correcting networks across each driver. Separate near-field measurements revealed that the upper crossover is at about 3 kHz.

The front woofer is high-passed at about 40 Hz with a 500-μF capacitor, while the rear woofer is low-passed at about 65 Hz with a large, iron-core, 20-mH inductor. The high and low portions of the crossover are connected to the rear panel separately to facilitate bi-wiring.

At very low frequencies (below 10 Hz, including d.c.), the front and rear woofers are 180° out of phase. When I applied a positive battery wire to the positive terminal of the system, to check the displacement and polarity of the woofers, I was surprised that the front woofer moved a fixed amount out of the box, while the rear driver moved a fixed amount into the box. This implied to me that not only were the woofers 180° out of phase, but the capacitor (which cannot pass d.c.) in
The World's First Full Digital Dolby Pro Logic Receiver

Onkyo's new Integra TX-SV909PRO offers home theater performance so advanced, other receivers are destined for some unhappy endings.

The TX-SV909PRO is the world's first receiver to feature a full digital Dolby Pro Logic surround decoder. The technical benefits are significant: improved signal-to-noise ratio, lower distortion and greater separation. To your ear this means Dolby surround sound that is identical to a first class theater, with pinpoint imaging of all dialog, music and sound effects.

The TX-SV909PRO is also the world's first receiver to incorporate the acclaimed Ambisonic Surround Sound System, which is to music what Dolby Pro Logic is to movies. The Ambisonic process recreates a 360° soundstage, with a seamless, natural transition from the front to rear speakers. Ambisonic recordings (such as those on the Nimbus label) played back through the decoder on the TX-SV909PRO deliver a sense of musical time and space that is more lifelike than anything you've ever heard.

The high technology found in the TX-SV909PRO can only be achieved by Onkyo's dedication to uncompromised engineering. That's why the TX-SV909PRO features 7 Discrete Power Amplifier Sections and 3 Independent Heavy-Duty Power Transformers. True Multiple Room/Multiple Source capability is assured via this 7 channel design as well - you can have full 5 channel Pro Logic in your home theater/media room while someone in the bedroom listens to a CD in stereo.

In addition to the TX-SV909PRO, Onkyo offers an entire family of advanced Pro Logic Receivers. Which means if you're looking for unequalled home theater performance, Onkyo is really the only choice you have.

Unless you're into antiques.
My listening revealed a smooth, faithful sound, with ample bass that lent a solid foundation to organ music and double bass.

Fig. 12—Harmonic distortion products for the musical tone E₁ (41.2 Hz).

Fig. 13—Harmonic distortion products for the musical tone A₂ (110 Hz).

Fig. 14—Harmonic distortion products for the musical tone A₄ (440 Hz).

series with the front driver was not working properly. (I expected an initial displacement of the front woofer, with a quick return to zero.) A call to Richard Vandersteen cleared up the apparent problem, when he emphasized that both woofers are in a tightly sealed cavity, thus coupling the two drivers closely together. The d.c. was directly displacing the rear driver inward while forcing the front driver out of the box because of the increase of pressure inside. (Dumb me!) The woofer enclosure is very well sealed, so well, in fact, that a manual push of one of the woofers causes a corresponding movement of the other woofer. This reaction continues for as long as the original woofer is displaced (or at least for several tens of seconds!).

The 2Ci's impedance from 10 Hz to 20 kHz is shown in Fig. 9. Three impedance minimums are evident, with the lowest a relatively high 4.8 ohms at 43 Hz. Above 30 Hz, in the system's passband, the impedance is very well behaved, with a max/min variation of only 2 to 1 (from 9.7 down to 4.8 ohms). Because its impedance has a relatively high minimum and little max/min variation, the 2Ci is not very sensitive to cable series resistance. Cable resistance should be limited to a reasonably high maximum of about 0.11 ohm to keep cable-drop effects from causing response peaks and dips greater than 0.1 dB. Thus, for a standard run of about 3 meters (10 feet), 16-gauge (or larger) wire is required.

The complex impedance from 5 Hz to 30 kHz is plotted in Fig. 10; it is well behaved. The phase angle of the impedance reached a maximum of only +25° (inductive) at the subsonic frequency of 10 Hz and a minimum angle of -38° (capacitive) at the bass frequency of 30 Hz. The system will be an easy load for any amplifier.

Even though Vandersteen rates the 2Ci as having a non-standard 7-ohm impedance, I assumed an 8-ohm impedance for calculating input power in the following measurements, except where stated otherwise.

The 3-meter room curve, with both raw and sixth-octave smoothed responses, is illustrated in Fig. 11. The 2Ci was in the right-hand stereo position, aimed at the listening location, and the test microphone was placed at ear height (36 inches) at the listener's position on the sofa. The system was driven with a swept sine-wave signal of 2.83 V rms (corresponding to 1 watt into a standard 8-ohm load). The sweep includes the direct sound plus 13 mS of the room's reverberation. Above 2 kHz, the smoothed curve is well behaved and fits an envelope of ±2.3 dB. Excluding the room dips at 380 and 490 Hz, the complete curve fits within a relatively compact, ±3.4 dB, window from 100 Hz to 20 kHz.

Figures 12 to 14 show harmonic distortion versus power for the musical notes of E₁ (41.2 Hz), A₂ (110 Hz), and A₄ (440 Hz). The power levels were computed using the standard system impedance of 8 ohms (20 V rms equals 50 watts, etc.). Power levels were limited to 50 watts due to the 2Ci's built-in protection circuitry.

Figure 12 shows the E₁ (41.2-Hz) harmonic distortion data at power levels ranging from 0.05 to 50 watts. At full power, the second and third harmonics reach distortion levels of only 5.4% and 1.5%, low values for a system of this size. Tone E₁ coincides approximately with the system's vented-box resonance frequency, thus minimizing the distortion.
Announcing the Bryston 4B THX®

Bryston’s 4B THX amplifier is a home theater version of our new 4B series, certified to meet all requirements for Lucasfilm Home THX Audio Systems.

To comply with the certification requirements of the THX program, this model has slightly different gain from the 4B NRB, and is tested for parameters related to its intended use within a multichannel audio/video system, such as magnetic radiation, dynamic range, DC offset, and physical noise.

In the 4B THX, as in all our new series of amplifiers, Bryston’s ultra linear circuit topology is optimized to provide the ultimate listening experience. All circuitry is discrete and symmetrical. The inputs, (Balanced standard), have a linearizing buffer which reduces distortion even in the source. Our exclusive Quad-Complementary output section gives characteristics similar to class A but with much lower distortion, for flawless transparency with any type of speaker. Dual power supplies each employ multiple filter capacitors for lower resistance and faster response. The channels plug directly into the power supplies, further reducing resistance for improved current flow and more efficient filtering. This provides better impact, sharper focus and more realistic dynamic range.

Bryston’s new 4B series are among the most linear amplifiers ever designed, with IM distortion below the limits of accurate measurement, even at the .0008% residual levels of our computer-controlled analyzers. What this means to you is transparency and ease of listening beyond what you may have experienced before.

The 4B THX is an amplifier specific to the home theater market, but which has a level of precision and authority previously available only in the best audiophile music systems. Bryston’s 4B THX adds new power and realism to even the finest audio/video installation.

20 Year Warranty – A Generation of Music

Bryston Ltd., Tel: (416) 746-1800 Fax: (416) 746-0308
Bryston Vermont, Tel: 1-802-223-6159 Fax: 1-802-229-2210

® THX is a registered trademark of LucasArts Entertainment Company. Enter No. 7 on Reader Service Card
Parasound?

How does Parasound manage a mention with the above said heavy hitters of the transistor amplifier world? Easy. The new 2200 power amplifier from Parasound has the type of power and performance that would be expected from the big guys, were they to build an amplifier at the two grand mark. The fact that the 2200 only costs $1,585 certainly sweetens the deal, making it a ridiculously great bargain.

But why Parasound?

Actually, this is the amplifier that I had been expecting to see from PS Audio, Superphon or Aragon; a real high caliber audio product that reeks of power, engineering savvy, and bang for the buck. Instead, a small firm from northern California had the sense to recruit one of the best minds in the business — John Curl — to design for them a product capable of superior performance without a typically prohibitive price tag to go along with it. John brought with him a full suite of engineering and design experience that few others in the industry could match or even dream of. Remember the “JC” designation on some of the Mark Levinson designs of the 70’s — that’s John Curl. More recently, John has enjoyed great critical success with his Vendetta phono section electronics, it being declared “State of the Art” by several of the glossy mags. Then, add to the formula the Parasound company, whose reputation has been built on the value-oriented sector of the market. Parasound has put together a method of product development and marketing which emphasizes in-house design and overseas construction. Years of close work with their Taiwan manufacturing facility has resulted in a relationship where both parties know what the other needs in order to produce a finely crafted product; a product that’s basically untouchable by the competition.

THE AMP. The 2200 weighs in at 58 lbs., that’s 8 lbs. more than the Krell KST-100 ($2,700), and only 2 lbs. less than the Madrigal No. 29 ($2,800). It’s 19” wide, 8” tall and 19” deep if you include the fore and aft handles. It has balanced and single ended inputs (XLR & RCA), with a switch to convert to mono operation. The rear of the amp also has two sets of speaker terminals for those who desire to bi-wire or just want to hook up more than one pair of loudspeakers. Unlike Parasound designs of the past, the 2200 lacks the two attenuator pots on the front panel and the speaker terminals are honest-to-goodness 5-way binding posts. Both sides of the amp are flanked by an impressive array of “Rowland-like” heatsinks that run quite hot in order to dissipate the considerable heat generated by the 12 high-bias (over 6 wpc in pure class A) bi-polar output devices per channel. Considering that nearly all listening is done at one or two watts per channel, the 2200 delivers a lot of class A-biased power.

Storage. A nice touch is the way all large capacitors are bypassed by smaller film caps for improved performance. This is the first amplifier I have seen in a long time that goes so far as to even bypass the larger filter caps in the power supply (A favored trick by many modifiers). Parts quality throughout is good, but I foresee some industrious owners substituting higher grade and quality parts for those used (high-end neurosis). The basic ingredients are all very sound though, as the transformers, filtering caps, chassis, output devices and resistors are just about as good as you can get.

OPERATION. Right up front you should know that I don’t care for the 2200 and the Krell KSL preamp as a combination; while both work fine on their own, they didn’t work well together, in spite of there being no obvious impedance mismatch between the two devices. Preamps that worked great with the amp included the Cary SLP-70, the Muse Model One and the Counterpoint Solid B. Speaker cables used were of course dependent on the loudspeaker being listened to. However, the 2200 was quite capable of driving, with ease, any speaker tied to its outputs. As I have found out, this amp shuts down its outputs upon the showing of DC, a handy feature when using some preamps, especially those of the tubular persuasion. I have operated this amplifier under grueling and strenuous conditions for almost three months without so much as a hint of trouble or breakdown. As said previously, this amp does tend to heat up a room if given the opportunity, running at about the same temperature at idle as it does wide open — a sign of proper high-bias or class A operation and certainly nothing to worry about. Rich Rodgers at Parasound advises me that the 2200 is designed for continuous operation with the normal exceptions of turning it off during storms or when away from the home for more than a day or two.

THE SOUND. It sounds balanced. No aspect of its operation unduly draws attention to itself. The highs aren’t grainy or smeared; the bass isn’t bloated; the midrange isn’t recessed, or forward for that matter; the stage isn’t cramped; and, dynamics aren’t compressed. What we have here is an amplifier that flat out refuses to do much wrong, while doing almost everything right. Is it a wonderful amplifier in the manner of the Allegro Cantata? You bet it is, but for different reasons (if this amp were not a wonderful product this review would have been written two months from now, or whenever I got to it).

Comparing the 2200 to the Cantata (reviewed last month) brings to mind the great number of sonic similarities. Both amps are extremely neutral in terms of tone, having a spectral balance that resists characterisation as light or dark, warm or cold…Quality of the frequency extremes is very close as both amps have that bipolar signature spoken of last month, i.e., highs are good to very good and the bass is phenomenal. The difference here is in terms of finesse vs. power. The 2200 is one of the most powerful amplifiers you will ever come across, controlling loudspeakers with such aplomb so as to seem effortless. Transients with the 2200 can be awesome and are certainly on par with the mono Cantatas or anything else making 200 or more wpc. A mistake will take out woofers with a lethal ease, take my word for it. Without seeming forward (remember the balance referred to), the 2200 extends into the bass region with incredible authority. Combining this amp with the Chapman T-7 loudspeaker, I was able to shake loose the neighbors fillings and send the dog running for cover under one of the kids beds... but the bass wasn’t there unless it was supposed to be. That’s important, because too much bass or a false emphasis in the bass region will result in fatigue after the initial rush of excitement wears off.

Clarity and the sense of space on a three dimensional stage were very good. Without effort I could pick out the location of instruments and vocals. Saxophone on “Jazz at the Pawnshop” had an excellent sense of presence, the sax standing clearly apart from the other instruments on the stage. Drums at right rear had perfect placement, and...
Ultra High Current Power Amplifier

there was a nice feeling of left and right, up and down, as the drummer worked his way around the drum kit. But this is the area of finesse that I referred to earlier, and the very area where the Allegro kicks into another dimension. The Allegro reproduces its input with slightly better focus of individual sound. The silence between the sounds with the Allegro is somehow more quiet while still capturing all of the ambient information created in the original recording venue. The electronic curtain at the rear of the sonic stage, out of which the music emanates, is a little further back on the Cantata and a little less a part of the recorded event, a condition that may be attributable to the total non-use of negative feedback in the Allegro and the minimal amounts used in the 2200. The differences between the two products really aren't that great, and to some persons will be of no consequence, but they are there and that alone is reason to report on them. Forgive me if I'm being a little picky here, but no product is perfect (regardless of what the simpletons say) and I'll find fault in every case if only to reassert the point.

In spite of that, this amp has some pretty remarkable abilities when it comes to reproducing the feeling of a live event in the listening room. Resolution of inner detail was natural and very revealing, without seeming hyped or exaggerated. Images at the back of the stage were crisp and easy to locate, particularly so, when the 2200 was used with the Cogan-Hall EM interconnects, Cary SLP-70 preamp and the NEAR 50M loudspeakers, a combination of similarly priced products that excel when used together. (Throw in the Deltec “Little Bit” ODAP and you are really cookin’). As a final point let me say that the 2200, after several months of use, continues to improve in its sonic capabilities, making me wonder if this review and my criticisms might be somewhat premature. I’ll keep you informed for as long as Parasound lets me play with this neat little toy.

CONCLUSION. When I first listened to the Parasound 2200 I got a funny feeling inside, a queasiness, if you will, regarding how to evaluate it. I’m sitting here with the Allegro Cantata and the Krell KST-100 thinking how they defined high-end performance at prices that were starting to be accessible to “Blue Collar Audiophiles”, even if it was still a stretch dollar-wise. The Kaye amplifiers have always been a favorite and the Muse amps will forever represent good sounds, solid build, quality and value. How then do I tell you that there is another amplifier that deserves nothing short of a rave review, without BFS appearing to belong to the amp of the month club? Is it possible that there exists more than one exceptional amplifier out there? After all, some reviewers feel a need to tear things down once in a while if only to put fear into the hearts of those manufacturers that they deal with. How do I maintain a sense of credibility with readers when I know for a fact that many of you will go into certain audio retailers only to be told that Krell stinks, Coda is a dog, Kaye is a looney or that Parasound is strictly mid-fi? Some have gone so far as to insinuate that we write positive reviews because we like everything we get for evaluation and don't want to hurt the feelings of contributing manufacturers. True, I don't like to hurt the feelings of others by being overly critical of a product that doesn't sound very good. But we at the Newsletter absolutely refuse to write an untrue word, sometimes much to the chagrin of the manufacturer.

Due to space and time limitations we will not be devoting extensive editorial space to products that do not deserve it. For example, I have at my disposal a pair of B&K mono-blocks just like those raved about by Sam Tellig (Tom Gillette) of Stereophile. I have never cared for the sound of the amps and would put them somewhere above the AVA Fet-Valves and below the Parasound 1200 or Soundcraftsmen Pro Power One (a true sleeper). I will not be reviewing the M-200 from B&K. If they come up with a new product that seems to me to be of value, I will look at it or have one of the other contributors look at it. Adcom has only made one good product in my opinion, that being the 535, no need to review the rest. A friend has the Aragon 4004, but it sounds soft and too laid back to be accurate. Most tube products don't have accurate highs and color the sound considerably, and I have been disappointed by two (Melos & MFA), while being pretty happy with two others (Cary & Dynaco). Yes, we look at quite a few products from Counterpoint, Parasound, Muse, Krell and mas, but that's for a reason — these products consistently sound ACCURATE while providing a value; not because they advertise, or give us things for free. I make a conscientious effort to print reviews of products that offer something to you, the readers. For that reason, I will continue looking for and examining products of quality and value so that we can talk about them on these pages, and yes, I prefer talking about Parasound and Fried products over Apogee loudspeakers and Air Tight tube amps because the Parasound and Fried are not aimed at people with more money than brains.

So this is how I'm going to approach the review of the Parasound 2200 power amplifier. I want you to add it to the list of truly fine products that have something special to offer in terms of value regardless of what it's compared to or what anyone else says about it. It stands on its own in terms of build and performance, being basically as good (accurate) as any amplifier that I am aware of, and better (more accurate) than most. Sonically, it is mildly different though not necessarily superior in every respect to the Krell KST-100, the Allegro Cantata, the Coda 1G and the new Counterpoint amp, each of which has its own special set of strengths and weaknesses intertwined with a strong sense of direction towards absolute transparency as the ultimate goal. As far as I'm concerned, these products are still the cream of the affordable amplifier crop and I'll make no excuses for a single one of them, nor will I make excuses for any future additions.

- Martin DeWulf—
Reprinted with permission from Bound For Sound, November 1991.
The system reproduced spacious hall sound with solid instrument placement while not diminishing the magnificent piano sound.

The higher order harmonics were significant only at the highest power levels. At 41.2 Hz, the system generates 96 dB SPL at 1 meter for 50 watts input.

The A2 (110-Hz) harmonic data is shown in Fig. 13. The third harmonic reaches only a very low value of 1.1% at 50 watts, and the second harmonic reaches only 0.23%. The higher order harmonics are not significant. At 110 Hz, the system generates 101 dB SPL at 1 meter for 50 watts input.

Figure 14 shows the A2 (440-Hz) harmonic distortion data. The second harmonic reaches only 2.9% at full power, followed by the third at the low value of 0.8%. At 440 Hz, the system generates 101 dB SPL at 1 meter for 50 watts input.

Figure 15 displays the IM distortion on a 440-Hz (A2) tone created by a 41.2-Hz (E1) tone of equal input level. At 50 watts, the IM distortion reaches only 4.2%. The three-way configuration of the system contributes to the relatively low values of IM. The midrange mainly handles the upper frequency, while the woofer handles the lower. Overall, the 2Ci exhibited quite low values of distortion in the harmonic and IM tests.

Figure 16 shows the system's short-term, peak-power input and output capabilities versus frequency, measured with 6.5-cycle tone bursts having third-octave bandwidth. Here again, the peak input power was calculated by assuming that the measured peak voltage was applied across the standard 8-ohm impedance. The maximum peak electrical input power-handling capacity of the 2Ci is shown in the lower curve.

The peak input power rises smoothly with frequency; above 1.25 kHz, input reaches 190 peak volts, equivalent to about 4,500 watts into the 8-ohm load for which my scales are calibrated (actually, 5,160 watts into 7 ohms). From 20 to 30 Hz, the peak input power rises rapidly and then reaches a plateau of about 300 watts just above the 38-Hz box resonance. Peak input power rises again above 100 Hz, after which a slight decrease is noted at about 400 Hz, just below the lower crossover.

The upper curve in Fig. 16 shows the maximum peak sound pressure levels the 2Ci can generate at a distance of 1 meter on axis for the input levels shown in the lower curve. Also shown on the upper curve is the "room gain" of a typical listening room at low frequencies. This adds about 3 dB to the response at 80 Hz and 9 dB at 20 Hz. The peak acoustic output rises rapidly with frequency up to 40 Hz, and then increases less rapidly up to about 250 Hz, where a level of about 123 dB is reached. Although the system's sensitivity is on the low side, its relatively high power handling results in high peak outputs. With room gain, the system exceeds 110 dB SPL above 55 Hz and 120 dB SPL above 180 Hz. At 32 Hz, it generates a very usable 102 dB SPL with room gain.

**Use and Listening Tests**

The 2Cis come with an excellent and very extensive 16-page use and operation manual that covers many different topics, including connections, placement, amplification, associated equipment, service, packing, and warranty. Also included is a very useful two-page "power-handling notice" written in an easy-to-understand question-and-answer style. The manual devotes three pages to a section on speaker placement and sound-room design, the most extensive coverage I've seen in the manuals of any speakers I've reviewed. Also included are instructions for accurately tilting the system back, using the supplied spikes, for situations where your ears are above the designed 36-inch listening height.

In the connections section, the manual goes into much detail on the methods that can be used to attach the systems to the amplifier(s), including bi-wiring and "vertical biamping." (The latter is defined by Vandersteen as using a pair of identical stereo amps, one per speaker, with no external crossover. The amps then feed identical, wideband signals into their assigned speakers' bass and midrange/tweeter crossover sections. This lets you position each amp close to its speaker, with short cables, and keeps the amp grounds for the two stereo channels separate.) Vandersteen...
Introducing 20/20 hearing.

The new L-Series. JBL's signature sound breaks out of the box. The shape's taller, narrower. And sound is pushed through the highest performance system we've ever built. Listen. And you'll never look at sound the same again.
The 2Ci packs a quite considerable amount of accuracy and musicality in a reasonably priced, good-looking design.

My initial listening revealed a smooth, faithful, very listenable character, with just slightly less sensitivity than my reference B & W 801s. I did most of my listening with the driver level controls in the mid, or "0 dB," position. This yielded a balance closest to that of the 801s. Compared with those reference speakers, the Vandersteens exhibited similar high-frequency balance but somewhat less low-bass response. The level of existing bass, however, was quite ample and lent a solid foundation to organ music and double bass. The imaging and spatial characteristics of the Vandersteen systems were first-rate. All these comments apply only to the sound of the Vandersteens for listeners who are sitting down, however. When I was standing, I noticed significant tonal shifts in the upper midrange, as well as image shifts, both of which were quite detrimental to the find sound I heard when seated.

The systems reproduced the spacious hall sound on the CD of Piano Trios of Brahms and Dvořák, played by the Rembrandt Trio (Dorian DOR-90160), quite realistically while not diminishing the magnificent sound of the difficult piano passages. In addition, instrument placement was good and solid. The systems' smooth low end was exercised by the acoustic bass material on Rob Wasserman's Duets (MCA MCD 42131, a super CD of just Wasserman's bass and the vocals of an incredible assortment of contemporary singers). Through the 2Cis, Jennifer Warnes, on track 6, never sounded better.

On third-octave, band-limited pink noise, the Vandersteens started coming on strong at the third octave centered on 31.5 Hz, and were fully running at 40 Hz. At 20 and 25 Hz, the systems generated harmonics only when driven hard. On mono pink noise, the center image was quite stable and of minimal width. Fairly major tonal changes in the middle and upper middle ranges were heard on pink noise when standing up. For serious listening, you should be sitting down.

The systems handled the complex orchestration of The Spielberg/Williams Collaboration on 5 (Sony Classical SK 45997) cleanly and provided a solid bass foundation. They did justice to the bass drum whack on the Jaws theme on track 5. The 2Cis imparted some slightly bothersome tonal changes in the mid and upper ranges of some material that my reference systems handled better.

The Vandersteens played loud and clean, with sufficient bass for rock music. This was apparent when I played Phil Collins singing "I Can't Dance" on the Genesis CD We Can't Dance (Atlantic 7 82344-2). On David Chesky's Club de Sol (Chesky JD33), the cabaça that comes in at 1:58 on track 6, never sounded better.

All things considered, the 2Cis pack a quite considerable amount of accurate performance and musicality in a reasonably priced and good-looking package. Their gentle impedance characteristics make them an easy load for virtually any amplifier. The Vandersteens can be used with inexpensive amplification yet speak their best when coupled with top-quality equipment. Although they won't shake your windows on heavy bass (pedal organ, for example) and are sometimes fussy with respect to listening height, overall they yield a lot of bang for the buck.

D. B. Keele, Jr.
Available In All Sizes.

Apogee Acoustics celebrates its tenth year as the world’s first and leading manufacturer of ribbon loudspeakers with the introduction of the “Grand.” The ribbon technology that makes the Apogee Grand the speaker system of the decade is also found in our entire range of award winning speakers.

The height of technology is yours whether you invest in our time-honored Full Range Ribbon Speakers or the elegant Centaurus Hybrid line. Apogee’s Ribbon technology begins with the Centaur Minor at $1,195 per pair.

"Once you hear the seamless transparency of the ribbon, it may be difficult to go back to listening to cone and dome drivers."

Robert Harley
Stereophile Vol. 15 No. 1, Jan. '92

For more information and a dealer nearest you, call Apogee Acoustics, Inc. at (617) 963-0124.

Enter No. 3 on Reader Service Card
I was filled with pleasurable anticipation when I received these current top-of-the-line Conrad-Johnson components. The Evolution 2000 is a hybrid power amp using tubes for the front-end and MOS-FET semiconductor devices for the transformerless output stage. The Premier Seven-A preamp uses all-tube amplification and solid-state power-supply regulation. Both components have thick, gold-anodized front panels and are very attractive, well-made pieces of gear.

The Evolution 2000 amplifier looks like, and is similar in size to, Conrad-Johnson's previous all-tube models but with an obvious front-panel difference: A window that shows the front-end tubes, so you can bask in their warm glow when the unit is running. The front panel also sports a pushbutton power switch, a red LED pilot light, and a pair of handles. Most of the amplifier's rear surface is taken up by heat-sink fins, with a vertical space between them for connections. From top to bottom are a pair of Tiffany phono connectors for signal input, a row of four fuse-holders for the positive and negative rails in each channel's output stage, a row of four five-way binding posts for speaker connection, and finally, at the bottom, the power cord and line fuse. Things are a little tight when connecting thick speaker cables, but it can be done relatively easily.

The Premier Seven-A comes in two pieces—preamp and external power supply. This is a big preamp! Both the preamp and power supply are dual mono, with separate a.c. line cords and power-supply interconnect cables for the individual channels. Front-panel controls for each channel include signal selectors for input and tape output, a stepped-attenuator volume control, and a "Mute" pushbutton at the far right. Volume-control settings for each channel are shown by horizontal rows of LED indicators. On the rear panel, for each channel, are Tiffany phono connectors for input and output, a multi-pin connector for the cable to the power supply, a gold-plated binding post for ground, and a phono-loading selector switch. Looking at the rear of

Maximum Output: 20 V rms
Output Impedance: Less than 200 ohms
Dimensions: Control unit, 19 in. W x 7 in. H x 16 in. D (48.3 cm x 17.8 cm x 40.6 cm); power supply, 19 in. W x 3½ in. H x 15¼ in. D (48.3 cm x 8.9 cm x 40 cm).
Weight: 60 lbs. (27.3 kg).
Price: $8,950.

Amp
Power Output: 200 watts rms per channel from 20 Hz to 20 kHz at no more than 1% distortion, both channels driven into 8 ohms.
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, ±0.5 dB.
Sensitivity: 900 mV for full output.
S/N: 96 dB below full output.
Input Impedance: 100 kilohms.
Dimensions: 19 in. W x 10½ in. H x 22½ in. D (48.3 cm x 26.7 cm x 57.2 cm).
Weight: 114 lbs. (51.8 kg).
Price: $4,995.

Company Address: 2800R Dorr Ave., Fairfax, Va. 22031.
For literature, circle No. 93
The preamp makes its dual-mono construction obvious: There is a gap between the bottom plate of one channel and the top plate of the other. In fact, if the side plates were unbolted, the two channels could be separated.

Internal construction of the preamp is a bit unusual. The signal circuitry is mostly on one p.c. board that takes up about half the internal area. This board is mounted to a metal frame that forms walls around it and is shock-mounted to the sides of the actual chassis. The manufacturer uses only film capacitors for coupling, filtering and bypass duty, and they take up most of the board area. A number of solid-state regulators on the main board provide separate, regulated sources for each stage of the circuit. Four 6GK5 high-transconductance triodes are mounted on the main signal board with what appear to be large rubber grommets slipped over each tube to reduce vibration and microphonics. Two of these tubes make up the output amplifier, while the other two are used in the phono section. The phono section’s input stage uses a pair of 6CW4 Nuvistors (small, metal-enclosed vacuum tubes with ceramic seals where the connecting pins emerge) mounted on a small sub-board above the main board. Another small p.c. board is mounted toward the rear of the unit, on a bracket that mounts to the left side and rear panels. This board interconnects the signal inputs and outputs with the selector switches and carries the output muting relays and associated circuitry. The selector switches and volume-control attenuator are mounted to this board’s mounting bracket; the control shafts pass right through the surrounding metalwork on their way to the front-panel knobs. All in all, an unusual but quite logical construction technique.

Like the preamp itself, the Premier Seven-A’s power supplies are separate mono units, in this case attached, side by side, to the front panel and to shared top and bottom covers that further strengthen the assembly. Each supply contains two power transformers, one for the tube heaters and the other for the high-voltage plate supply. A number of large film capacitors are used for the high-voltage filter capacitors. No electrolytics allowed here! However, in a concession to conventional practice, an electrolytic capacitor is allowed for the heater supply and time-delay circuit. A Sprague a.c. line filter and an a.c. line fuse are mounted on the p.c. board, as are a number of solid-state devices, including rectifier diodes, small transistors, and a high-voltage series pass transistor on a heat-sink.

At the rear of the Evolution 2000 amp are four full-height, vertical p.c. boards that mount all the supporting parts for five MOS-FET output devices. These boards and the output devices mount to the heat-sinks. The space in front of the boards holds four 59,000-µF, 75-V filter capacitors for the main output stage and a very large potted power transformer for the solid-state output stage. Between them is a small power transformer for the tube front-end supply, topped by a p.c. board for the line-voltage selector. The remaining area behind the front panel is taken up by a p.c. board that mounts the front-end tubes and associated signal and power-supply circuitry. A high-current relay, mounted to the front panel near the tube window, turns on the power transformer in the output stage. The relay comes on with a very impressive “clunk.”
Circuit Description

The Evolution 2000 amplifier has the simplest possible signal circuitry. The front-end uses all four elements of two dual triodes, paralleled in a common-cathode configuration and capacitor-coupled to the voltage gain of one solid-state output stage. There is no overall loop feedback, although some cathode feedback is used in the tube stage and local feedback is implicit in the output stage's cascaded voltage-follower topology.

The preceding would suggest that the amplifier is simple in a total sense, nothing could be further from the truth. For example, to elaborate on the output stage, the five pairs of MOS-FET output devices are driven by a pair of MOS-FET drivers, forming a Darlington-connected source-follower topology. While the supplies in the output stage are unregulated, the drains of the driver devices have their own supplies, each fed from a discrete complementary voltage regulator of appropriate polarity. This regulator design is used in virtually all conrad-johnson products. It consists of a current source feeding a zener-diode shunt regulator, which in turn feeds a Darlington-connected voltage follower that delivers the regulated output. These voltage regulators are fed unregulated positive and negative d.c. that is full-wave rectified and filtered from a separate winding on the power transformer of the output stage.

I could fill pages describing similar details. For example, the output drivers' gates are each fed from bias supplies that can be individually adjusted to control idling current in this stage and minimize d.c. offset in the output.

In the Premier Seven-A preamplifier, Messrs. Conrad and Johnson again use good-sounding amplifying devices. These devices have well-chosen operating points, are configured in a common-cathode connection (common-emitter or common-source for bipolar and FET devices) with cathode feedback, and are usually followed by a similar device set up as a voltage follower. This type of gain block is always powered by conrad-johnson's usual solid-state voltage regulators.

In the phono preamp, the first stage is a pair of Nuvistor tubes in parallel, configured—you guessed it—in common-cathode mode but without the ensuing follower stage. The plate output of this stage is capacitor-coupled to a passive interstage RIAA equalizer terminating in a common-cathode second stage. This stage does have a cathode follower, which buffers the preceding tubes' plate circuit and drives the selector switches, volume attenuator, and tape out jacks when phono is selected. The polarity of the phono circuit is thus noninverting.

Measurements

Starting with the measurements for the Evolution 2000, I found voltage gain into 8-ohm loads to be 30.5 and 30.4 dB.

Damping factor at 8 ohms was 30 at all frequencies, its uniformity a testament to the amp's stability.
WHAT DOES IT TAKE to build the finest in-wall speaker?
Quite simply, better design execution.
Better in-wall performance demands better materials. So, rather than flimsy plastic parts, we use a rigid aluminum diecasting that combines the main chassis, mid/bass driver chassis and tweeter faceplate into a single unit. Instead of inadequate mounting hardware made of plastic parts, metal clips etc., we use a rigid diecast-aluminum full-perimeter mounting flange. Add Paradigm's renowned driver technology and seamless dividing networks, and the performance results are amazing! Articulate and transparent, these speakers simply reveal more of the musical and spacial reality of the live event.

EVEN MORE ASTONISHING IS THE PRICE! For the same or even less than conventional in-wall speakers, you can own the best... Paradigm Architectural Monitor Series speakers.
You won't find Paradigm Architectural Monitor Series speakers everywhere. A product this good requires the expertise of a qualified audio specialist. So, before you buy any in-wall speaker, visit your Authorized Paradigm Dealer and listen to the finest of in-wall speakers.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 1-800-553-4355 Ext. 41274 or write: AudioStream, MPO Box 2410 Niagara Falls, NY 14302. In Canada: Paradigm, 569 Fenmar Drive, Weston, ON M9L 2R6.
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Listening Has It’s Rewards

Audition an M Series® cable by Monster Cable® at a dealer near you and get a free poster. Experience the incredible sound of M Series.
THE LIMITS OF INTERCONNECT CABLE PERFECTION NEED NOT BE THE LIMITS OF YOUR POCKETBOOK.

Every M Series' interconnect cable incorporates a refined design combining advanced Time Correct™ windings with our patented Bandwidth Balanced™ multi-gauged conductor technologies, our latest Multi Twist™ construction and IsoTec™ vibration damping. All M Series' cables are terminated with our revolutionary Turbine Design™ RCA connector, providing a high mass, high pressure contact for the best sonic connection available. Balanced XLR's are available on every M Series' cable. For all of its technology, the final result of M Series' is great music. Pure and simple. For those striving for audio cable perfection—at any price level—we invite you for a close audition of the new M Series' interconnect cables at your exclusive M Series' dealer. You will find no limits.

INTRODUCING THE CABLES FOR PERFECTIONISTS.

M1500™
M1000™ MK III
M850™
M550™
M350™

MONSTER CABLE
271 York St., South San Francisco, CA 94080-6761

We invite you to hear our new M Series' cables. Please call to find the dealer nearest you. (800) 725-6001.

M Series' Patent No. 5,233,197; 4,806,493; 4,777,361; 4,732,534; 4,727,912; 4,745,912; 4,771,504; 4,538,147; 4,638,089; 5,009,762; 5,438,989; M804,224 & ND-29295
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The Premier Seven-A's distortion with an IHF load is the same as with an instrument load, up to 20 V—this baby can drive!

Fig. 1—Square-wave response, Evolution 2000 amp, for 10 kHz into 8 ohms (top), 10 kHz into 8 ohms plus 2 µF (middle), and 40 Hz into 8 ohms (bottom). Scales: Vertical, 5 V/div.; horizontal, 20 µS/div. for 10 kHz, 5 mS/div. for 40 Hz.

Fig. 2—Distortion vs. power output.

Table I—Gain and sensitivity, Premier Seven-A preamp.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gain, dB</th>
<th>LEFT</th>
<th>RIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instr.</td>
<td>IHF Load</td>
<td>Instr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUX to Main Out</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>29.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUX to Tape Out</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phono to Main Out</td>
<td>68.6</td>
<td>68.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phono to Tape Out</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>38.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IHF Sensitivity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEFT</th>
<th>RIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUX to Main Out</td>
<td>16.3 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUX to Tape Out</td>
<td>500 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phono to Main Out</td>
<td>188.4 µV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phono to Tape Out</td>
<td>6.2 mV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

respectively, for left and right channels. Corresponding input sensitivities for an output of 1 watt into 8 ohms were 84.5 and 85.0 mV.

Small-signal frequency response hardly varied as I changed from open-circuit to 8- and 4-ohm loads. In all cases, response was ruler-flat from 10 Hz to 10 kHz, with a slight hint of roll-off visible at 20 kHz and a 3-dB-down point at about 80 kHz. The closely matched results for each loading give some idea of the output regulation or output impedance (the more the measurements agree, the lower the output impedance). The Evolution 2000's behavior was very good here, in that the output impedance was fairly low and the frequency response was unaffected by the value of the resistive loading.

Figure 1 illustrates the square-wave response of the Evolution 2000. The top trace is for 10 kHz into an 8-ohm load. In the middle trace, a 2-µF capacitor has been paralleled across the 8-ohm load; the amount of ringing and change in shape of the waveform with the added 2 µF is exceptionally low. The bottom trace shows satisfactorily minimal low-frequency tilt with a 40-Hz signal. In view of the uniformity of frequency response, the rise- and fall-times, not surprisingly, do not vary with changes in the resistive load; they measured about 4.2 µS. Waveshape remains exponential (like the top trace) from small-signal up to high-power levels.

Figure 2 shows both THD + N and SMPTE-IM distortion for 4- and 8-ohm loading. The curves' characteristics are typical for tube amplifiers. The slight irregularities in the curves from 10 to 20 watts, especially with 4-ohm loading, may be associated with the onset of device cutoff as the circuit leaves the Class-A condition. Distortion stayed relatively unchanged as a function of frequency at any particular power output, for both 8- and 4-ohm loading, though at lower power levels it did rise a bit above 10 kHz. Harmonic distortion residue at the 10-watt level at 1 kHz was fairly low (0.09%) and uncomplicated with an 8-ohm load but was higher (0.18%) and more complex into 4 ohms.

Damping factor for 8-ohm loads was 30 at all frequencies from 10 Hz to 20 kHz. This uniformity is a testament to the amp's stability over the audio frequency range.

Measurements of dynamic clipping headroom yielded dynamic power levels of 233 and 420 watts, respectively, at the visual onset of clipping into 8- and 4-ohm loads. Since power is rated at 200 watts per channel into 8 ohms, the corresponding dynamic headroom is 0.66 dB. Steady-state clipping at visual onset of clipping occurred at 230 and 400 watts for 8- and 4-ohm loads, respectively. Clipping headroom for 8-ohm loads worked out to 0.61 dB. It’s notable how close the dynamic and steady-state clipping measurements are, a good indication of the excellent regulation of the output stage’s power supply. Clipping at 20 kHz was perfect, with no "sticking" effects observed.

Noise was slightly higher in the right channel, which yielded an IHF S/N ratio of 87.5 dB versus the left channel’s 89.7 dB. Output noise figures for the two channels were 450 and 240 µV wideband and 235 and 198 µV from 22 Hz to 22 kHz. The A-weighted figures were 120 and 93 µV for the right and left channels, respectively.

I suspected the input capacitance might be on the high side because the four paralleled tube elements' plate-to-
In the beginning is music.
It grows from silence deep as thought itself. Images sparkle and disappear with quicksilver speed. Bathed in a crystalline sea of pure sound, you yield to surging currents of music.

Through Martin-Logan's exclusive electrostatic technology, music is recreated. Flawless in every nuance and fine detail, whisperquiet, lightningquick, thunderloud. And always, with pristine transparency.

Challenge: Create a speaker diaphragm light enough to play 20,000 Hz yet powerful enough to play 100 Hz, thus eliminating crossovers and achieving a pure wavelaunch, absolute phase linearity and group delay characteristics approaching zero.

Solution: A diaphragm lighter than one cubic inch of air. Over more than three years, Martin-Logan developed a vapor-deposition system that inprints a conductive coating only 20 atoms thick onto an ultrafine polyester film.
The conrad-johnson amp and preamp combination gave me some of the best sound I have heard in my setup in some time.

Grid capacitances would be multiplied by the Miller effect (i.e., by the stage gain). It measured 590 pF—not a problem when the input is driven by the normally low output impedance of a preamp, but it did cause some extra high-frequency roll-off (beyond that caused by my long interconnect cables) when I used my reference signal selector/switched attenuator unit. The a.c. line draw of the Evolution 2000 at idle was about 2.6 amperes.

Now we move on to the Premier Seven-A preamplifier, whose measured gain and input sensitivities are listed in Table I. The output line amplifier's frequency response, with volume controls set at maximum, was perfectly flat from about 10 Hz to 200 kHz with instrument loading. Notably, there was little change in response when driving the 10 kilohms and 1,000 pF of the IHF load—just a roll-off of a fraction of a dB from about 50 to 200 kHz and of about 1 dB at 10 Hz.

Further evidence of the Premier Seven-A's ability to drive an IHF load is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Figure 3 is a plot of output voltage versus THD + N at 1 kHz, with instrument and IHF loading. The instrument load of about 100 kilohms is what most tube preamps like to drive. With the IHF load, note that the distortion is about the same up to 20 V. This baby can drive! Distortion is almost pure second harmonic over most of the range. Figure 4 is THD + N at 2 V output as a function of frequency and loading. Again we have substantially constant distortion over the audio range and relatively little change for the IHF load.

Rise- and fall-times at 2 V peak to peak and with volume at maximum were 350 nS with the instrument load and increased to about 650 nS with the IHF load. With volume turned down to the −6 dB setting, rise- and fall-times increased to 800 nS with the instrument load.

Square-wave response through the Premier Seven-A's line amplifier, with the volume controls at maximum, is illustrated in Fig. 5. The output level shown is about 10 V peak to peak. The top trace is for 20 kHz with an instrument load. The edge transitions are very fast and a mild high-frequency compression (or shelf roll-off) is in evidence, as the steady-state peak-to-peak amplitude is greater than the fast edge transitions. In the middle trace, you can see positive-going edge transitions being slowed down and some slewing in the negative direction, both due to the IHF load's 1,000-pF capacitance. However, the slewing only starts at about 4 V peak—a signal level that would drive most power amplifiers into clipping. This is due to the single-ended cathode follower's inability to drive a capacitive load fast when the tube is being turned off. The effect of the IHF loading on square-wave tilt at low frequencies is depicted in the bottom, 20-Hz, trace of the figure. The amount of tilt with the instrument load is exemplary, and the amount with the IHF load is quite acceptable in view of the relatively low capacitance (4 µF) of the polystyrene output coupling capacitors.

Channel-to-channel tracking of the separate volume controls versus the panel's attenuation markings was quite good, off by less than 0.6 dB. The channel-to-channel differences were generally on the order of half this amount.

Noise levels of the output amplifier are enumerated in Table II. The noise is quite satisfactorily low. Output imped-
"There is an inherent quality of ruggedness, reliability, and sonic integrity that has always impressed me favorably when I have had the opportunity to test and listen to Soundcraftsmen products."

Leonard Feldman, Audio

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN UTILIZES ITS LEGENDARY CRAFTSMANSHIP AND RELIABILITY TO PRODUCE THE FINEST LINE OF AUDIO ELECTRONICS AVAILABLE.

MADE IN THE USA AND CRAFTED TO EXACTING TOLERANCES, SOUNDCRAFTSMEN ELECTRONICS ARE AMERICAN INGENUITY AT ITS HIGHEST LEVEL.
The breathtaking performance of Polk Audio’s new RTA 15t loudspeaker system is the result of the rare combination of state-of-the-art technology and superior design.

Incorporating technology from Polk Audio’s limited production SRS (Signature Reference Loudspeaker System), the RTA 15t uses advanced components and design technologies to achieve outstanding musicality, detail and imaging.

The heart of this design is a line source array that achieves an openness and spaciousness permitting a wide range of optimum listening positions. At the center of this line source is Polk’s SL3000 tri-laminate tweeter, an engineering triumph in high frequency smoothness and dispersion.

Outstanding bass impact and dynamic range is realized by using two 10” sub-bass radiators (one front mounted and one rear mounted). This dual bass radiator technology achieves deeper, flatter, more accurate bass than conventional designs.

The new Polk RTA 15t... one listen will take your breath away.

The new Polk RTA 15t is available in natural oak, natural walnut and black oak wood veneer finishes.
Tonal balance was neutral, definition and space were very good, and the overall sound was engaging.

Table II—Output noise, referred to input, of Premier Seven-A line amp section, with volume controls at maximum and input terminated by 1 kilohm. The IHF S/N ratios were 85.1 dB for the left channel and 83.0 dB for the right channel, for a 500-mV input and output and with volume controls at -29 dB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>Referred Input Noise, µV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LEFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wideband</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Hz to 22 kHz</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 Hz to 22 kHz</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-Weighted</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III—Phono section noise, referred to input, with 100-ohm input termination. The IHF S/N ratios were 62.2 dB for the left channel and 62.4 dB for the right channel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>Referred Input Noise, µV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LEFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Hz to 22 kHz</td>
<td>1.26 µV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 Hz to 22 kHz</td>
<td>376 nV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-Weighted</td>
<td>394 nV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The phono section’s RIAA equalization was very good, varying by only about 0.1 dB over the audio range with instrument loading. The IHF load had little effect except for a small level drop, slightly more than 0.5 dB, and some low frequency roll-off (less than 0.5 dB at 20 Hz) caused by the preamp’s output coupling capacitor combining with the 10-kilohm load to form an RC high-pass filter. The level drop was due to the attenuation of the 10-kilohm resistance of the IHF load against the phono stage’s equivalent output impedance of some 700 ohms.

Phono overload, as represented by the 3% THD point, was attained for instrument loading at a 1-kHz input level of about 0.2 V and an output level of about 10 V; for IHF loading, the figures were about 160 mV and 8 V, respectively. These results are for the left channel; the right channel put out some 60% more. For either load, the behavior remained pretty constant at all frequencies to about 5 kHz, dropping gradually by about 2 V at 20 kHz with instrument loading and dropping a bit less with IHF loading. Since the distortion rise versus output level is rather gradual in this circuit, it is a little less precise to cite overload versus frequency at an admittedly arbitrary distortion level of 3% than it would be with the usual feedback circuits, which clip or distort more abruptly.

When I tested the phono section with 1-kHz, pre-equalized square waves, the two channels behaved more alike than in the sine-wave overload test. Performance here was pretty good, with about 1 V peak to peak attainable before asymmetry set in.

Total harmonic distortion versus frequency and load, at an output of 2 V for both channels, is plotted in Fig. 6. As mentioned earlier, the right channel has lower distortion. Distortion at 1 kHz was generally about 0.1% or less at working levels, especially with moving-coil pickups. It increased gradually with output, to 2% or 3% at the 10-V level.

Input-equivalent noise levels, along with phono IHF S/N ratios, are listed in Table III. Relative to the output of a typical moving-magnet cartridge, the noise levels are quite satisfactory. Relative to typical moving-coil output levels, the noise is marginal and would likely be audible at high volume settings when the arm is off a record.

Phono interchannel crosstalk was measured. As with the line amplifier, it was better than 100 dB down and was dominated by random noise in the input stage.

Use and Listening Tests
My first listening tests were made with the Evolution 2000 amplifier powering the electrostatic panels of Martin-Logan Monolith speakers. A McIntosh 2600 solid-state amp was used to drive the woofers in this speaker system. I was immediately impressed with the musical honesty of the conrad-johnson amp. At the time, I was mainly using Carver Silver Seven tube power amplifiers in this service, with superb results. My feeling was that the c-j amp was very good, in many ways comparable to the Carvers’ excellence.
A professor couldn't tell them apart.

"The world's most accurate loudspeaker" a magazine reviewer claimed.

So, a well-known television programme decided to put us to the test.

A professor of musicology sat before a performer and a pair of Sovereigns.

So real was their sound reproduction, the professor couldn't tell where the live performance left off and the recording began.

It was, perhaps, the toughest test any loudspeaker has faced and a very credible indication of the sound quality you can expect from the entire Duntech range.

Yet our engineers continue to push the edge of technology in our quest for perfect sound reproduction.

Visit an authorised Duntech retailer soon and judge our success for yourself.

DUNTECH
APPLIED INTELLIGENCE

USA: Sounds Like Music, Phoenix AZ Ph (602) 993 3351  Christopher Hansen Limited, Beverley Hills CA Ph (213) 858 8112  Stereo Design, San Diego CA Ph (619) 573 0660
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- Audio Images, Westyssville PA Ph (215) 391 1200  Galen Carol Audio, San Antonio TX Ph (512) 805 992  Sound By Design, Gainesville TX Ph (817) 665 7130
CANADA: Taylor Marketing Inc, Vancouver BC Ph (604) 531 7666

DUNTECH AUDIO P/L, 60 JACOBSEN CRESCENT, HOLDEN HILL, SOUTH AUSTRALIA, AUSTRALIA 5088. TEL (618) 369 0600, FAX (618) 369 0604
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I then tried the Evolution 2000 in full-range use with other speakers over a period of time. Again, I generally thought the results were very good, affording well-balanced tonality and a high degree of musical satisfaction.

For the preceding tests, I used a Quicksilver Audio tube preamp and a Vendetta Research phono preamp. Next, I put the conrad-johnson preamp into the system. I again set up the Monoliths with the Evolution 2000 driving their electrostatic panels. Now, here was good sound! I listened to this combination for weeks and got some of the best sound I had heard in my setup in some time. Tonal balance was very neutral, definition and space were very good, and the overall sound was quite musically engaging.

Finally, to get a point of reference, I hooked up the Carvers to drive the panels with the Premier Seven-A as the preamp and proceeded to listen. I still preferred the Silver Sevens overall but again came to the conclusion that the Evolution 2000 is one very fine power amplifier. I am very glad that I had the chance to experience it and the Premier Seven-A in my system. Judging by the overall results I got using the preamp, I think it is one of the best-sounding preamps I have had in my setup.

Both pieces of gear operated flawlessly, but I have one nit to pick about the volume controls on the preamp. Since the Evolution 2000 has relatively high gain and the line output amplifier of the Premier Seven-A also has higher than normal gain, my high-level sources required that the volume controls be set down near the bottom of their range for my normal listening levels. In some cases, even the minimum volume setting was louder than I wanted. When playing records without a step-up device, I had the volume controls up much higher in their range, where I could adjust them with greater resolution. Some hiss could be heard at normal levels when the arm was off the record, but it was not high enough to distract from the music.

To sum up, the sound that I got from either piece alone, and certainly from the combination, was quite musically satisfying. I enjoyed music with these conrad-johnson components a lot and strongly recommend that prospective buyers of equipment in this price range give the Evolution 2000 and Premier Seven-A an audition. Bascom H. King
The Legendary MATRIX 801 & MATRIX 802 monitors have been revised for even purer performance. The permanent attachment of the bass and mid-range enclosures provides improved midrange and high frequency transparency. Crossovers have been completely redesigned to avoid electrical and magnetic interaction between the drivers. And a new tweeter registers perfect response to well beyond audibility without the need for protection circuitry.

Elevated in performance and, remarkably, reduced in cost, these monitors once again establish new standards for flawless music reproduction. Their continued supremacy in world esteem is thus assured.
Sennheiser HD-540 Reference II Earphones

Transducer Design: Dynamic.  
Coupling to the Ear: Circumaural.  
Absolute Polarity: Positive.  
Cord: 9 feet long; straight, light, and flexible. runs from both earcups; stereo mini-plug connector with 1/4-inch adaptor.  
Adjustments: Headband slides in bail, which has detents.  
Weight: 6 oz.  
Price: $199.  
Company Address: 6 Vista Dr., Old Lyme, Conn. 06371.

For literature, circle No. 94

Sennheiser originated the idea of "open-air" earphone design, and following this tradition, the HD-540 Reference II does not have a tight seal at the rear or front of the diaphragm. The first commercially successful earphone designed to be used without a tight seal between the transducer elements and the ear was, as I recall, the Sennheiser HD-414.

It had small foam ear cushions that sat on the outer ear, or pinna. I wondered how it could produce any bass and still remember my surprise when I tried it on. I had always thought that a tight seal was necessary to obtain good bass, but the HD-414 changed my mind forever. The lack of a tight seal usually reduces bass output, but Sennheiser designed the dynamic transducers of the original HD-414 to account for this; now they have done it for the transducers in the HD-540 Reference II. Since these earphones are not sealed, the attenuation of outside sound is negligible, and it is quite easy to hear outside noises and conversations.

The Sennheiser HD-540 II earphones are very light, weighing in at only 6.0 ounces. The plastic bail, like many other current designs, is made as one continuous molding. The headband, of simulated-leather vinyl with stitching along the outside edges, has seven foam-filled sections on the side that sits against your head; it is attached to a plastic piece on each side of the bail. Near each earcup, the bail has horizontal ridges which act as detents and hold the sliding plastic pieces in place after a comfortable position has been selected. As with other earphones that use this type of system, earcup positioning is most easily adjusted by removing the earphones, sliding the plastic pieces, and then trying them on again. There are no markings on the earcups to show which channel is which, but the connectors that plug into the 'phones are marked "L" and "R," and the plug for the right channel is red.

The plastic earcups are very good-looking, with a band that looks like...
MUSICAL ARTICULATION. DETAIL. ELUSIVE QUALITIES OF SUPERIOR SONIC REPRODUCTION THAT ARE RARELY FOUND IN EVEN THE MOST EXPENSIVE SUBWOOFERS.

Until now! M&K's new MX subwoofers bring you these high-performance qualities—in a smaller cabinet; and at a lower price.

In a cabinet the size of a bookshelf speaker, two new proprietary 12" subwoofer drivers produce the massive amounts of bass only expected from much larger cabinets. Better yet, M&K's Push-Pull design produces a much higher quality of bass by virtually eliminating even-order harmonic distortion.
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MX-100, MX-90, MX-80 & MX-70
Four MX models, with internal amplifiers between 75 and 200 watts RMS, provide an ideal match for your system.

BUILDING ON EXCELLENCE

Seventeen years of M&K experience in Satellite-Satellite systems comes together again to create a new subwoofer performance standard. And with the 18" x 10" x 13.5" MX-70, M&K creates a new compact subwoofer standard.

THE IDEAL CHOICE

The unprecedented musical articulation and "ultra quick" sound of the MX subwoofers make them the perfect choice to complete any audio or audio/video system.
For long-term listening, the Sennheisers are an excellent choice, and their price makes them an excellent value.

For long-term listening, the HD-540 II earphones to have a diffuse-field response that is similar to the B & K measuring system's. The SR-Lambda Pros, which I used as reference, showed a dip at 2.8 kHz when measured with the B & K system's diffuse-field response (see review in the April 1991 issue), and the listening panel all commented that the HD-540 IIs sounded a little brighter than the reference earphones.

The subjective sound qualities of the Sennheiser HD-540 II were rated by members of a listening panel against those of the Stax SR-Lambda Pro. The panel members listened to a variety of program material and were asked to write down their comments. Measurements that I had made earlier showed that the Sennheiser's bass output was very extended, with no prominent bump to exaggerate the bass. Below 80 Hz was a gentle roll-off of 6 dB per octave. Comments by panel members—such as "not boomy," "good bass," and "very extended"—correlated well with my measurements. Comments about the middle register being "less recessed than the reference," "very good on voice," and "articulate" correlated with measurements that I made with the B & K HATS manikin. (See the article "As Close As You Can Get" in the April 1991 issue.) Sennheiser has designed the HD-540 II earphones to be reasonably well with my measurements. Com-

Edward M. Long
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A Revolution in Evolution.

Artistic creation is the culmination of unique inspiration and enlightenment—a process of evolution. The most shining achievements, however, are sparked by no less than a revolution.

This is the driving force behind the Genesis III loudspeaker. And the essence of everything we do at Genesis are about. With Genesis III, we have entirely redefined the sonic landscape.

Every aspect—every minute factor—has not only been examined, but intensely evaluated in terms of its contribution to the whole.

From the unerring exactness of its Kevlar/polypropylene woofers, to the light, coherent fidelity of the titanium/silicon particle midrange dome and the transparent musically of the exotic planar film/foil ribbon tweeter, this stunning 5-way tower uniquely blends technological esoterica with decisive engineering.

Imagine a precisely rendered holographic soundstage, where the musicians are audibly visible. Imagine rediscovering your music, realizing sonic dimensions you never knew were there.

Give Genesis III a personal audition. It will convince you to join this remarkable evolution.

Genesis
Evolution in Progress
953 So. Frontage Rd. • Vail, CO 81657
(303) 476-3012
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TWO SCORE AND MORE

Mozart: The Symphonies. Prague Chamber Orchestra, Sir Charles Mackerras.
Telarc CD 80300, 10 CDs; DDD; 12 hours, 15 minutes.

Can a young reader understand what an extraordinary artifact this immense (but compact) album represents? In 200 years, since Mozart died, how many musicians, how many music lovers, have ever heard all the known Mozart symphonies? Virtually none. Nor have today's musicians.

Do not think I am all the way through this set yet. I am deliberately listening from start to, no, not finish, but up to the later and familiar symphonies. This, for many of us, is the significant impact of the recording. And a fascinating experience it is, immeasurably aided by the wise and experienced Czech musicians who have learned to play these short but not easy works with infinite polish and style, no matter how unfamiliar.

Mozart's list runs to some 40 compared to Haydn's more than 100. But the chronology is very different. Haydn was a late starter, yet an innovator from the beginning, when he was more than 30 years old. Mozart was simply the ultimate genius, absorbing uncritically the musical styles he heard around him, surpassing every model he chose with the greatest of ease.

So far I have played three discs, running from Symphony No. 1 through No. 15, and among others I found No. 14 in A a marvel of expression and good taste, somewhat in the manner of the much later "Eine Kleine Nachtmusik" familiar to all of us. It was composed when Mozart was a fully mature and enormously proficient musician, equal to any of his contemporaries and mostly surpassing them. He was 16.

Symphony No. 1, at the beginning, has a curiously baroque sound to it, with plenty of sequences—the same pattern repeated at different levels. It is faultless in execution, if not very varied. The piece was composed in England when papa Leopold Mozart was seriously ill with strep throat or similar—he could not have provided any assistance at all. Instead, the older sister, Nannerl Mozart, helped copy out the parts, but neither was allowed to touch a piano due to the father's illness, and so it was done entirely in the head. Mozart was eight years old.

I sense in these fine performances that Sir Charles Mackerras wisely goes along with the innate knowledge and experience of the Czechs who play the music. Never forget that "Bohemia," then part of the Austrian Empire, was the very center of Mozart appreciation, even more than Salzburg and Vienna, where his acclaim was, shall I say, spotty. Those traditions have lasted straight through all recent political changes, as you may easily hear. Telarc was wise in its choice of recording musicians.

All of the 10 CDs but one are well over 70 minutes long, and as long as 78:28 on the first. Don't let the "TT"—total timing—discourage you. Don't even think about the time—just listen.

Edward Tatnall Canby

Mahler: Songs from Rückert and Des Knaben Wunderhorn. Siegfried Jerusalem, tenor, and Siegfried Mauser, piano.
Virgin Classics VC 7 91114-2, CD; DDD: 56:08.

Say "the two Siegfrieds" to the average music lover, and he or she is apt to think of the roles of that name in the two final operas of Wagner's Ring. Siegfried Jerusalem has sung them both with equal aplomb—as witness the Metropolitan Opera broadcasts. Here he teams with another Siegfried (Mauser) to sing very different fare, but again there are two Siegfrieds that complement each other.

If the last word on any vocal record must be the singer's, the first word here is Mauser's. With the opening notes he not only sets the song's mood perfectly, but he suggests that an exceptionally colorful palette will prevail throughout, as it does from both artists. If you think of Jerusalem as another tenor with "resonance where his brains ought to be," you haven't heard him sing. He is a thorough and thoughtful musician who also happens to have a fine, full-bodied tenor voice. His emotional (and dynamic) range is extremely broad.

Nor is Jerusalem a singer to let beauty of tone interfere with expression. There are moments when, in the heat of emotion, he permits himself downright ugly sounds—even faulty intonation. For him it obviously is Mahler's texts (in Wunderhorn, very much reworked by the composer) that take precedence over his music as such. Or, rather, it is the music that grows out of the texts, which contain some ideas too disturbing to be papered over with...
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David Starobin’s guitar performance is relaxed and confident, showing the thought that he puts into this excellent music.

Mauro Giuliani: Solo Guitar Music Performed on 19th Century Guitar.

David Starobin, guitar.

Bridge BCD 9029, CD; AAD; 48:22.

Repertoire for classical guitar—especially from the 19th century—has often been accused of being shallow. There are many reasons for this, including the instrument’s political and structural association with “folk” music as well as its quiet, parlor-sized voice and its coincident existence outside the mainstream of classical pedagogy. Of the many 19th-century composers for the guitar, however, Mauro Giuliani stood alone in his consistent display of compositional and emotional depth.

The Italian-born Giuliani (1781 to 1829) spent the majority of his brief but productive career in the musical hot-house of Vienna, where he established his reputation in Europe. While other recordings of Giuliani’s works have appeared, David Starobin’s Mauro Giuliani: Solo Guitar Music Performed on 19th Century Guitar is the first I’m aware of to draw on the wealth of the composer’s complete collected works that were first published between 1955 and 1989 in 39 volumes.

Some of this material is now familiar, such as the rousing and very operatic Grande Ouverture, Op. 61, with its stately introduction and demanding virtuosic variations building to a Beethovenesque climax. Most is new to me, and a real treat. Take, for example, the very atypical chromatic Preludes adapted by Giuliani from five-string guitar works by Antoine J’Hoyez, sounding more like they were written in the 1950s than in the early 1800s. Or the highly ornamented parlor cameos, so popular at the time, “Le Jasmin,” “Le Roman,” and “La Rose,” sweet miniature jewels of poetry and subject drama. Starobin concludes this program with another well-known grand opus, the scintillating “Variazioni Sulla Cavatina Favorita: De Calma oh Ciel,” Op. 101, based on Desdemona’s part in Rossini’s Otello.

Starobin, better known for his performance of new music, plays this recital on a reproduction Staufer guitar from Vienna at about Giuliani’s time, a delicately voiced instrument that is able, particularly with the help of recording techniques, to handle the wide dynamic range of the dramatic music. Starobin’s performance is relaxed and confident, communicating his enthusiasm and the thought he’s put into this excellent guitar music.

David Starobin’s Mauro Giuliani provides a wonderful glimpse into the fertile Viennese musical garden where so many revered composers matured, revealing a first-rate 19th-century composer for the guitar. Michael Wright


Schubert’s Octet is one of the most familiar and beloved works in the classical repertoire, a masterpiece of late Romanticism, written in 1824 and dedicated to his patron, Prince Metternich. The work is scored for a unique combination of four woodwinds (two oboes, two clarinets, and two bassoons) and two horns, accompanied by a string quartet. It is a complex and challenging work, requiring a high level of technical skill and musicianship from the performers.

The Atlantis Ensemble, under the direction of Michael Wright, provides a vivid and engaging performance of the Schubert Octet. The group’s blend of traditional chamber music expertise and modern performance techniques creates a fresh and exciting interpretation of this beloved classic. The woodwinds and strings are well-matched, with each section contributing to the overall sound and balance of the piece. The ensemble’s virtuoso playing and precise intonation are particularly notable, giving the music a crisp and clean sound.

The Octet is a work that rewards careful listening, with its intricate textures and rich harmonic language. The Atlantis Ensemble’s interpretation brings out the full beauty and complexity of the piece, making it a pleasure to hear. Overall, this is a highly recommended recording for fans of chamber music and Schubert enthusiasts alike. Michael Wright
New Release

Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab continues to set the gold standard, from our careful selection of original master tapes to our meticulous proprietary mastering techniques and customized pressing of each compact disc using 24 karat gold.

Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab—Setting the audiophile standard since 1977.

For a free catalog, call 800-423-5759
I Am the Cosmos: Chris Bell
Rykodisc RCD 10222, CD; AAD; 54:18.
Sound: B+
Performance: A

Live: Big Star
Rykodisc RCD 10221, CD; AAD; 48:49.
Sound: C+
Performance: B

Third Album/Sister Lovers: Big Star
Rykodisc RCD 10220, CD; AAD; 55:15.
Sound: B
Performance: B+

To the uninitiated, Big Star was a great Memphis pop band of the early '70s that had all of the music but got none of the breaks. Despite a host of record company problems, myriad personal catastrophes, and a penchant for bad timing, the band did succeed in becoming critics' darling but little else.

Yet Big Star has posthumously received at least some of the recognition that eluded the band when it was active. They were a pop group ahead of their time, playing short melodic songs when such music was desperately unfashionable. Currently, they have near-legendary status among progeny such as The Posies, R.E.M., The Bangles, Teenage Fanclub, Grapes of Wrath, and The Replacements, to name but a few. The marriage of Chris Bell's optimism with Alex Chilton's dark side made for a disparate songwriting collaboration that only really lasted through one album, their 1971 debut, #1 Record. Perhaps if Big Star had achieved a fragment of commercial success in their day, it would be a dismissable artifact, but they never had the chance to sell out. At the time, radio shunned them, and the public didn't buy them, even though they had been put on a pedestal by the "alternative" scene.

The person most usually identified with Big Star is singer/songwriter/guitarist Alex Chilton, the common denominator in all of the three Big Star studio albums. However, the result of Ryko issuing these particular recordings simultaneously may well be the vindication of Chris Bell as an equal (and perhaps superior) talent. Bell's career was cut short by a fatal car accident in 1978. Although Big Star was originally a quartet formed by Chris, they split after the first record was released due to personality clashes between Chris, Alex, and bassist Andy Hummel.

Shortly after Alex began recording a solo album, which became Big Star's sophomore effort, Radio City, the band reformed; Chris was not to be part of this, although several of his songs were. As Chris' influence diminished, so did the melodic pop side of the band. Alex's approach to recording was to use the process to purge himself of his demons.

The two Big Star discs Ryko has issued, Live and Third Album/Sister Lovers, are less than essential. Live is from a radio show recorded shortly after the departure of Andy Hummel, and the band is dispirited. Third was subsequently recorded during a period of depression and chemical excess best documented by Chilton's song "Downs." There still is a beauty to Chilton's work, but the lack of popularity and Alex's personal indulgences definitely affected this work negatively.

The gem of this collection, however, is Chris Bell's I Am The Cosmos, which presents his post-Big Star recordings to the world for the first time (although a small label, Car Records did issue two of these tracks on a single back in 1977). Whereas Chilton's joy was in finding beauty in the depths of decadence, Chris' gift was in trying to relieve his despair by seeking something spiritual in nature. The results speak for themselves in gems like "Get Away" (mistitled "I Don't Know"), "Make A Scene," "You And Your Sister," and the title cut. I believe Chris recorded a total of 23 songs after he left the band, so perhaps if there's enough interest Ryko will release the rest.

The liner notes are informative but a bit incomplete—no mention of the live Big Star reunion of 1976, or Chris' collaboration with Tommy Hoehn and Van Duren, and not a word about the jealousies that tore Big Star apart—no matter. The important thing is that this material is finally available to the general public. It's some of the most inspired music made during the early '70s, and it's certain to spur on another generation. While the two Big Star CDs have their musical moments, Chris Bell's solo steals the show. It's far more interesting to hear the sound of one man taking off than to hear another man crashing.

Jon & Sally Tiven
BEST OF CHESKY JAZZ AND MORE
AUDIOPHILE TESTS VOLUME 2

TWO CD's IN ONE

Have you ever experienced the sound of a Chesky 128x oversampled compact disc?

Containing 12 audiophile showpieces, the first part of this two part CD showcases jazz virtuosos McCoy Tyner, Phil Woods, Paquito D'Rivera, Clark Terry and Tom Harrell, Pop Vocal stylist Kenny Rankin and new artist, singer/songwriter Sara K., plus the brilliant musicianship of pianist Fred Hersch and Dard Chesky guitarist Bruce Dunlap, Brazilian guitarist/singer Ana Caram and the unique and stirring Orquestra No+a. Place them in a natural acoustic environment and record them with Chesky's customized electronics, 128 times oversampling converter and minimalist miking techniques, and you have a winning combination. Put the Jazz Sampler on your CD player and hear the difference.

Literally a prescription for your stereo system

The second half of this CD contains more than 50 listening tests which you can use at home to set up your stereo system. Plagued by audio gremlins...some recordings sound dramatically worse than others? Fed up with these inadequacies? The Solution

Chesky Records' new "Best of Chesky Jazz and more Audiophile Tests Volume 2" (JD68) will help you solve most of your audio confusion. For the first time anywhere, definitive tests for:

- Image Depth (3' TO 70')
- Dynamic Amplitude
- Bass Resonance
- Image Height
- Three Dimensionality
- Differences in Digital Cables
- Resolution of Analog to Digital Converters
- Audiophile Sound Effects

HEAR THE DIFFERENCE

Chesky Record CDs are available in Fine Audio and Record Stores, or order direct with Visa/MasterCard by calling order: CD's $4.98 plus $3.00 postage and handling (add 8.25% sales tax in NY State) to CHESKY RECORDS. Radio City Station, PO Box 1268, New York, NY 10101

CUSKY RECORDS/YOU CAN HEAR THE DIFFERENCE

Recorded using minimalist miking techniques and without overdubbing or artificial enhancement to ensure the purest and most natural sound possible.
From the rich spectrum of musical sources absorbed in his native New Orleans, pianist Henry Butler's musical palette has successfully integrated jazz, gospel, blues, R&B, funk, and the classics. In *Blues & More, Volume 1*, Henry churns out the blues—both traditional and original. Dangerous blues on Windham Hill Jazz.

**AVAILABLE WHEREVER MUSIC IS SOLD**

©1992 Windham Hill Productions Inc.

---

**BLUES AND MOVIES**

**An Impressionistic Journey Through Some of Film's Most Celebrated Scores.** In this collection of emotive piano solos straight from the glorious big screen, pianist Philip Aaberg rediscovers music from *Cinema Paradiso*, *Diva*, *Awakenings*, *My Brilliant Career*, *Belizaire the Cajun*, and many others.

**PHILIP AABERG**

**Solo Piano**

*Cinema Paradiso*

*Diva*

*My Brilliant Career*

*Awakenings*

*The Story of Naomi Uemura*

*Heaven's Gate*

*Romeo & Juliet*

*Belizaire the Cajun*

*Our Town*

*The Shaker Film*

**AVAILABLE WHEREVER MUSIC IS SOLD**

©1992 WINDHAM HILL PRODUCTIONS INC.
Don't Call Me Buckwheat: Garland Jeffreys. RCA 61112-2.

By all rights, New York-native Garland Jeffreys should be a major pop music figure in America. A great talent who is considered a star in places such as Italy, he has come close to conquering his native land on at least three occasions. But luck hasn’t exactly been in his corner. Epic Records released Jeffreys’ last album, 1983’s Guts for Love on the very same day that it released Michael Jackson’s Thriller. Thus, Guts for Love fell through the cracks and was neglected by the Epic promotion machine. Fortunately, Jeffreys has reemerged with one of his best records ever—self-produced and full of the thoughtful angst that has become his trademark.

Don’t Call Me Buckwheat is a meditation on race relations, with Jeffreys referencing a wealth of first-hand experience that makes this album much more than a lecture. Complementing his powerful message is the music, in which he uses different styles (rock, reggae, and urban pop to name a few) to help him make his case. Standout songs include “I Was Afraid of Malcolm,” which features Vernon Reid on guitars, and “Color Line.”

For Jeffreys, Don’t Call Me Buckwheat will be difficult to follow. Let’s hope radio and video outlets find a place for one of America’s greatest living rock poets. Jon & Sally Tiven

The Jimmie Rodgers Library. Rounder 1056 to 1063.

Quite simply, it is impossible to overestimate Jimmie Rodgers’ importance to country music. In a too-short recording career, from 1927 to 1933, he recorded a magnificent body of work. This collection of eight separate volumes (there are no plans for a boxed set) is every bit as important to country music as Columbia/Legacy’s sensational Robert Johnson project was to the blues and rock ‘n’ roll. Like the Johnson collection, the Rodgers Library includes previously unissued alternate takes—music virtually unheard in 60 years. Rodgers’ biographer, Nolan Porterfield, served as compiler and annotator, and his work is truly a labor of love. This is a treasure trove of great songs of the highest historical importance. Don’t miss it. Michael Tearson
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JUST GETZ BETTER

people time: Stan Getz and Kenny Barron

Sound: A Performance: A+

The late Stan Getz (who died on June 6, 1991) and Kenny Barron—both separately and together—shared much gorgeous music with the public over the last two years. I have been particularly taken with Getz's recent quartet recordings on EmArcy, which include pianist Barron, bassist Rufus Reid, and drummer Victor Lewis. Furthermore, during this same time period (1989 to the present), Barron has been appearing as a sideman and leader on a plethora of other sessions, the most recent being The Moment (Reservoir Records), a trio date with Reid and Lewis. That each of Barron's several discs remains fresh is a testament to the pianist's artistic depth.

people time: a magnificent live duet album, showcases Getz's tenor and Barron's piano during a four-day engagement at the Cafe Montmartre in Copenhagen, recorded in March 1991 (Getz, as a former expatriate, resided in Copenhagen for many years). It is the apparent culmination of their concentrated, decade-long association.

Adding significance to this project is the fact that this session was Getz's last recording. Getz, it turns out correctly, was justified in giving up on doctors who wrote him off to cancer years earlier, yet he knew his life would close shortly. But, as exhibited here, people do some of their best work when they know the end is upon them.

Ultimately, people time is an incredible recording because Getz and Barron, in their respectively illustrious careers, have never played better. There are scores and scores of gorgeous passages—seemingly a never-ending stream of them—in solos and ensemble work alike, that eclipse predecessors. people time just gets better and better, richer and richer.

If Getz's solo on Charlie Haden's brilliant "First Song (for Ruth)" doesn't move you, then Barron's Tatum/Monk-driven playing on "(There Is) No Greater Love" will. His thoroughly enjoyable romps can aptly be described as toe-tapping escapades. And Barron's intros stunningly set a seamless and subtle table for Getz, so the saxophonist can't help but land squarely and attack the music; the energetic "Night and Day" is a perfect example.

Taken as a whole, the communication between Barron and Getz on people time is nothing short of soul stirring. This is a crisp and cleanly recorded live date, the kind of document that everyone will want to play over and over again, not because it's Getz's last recording, but rather because it's a tribute to human spirit and capability.

Jon W. Poses

Living in the Danger Zone: Son Seals
Alligator ALCD 4798, CD; AAD; 52:04.

Sound: B+ Performance: A

A "cutting contest" is the blues-world equivalent of a back-alley street fight. There, musicians square off after hours in clubs to outplay their supposed rivals.

Put your money on Son Seals every time. Other guitarists may boast fancier technique or greater subtlety, but album after album, tour after tour, Son Seals delivers the grittiest, rawest Chicago blues this side of Muddy Waters. Living in the Danger Zone isn't blues as an excuse for guitar pyrotechnics, or a nostalgic throwback to a bygone era. This is blues as it was meant to be—a shout of anger at the world to keep demons at bay.

Fortune has rarely followed fame in the blues world. Son's tales of near misses and commercial errors will prove familiar to many blues fans. At 48, he's released five albums, which garnered justifiably good press. While he's remained in demand in clubs around the country (don't miss him!), Living in the Danger Zone is his first real release in seven years.

Time hasn't smoothed Son's rough spots, it's honed them to a razor's edge. He specializes in state-of-the-art Chicago blues, played with a sheer brute force and power that rock fans will find easy to understand. Son always seems to have that "something extra"—just when you think his solo has peaked, he reaches down and wrenches out another couple of searing notes. They don't call him "bad axe" for nothing.

Living in the Danger Zone features Son's well-drilled road unit on four tracks. The remainder feature a typically fine Alligator studio band, with Johnny B. Gayden a standout on bass. The best tracks follow the typical Seals pattern; the drummer bashes away at a
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Living in the Danger Zone shows that time hasn’t smoothed Son Seals’ rough spots, it’s honed them to a razor’s edge.

steady rhythm, the bass percolates, and Son rips out a whirlwind solo. When he frames his work through effective dynamics on “Bad Axe” or “Tell it to Another Fool,” it’s impossible to deny that he’s one of the major living blues guitarists. He may not be a great lyricist, but “Don’t give me no computer/I can’t do a damn thing with it” is as close to truth as the blues can come.

Son is destined for glory as a standard bearer for Chicago blues. When others have gone to the next trend, he’ll still be battling demons with his guitar, both for himself and for us. Bet on Son in that fight. Roy Greenberg


Chicago blues legend Otis Rush’s last studio album, Troubles, Troubles, produced by Sam Charters and cut in Stockholm in 1977, gets a sprucing up for its American debut. Remixed with newly added piano and organ tracks (as Rush had originally wanted) courtesy of Lucky Peterson, Rush’s marble-grained voice wavers and glissandos through nine classic covers, including “Little Red Rooster” and “Got To Be Some Changes Made,” while his guitar cries, bursts, and bends with its own distinctively vocal quality. Guaranteed to please lovers of the Chi-town sound.

Michael Wright

For The Shelf

Here are several recent blues releases that sound good enough to my ears to recommend to you, listed according to my likes, that is, most-liked first:


Big Joe Williams: Shake Your Boogie. Arhoolie CD315. Twelve songs recorded in October 1960, another dozen in 1969. Big Joe’s at the top of his game.

Lightning Hopkins: Texas Blues. Arhoolie CD302. A “best of” from the ’60s and a fine intro.


Blue Rider Trio: Preachin’ the Blues. Mapleshade 512696W. Young musicians playing urban versions of, mostly, country blues, but more chops than a pork store.

Clifton Chenier. Louisiana Blues and Zydeco. Arhoolie CD329. Previously, I had trouble hearing Chenier’s work as anything other than dance music for a one-legged man, but this one convinced me. E.P.
We Sell For Less!
And still give you the best service!

STereo Receivers

JVC RX-507... Special
New for '92, 80 watts, Pro Logic, 7 band EQ.

JVC RX-307... Call
New for '92, 80 watts, 40 presets, 0.03% THD.

JVC RX-807... Call
New for '92, 120 watts, Pro Logic, digital delay, 69 key remote with power on/off.

Call for prices on our complete selection of Pro Logic Surround Sound Receivers!

Mini Component Systems

JVC UX-1... $439
Micro system, programmable CD, bass boost, 30 presets.

Denon G-05... In Stock
36 watts/channel, Tuner with 12 presets, Dolby B, music search.

Panasonic SC-CH7... Special
20 watts/channel, CD with 20 track programming, Dolby B/C, tri-chamber bass, 2-way speakers.

Yamaha YST-C11... $588
CD player, dual A/R cassette deck, 4 band EQ, 3-way speakers.

Cassette Decks

Aiwa AD-WX777... $177
Dual well, Dolby B/C, tone bias control, full logic.

JVC TDV541TN... $244
3 head, full logic, Dolby B/C/MX Pro, MPX.

JVC TDW307... Call
New for '92, full logic, A/R, hi-speed dub, peak meter.

Teac V390 CHX... $99
Center mount mechanism, Auto tape selector.

CD Players

Magnavox CDC-552... $159
5 disc changer, 16 bit, 20 track programming, can change 4 during play!

Teac PDD-700... $167
5 disc carousel, 18 bit, BX, multi-function remote.

JVC XLM 407... Call
6 + 1 CD Changer, music calendar, random play, remote.

INTRODUCING COMPUTERS!

386SX Complete System!

- 386SX/16 MHz
- 2MB Memory
- 100MB hard drive
- 3.5" & 5.25" Floppies
- 14" Color Monitor
- Mouse
- MS Windows/95
- Window Works

$1369

Toshiba Laptops... Call!
486SX System Complete... $1659
Panasonic KXP1123 24 pin wide printer... Call!
Panasonic KXP4420 Laser printer... Call!

Speakers

B-L-C Muro
In-wall speaker system
- Top Quality
- Easy to Install
- 2 Models to choose from

Special

JBL L10013... $699/pr.
Factory authorized close-out, light walnut finish.

Car Audio

JVC XLG-2000... $242
In-dash CD tuner, 22 watts/channel, 24 presets, seek scan.
JVC KSRX-175... $177
22 watts/channel, 20 presets, auto-reverse, fader.
Alphasonik PMA 4030... $189
4 channel amplifier, 30 watts/channel.

PERSONAL ELECTRONICS

Brother FAX 380
10 page document feeder, FAX/telephone switch... $449

Sony D-202 Discman, 8X, Mega Bass... $179
Pana KXT4200, Cordless answering/phone... $136
Whistler 2SE, 3 band radar detector... $139

WDS, 2417 W. Badger Rd.
Madison, WI 53713

*10-Day Return Policy: Returned items accepted within 10 days of purchase. (Must get prior authorization.) Original condition. 10% restocking fee. Shipping and handling not refundable.

Call Alan today for Low Prices!
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Sounds Like Music
2734 W. Bell Road - Suite 1306

CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles
Good News Etc.
2830 S. Robertson Drive

COLORADO
Boulder
Listen Up Inc.
2034 Arapahoe Street

CONNECTICUT
Milford
Starlander Beck
354 Woodmont Rd.

DELAWARE
Newark
Hale Corp.
70 E. Main Street

FLORIDA
Miami
Joe's News
1549 Sunset Drive

INDIANA
Portage
Who's Your Entertainment
P.O. Box 22

INDIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colley's Audio Specialists
711 Jefferson Hwy

NORTH CAROLINA
Bollington
American Multimedia
P.O. Box 215 A

OHIO
Dayton
Parts Express
340 E. First St.

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
Contemporary Sounds
10327 North May Ave.

TEXAS
Fort Worth
Texas Audio
4211 S. Cooper Ste. 111

WASHINGTON
Seattle
Bull Dog News
4208 University Way N.E.

MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Brian Remier Audio
1053 C Street Mary's Road

Dealers interested in Audio should call 1-800-221-3148
Hi Fi Exchange

FORESIDE MALL • ROUTE ONE
FALMOUTH, ME 04105
(207) 781-2326

Visit these specialty retailers
for professional consultation

Hi Fi Exchange

SYNERGY

Def: That phenomenon whereby the end result is greater than the sum of the parts: i.e. a home entertainment system created by The Systems Design Group.

Purveyors of:
Adcom • Audioquest • Audiostat • B&W • B&Q • Cary • Counterpoint • Definitive Technology • Denon • Fosgate • Grado • Klipsch • Lexicon • Marantz • McCormack • Mod Squad • M&K • NAD • Paradigm • Proton • Rock Solid • Rotel • Stax • Tesla • Thiel • Theta

CALIFORNIA

Audiocom high technology audio

AUDIOLACOM, A.D.S., BEYER, BOSTON-Acoustics, B&W, C.W.O., CELESTION, DENON, GRADO, JAMO, KEF, NILES, LEVINSON, LUXMAN, McIntosh, Nakamichi, Parasound, Revol, Rockstuds, Velodyne

MOBILE AUDIO: A.D.S., Audio-Technica, B&W, Boston Acoustics, KEF, Japco, 3Box

VIDEO: C.W.O., DRAPER, ENCEPHALON, B&W, B & W, JBL, LUXMAN, POLARIS, STEVENS, SONY, Yamaha, KENWOOD, STUDIO, MARANTZ, RAYBAND, SCHER KER, SONY, TAngible, THORENS, TEE, VELODYNE, VPI, and many more!

Mississippi

Ideal Acoustics

100 Russell Street
Starkville, MS 39759
601-324-1020

Free delivery and installation within a 30 mile radius.
SAVANT AUDIO
Providing the Ultimate In Products & Services
Consultancy • Custom Systems
Acoustic Treatment • Installation
Home Theater • Retail • Worldwide
Air Tangent • Allegro • Apex
Arcx • Athena • Audio Note
Audio Prism • AudioQuest
Audiosonic • Basix • Benz
Biwize • Cardas • Chesky
Clarity Audio • Creek • CWD
Dello • Dorian • EAD
ERSC • Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology • Ensemble
Epos • Essence • First Sound

Fongate • Geman Acoustics
Harman Video • Harman Mundi
Kinergetics • Klyne • Last
Lexicon • Magnan • Merrill
Mod Squad • Mogani • March
Nestorovic • Neutrik • Nimbus
Opus3 • Power Wedge
Presence Audio • Pro Ac
Proprius • QED • Rega
Reference Recordings • Roksan
RoomTune • Rotel • Sequerra
Sheffield Labs • Sims • Sunikko
Symphonic Line • Tara Labs
Target • Tice Audio • Wadia
Water Lily • WBT
and More

In New York & New Jersey
800-628-0627  609-799-9664

PHILADELPHIA AUDIOPHILES
Acoustic Energy  Kimball Kable  Rega Planar
Audec Audio  Kinegerics  Roksan
Audible Illusions  Klyne  Rotel
Audio Alchemy  Koetsu  Snell
AudioLab  Magnepol  SOTA
AudioQuest  Meridian  Soundcraftsmen
Bel Canto  Micromega  Sound Lab
B & K Components  Mission/Cyrus  Stax
Carnation  MIT  Straightwire
Classe  Mark Sound  Sumiko/SME
Counterpoint  Monitor Audio  Target
Dunitech  Mute  Unity Audio
Dynavector  Music Reference  VAC
Emmet Tech.  NAD  Van Den Hul
Ensemble  Oracle  VPI
Genesis  Parasound  Wet Tempered
Javits  PS Audio  Wheaton
J.A. Michell  PSB  XLO Electric

DAVID SEROTA AUDIO
At Sound Service Company
8010 Bustleton Ave.  Philadelphia, PA 19152
(215) 725-1177

OHIO
small town
BIG SOUND
for home & auto
DENON & YAMAHA
MITSUBISHI • JVC
PHOENIX GOLD
KLIPSCH
&
MITSUBISHI HOME THEATER

O’Brien’s
Photo Center & Sound Room
132 Putnam Street  Marietta, OH 45750
614-373-6737

VERMONT
Here in Vermont, people demand value.
We don’t waste customers’ money,
and neither do these folks:
Adcom  AudioQuest  B&W Dual
Grado  Harman LUXMAN  MIT
Mod Squad  Magnepol  Onkyo
Oracle  Rotel  Signet  Sumiko
SME  Thorens  Wharfedale
FIVE YEAR WARRANTIES ON ALL NEW EQUIPMENT
FREE INSTALLATION IN CONNECTICUT RIVER VALLEY / NYC

SCIENTIFIC STEREO
800-456-4434
802-237-5855
188 MAIN ST  BURLINGTON, VT 05401

For complete information on placing your ad,
Call 800-445-6066

Dealers...
Just as you’re reading this ad,
so are thousands of potential customers.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

AUDIOPHILE QUALITY KITS AND SUPPLIES: ST-70 upgrades, passive/buffered linestages, phone preamps, and power supplies. Volume controls, resistors, capacitors, transformers, tubes, wires, connectors and more! Wonder-Caps, Wima, RAM Tubework, WBT Monster, Vampire, TEC-200 Film, Strongbox, etc. Plus GIKW-CAD software. $2 for 1992 Catalog. WELBORNE LABS, 6336 S. University Blvd., #70, Littleton, CO 80122.

STOP CHOeking YOUR EQUIPMENT. Cheap receptacles limit power! We carry the finest hospital grade outlet in the world. Stainless steel, bronze/nickel contacts. The ultimate converternow only $19.95. $27.95 CK/MO. MO REVELATION AUDIO accessories, 209 McTavish Lane, Winston-Salem, NC 27103 (919) 659-8591.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

DISTRIBUTORS NEEDED: HOTTEST NEW AUTO-RELATED PRODUCT HIGH INCOME POTENTIAL (MLM) DRAMATIC DEMONSTRATION! SAMPLE. (818) 372-6198.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ACT AUDIO gives good sound! A professionally designed listening room costs less than some CD's. Send SASE for details. ACT AUDIO, 619 Moon Clinton Rd., Coraopolis, PA 15108.

UNIVERSITY AUDIO SHOP, MADISON, WI... Best sound for dollars? We have many solutions! Dealer: B&K, Krell, Paradigm, Vandersteen. Parasound, Micromega, Audio Algebra, Rega, Roksan, AudioQuest, Symphonic Line, Modquad & others. (608) 294-0001.

AUDIO-BLOW OUT SALE!! NAD $100 CD PLAYER $500 NOW $199, KEE 102 SPEAKERS $850 NOW $498, PHONO AV-300 RECEIVER $450 NOW $199, DENON PMA-250 INTEGRATED AMP $2500 NOW $999 Call us for many below cost prices on CARVER, HK, LUXMAN, AR, ONKYO, NAKAMICHI and many more. (414) 727-0131. 100'S OF CLOSE-OUTS! CALL US!

TRAIN AT HOME FOR CAREER IN PHOTOGRAPHY. Unique videolube/audiolube instruction from America's largest photo school. FREE CATALOG. No obligation. NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY. Founded 1910. 1-800-351-6100, Operator D1.


TEFLOX CAPACITORS! Presenting the preeminent audiophile capacitor: 400 & 600V film foil Tefl onx capacitors by Component Research. Unqualified superiority by Capacitor Speciality, 226 Westcourt Place, Waterloo ONT, Canada N2L 2R7, (519) 746-8520.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS


THE CLASSICS REVISITED

PV11 Preamp, MVI2 Amplifier, All tube components priced under $2000 each.

AUDIOPHILE GRADE PARTS

For the last 4 years, SONIC FRONTIERS INC. has been offering audiophile hobbyists from around the world, the highest quality electronic parts for their audio electronic projects. We have continued to expand our line of parts and components to satisfy the needs of our demanding clientele. We are pleased to feature the following lines:

CAPACITORS

MIT MultiCap - Film, Foil or Metallized. World's Best FILM CAPACITORS.

WONDER CAP - New Series B, Wonder wire leads.

RC CAP - High performance, glass capacitor.

WIMA - Simple metallized and film foil polypropylene, radial lead.

SILVER - metallized polypropylene, up to 256uf to 40uf.

Siemens - metallized polypropylene from 50uf to 5uf at AVDCC.

RESISTORS

VIRWAT - Heating a proprietary KOOL technology, these high precision resistors are the best available. We have a wide range of series (various lead, 5.0%) values in stock. Also we are pleased to introduce our new 25W series (3.0% lead, 5.0%) resistance which are available in any value up to 50K. In any quantity, in under 2 weeks.

MDGO - 15% tolerance, multi-layer resistors, non-inductive construction. We stock a comprehensive range of values in 1/2, 1/4 and 1/8 watt ratings.

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS:

GOLD ALLOY - offering tested and selected tubes in 3 grades (Standard, Gold/10, and Gold/5). Unique, 2 month warranty.

CARVIN - RCA socket plugs, hookup wire and solderable wire.

ALPAC - Teflon foil capacitors, electromagnetic shielding, Teflon wire and copper cloth, CARVIN military grade.

WIMAX - Fully metallized, film foil polypropylene, radial lead, axial or cylindrical. CARVIN military grade.

SONIC FRONTIERS MC series (magnetically shielded, ultra low loss). CARVIN military grade, all types.

SPECIALIZING IN INTERNATIONAL SHIPMENTS. DISCOUNTS UP TO 30% AVAILABLE,we are pleased to feature the following lines:

CASHE FOR USED AUDIO EQUIP. BUYING and SELLING by PHONE. CALL FOR HIGHEST QUOTE. (800) 388-9443. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road, Jenkintown, PA 19046.

NEW AND USED PROFESSIONAL DJ/BAND EQUIPMENT- WHOLESALE PRICES. LIGHTING, FOGGERS, P.A. CLUB INSTALLATIONS.- CALL FOR 50-PAGE BOOKLET/CATALOG. (502) 782-1172.

CASH PAID FOR AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIPMENT AUTHORIZED DENON, ENERGY, SIGNET, HARMON KARDON, SUMO, ROTEL, AUDIOQUEST, MONSTER, NILES, ETC. STEREO CLASSICS, 75 CHURCH ST., NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08901 (908) 220-1144. FAX: (908) 220-1284.

For advertising rates—please call 800-445-6066 (9am-5pm e.s.t.)
Very Competitive Pricing
on the Right Equipment

SONY®

When in Boston, please visit the world's smallest HiFi shop, featuring products by:

HUGHES
PARASOUND
LEXICON
HARMAN KARDON
THORENS
STAX
BOSE
LUXMAN
PARADIGM
NAD

Audio
P.O. Box 2043, Salina, KS 67402-2043
Phone: (617) 547-2727
Fax: (617) 346-2760

Save hundreds of dollars on your speaker repairs.

A highly innovative speaker surround system designed for you is now available. All sizes. Easily installed & affordably priced at $27.95/pr. (incl.
ds/h). No more costly repairs/freight. You can replace ruined surrounds
yourself with the SAT
system. ORDER NOW. TOLL FREE 1-800-747-3692.

Proprius- RCA Living Stereo - Klavier
Reference Recording - Chesky
Mobile Fidelity - Wilson
Analogue Productions

ALSO:

SOFTWIRE: Connet when in doubt.

SONY®

Audio
P.O. Box 2043, Salina, KS 67402-2043
Phone: (617) 547-2727
Fax: (617) 346-2760

Audio CLASSICS
Buys-Sells-Trades-Repairs-Moderifies. AMPLIFIERS:
Acous- 
fudge P300 $499; Adcom GFA535 $225; Aragon 2049
$1099; 4040H $1299; Audio Research D1-85 $1299; 
Bening EA230 $399; EA2100 $2099; Cyrus SLM3 $1972;
Classe DR8 $1999; Conrad-johnson MF8 $899; MF200
$1399; MV50 $1999; Premier S $999; Counterpoint SA12
$899; SA203 $2546; Dynaco 212 $199; Forte 120 $3899;
Haffner XL280 $349; Heath WAAM $199; Krell KSA80 $2545;
KSA250 $4699; Lanzar H1 $499, H1A $1059; Marantz S $999;
MC240 $799, MC250 $429; MC275 $4-5000; MCM54 $675;
MC212S $1299; MC210 $1299; MC250 $1199; MC2500
$2500; MC2600 $395; MoFi1001 $1999; Precision Fidel-
ity MTA $399, Quad 305 $599; SAE A05 $499; Sonograph
SA125 $999; Soundcraftman ProPower $10799. CD
PLAYERS: Adcom GCD75 $399; Arcam Omega Black Box
$299; B&O 4500 $499; Deron OCD1500 $230; Kinetically
KDC40 $1499; Krell MD2C $2375; SB322X $2775;
McIntosh NCD7000 $794; MCD1050 $1999; PS AUDIO
P0. Box 2043, Salina, KS 67402-2043
VISA/MASTERCARD / CHECKS / M.O.

1-913-825-8609  FAX: 1-913-825-0156

Announcements
ABSOLUTELY THE ULTIMATE IN HIGH-END AUDIO
BRANDS! (See Oct. '91 AUDIO pages 356 & 360). Competi-
tive Pricing! Unbiased, Expert Advice! Best Trades Offered!
Call For Extensive Used/Demo List. Classic Audio Enter-
prises. 1-(405) 842-3033. COD. Visa/MC.

Bob's

Please
Call Now
For........

Very Competitive Pricing
on the Right Equipment

Audio Static
AVAILBLE IN FIVE MODELS
Sug. List Price
$2600.00 - $15,000.00

Audio Static
U.S.A. P. O. BOX 8 LIVONIA, NEW YORK 14487
TEL. (716) 252-4317 FAX. (716) 346-2760

Audio CLASSICS
Buys-Sells-Trades-Repairs-Moderifies. AMPLIFIERS:
Acous-
fudge P300 $499; Adcom GFA535 $225; Aragon 2049
$1099; 4040H $1299; Audio Research D1-85 $1299; 
Bening EA230 $399; EA2100 $2099; Cyrus SLM3 $1972;
Classe DR8 $1999; Conrad-johnson MF8 $899; MF200
$1399; MV50 $1999; Premier S $999; Counterpoint SA12
$899; SA203 $2546; Dynaco 212 $199; Forte 120 $3899;
Haffner XL280 $349; Heath WAAM $199; Krell KSA80 $2545;
KSA250 $4699; Lanzar H1 $499, H1A $1059; Marantz S $999;
MC240 $799, MC250 $429; MC275 $4-5000; MCM54 $675;
MC212S $1299; MC210 $1299; MC250 $1199; MC2500
$2500; MC2600 $395; MoFi1001 $1999; Precision Fidel-
ity MTA $399, Quad 305 $599; SAE A05 $499; Sonograph
SA125 $999; Soundcraftman ProPower $10799. CD
PLAYERS: Adcom GCD75 $399; Arcam Omega Black Box
$299; B&O 4500 $499; Deron OCD1500 $230; Kinetically
KDC40 $1499; Krell MD2C $2375; SB322X $2775;
McIntosh NCD7000 $794; MCD1050 $1999; PS AUDIO
P0. Box 2043, Salina, KS 67402-2043
VISA/MASTERCARD / CHECKS / M.O.

1-913-825-8609  FAX: 1-913-825-0156

Announcements
ABSOLUTELY THE ULTIMATE IN HIGH-END AUDIO
BRANDS! (See Oct. '91 AUDIO pages 356 & 360). Competi-
tive Pricing! Unbiased, Expert Advice! Best Trades Offered!
Call For Extensive Used/Demo List. Classic Audio Enter-
prises. 1-(405) 842-3033. COD. Visa/MC.

Audio CLASSICS
Buys-Sells-Trades-Repairs-Moderifies. AMPLIFIERS:
Acous-
fudge P300 $499; Adcom GFA535 $225; Aragon 2049
$1099; 4040H $1299; Audio Research D1-85 $1299; 
Bening EA230 $399; EA2100 $2099; Cyrus SLM3 $1972;
Classe DR8 $1999; Conrad-johnson MF8 $899; MF200
$1399; MV50 $1999; Premier S $999; Counterpoint SA12
$899; SA203 $2546; Dynaco 212 $199; Forte 120 $3899;
Haffner XL280 $349; Heath WAAM $199; Krell KSA80 $2545;
KSA250 $4699; Lanzar H1 $499, H1A $1059; Marantz S $999;
MC240 $799, MC250 $429; MC275 $4-5000; MCM54 $675;
MC212S $1299; MC210 $1299; MC250 $1199; MC2500
$2500; MC2600 $395; MoFi1001 $1999; Precision Fidel-
ity MTA $399, Quad 305 $599; SAE A05 $499; Sonograph
SA125 $999; Soundcraftman ProPower $10799. CD
PLAYERS: Adcom GCD75 $399; Arcam Omega Black Box
$299; B&O 4500 $499; Deron OCD1500 $230; Kinetically
KDC40 $1499; Krell MD2C $2375; SB322X $2775;
McIntosh NCD7000 $794; MCD1050 $1999; PS AUDIO
P0. Box 2043, Salina, KS 67402-2043
VISA/MASTERCARD / CHECKS / M.O.

1-913-825-8609  FAX: 1-913-825-0156

Announcements
ABSOLUTELY THE ULTIMATE IN HIGH-END AUDIO
BRANDS! (See Oct. '91 AUDIO pages 356 & 360). Competi-
tive Pricing! Unbiased, Expert Advice! Best Trades Offered!
Call For Extensive Used/Demo List. Classic Audio Enter-
prises. 1-(405) 842-3033. COD. Visa/MC.
FOR SALE

AAA—LOW PRICES—HIGH END EQUIPMENT!!!
PS AUDIO, HAFLER B&W, CARVER, NAKAMICHI, LUXMAN, THORENS, M&K, SNELL, ONKYO, PROTON, FRIED SUMIKO, BOSE, PHILIPS, DCM, VELODYNE, ADS, VPI, JSE and any others you desire. AUDIO ELITE, (414) 725-4431. Menasha, Wisconsin

AAA—AUDIO ELITE IN WISCONSIN!!!
HAFLER, PS AUDIO, B&W, JSE, NAKAMICHI, PROTON, CARVER, ONKYO, ADS, VPI, DCM, FRIED, NITTY GRITTY SUMIKO, THORENS, M&K, LUXMAN, BOSE, PHILIPS, VELODYNE and any others you desire. (414) 725-4431.

CALL US WE CARE!!!

ABARGAIN: STAX, LAMBDA SRD/7 $599; GRACE F9ERUBY $199; DENON LAMBDA(#3) $799; PRO/LAMBDA(#1) $459; SIGN ABARGAIN: STAX SIGN/LAMBDA $1,395: PRO PHILIPS, VELODYNE and any others you desire. (414) TY, SUMIKO, THORENS, SNELL, M&K, LUXMAN, BOSE, PHILIPS, VELODYNE and any others you desire. (414) 725-4431.


FULL WARRANTY!! MOST ITEMS IN STOCK!! OPEN SUNDAYS!!

STORADISC™
Fine-furniture quality CD storage systems with angled shelves & non-slip surface that holds a single CD upright. Solid hardwoods & textured finishes. 360 & 576 capacity shown. Smaller sizes available. Write or call (718) 318-9623.

SAVE ON AUDIO!!
THE BEST NAMES AT THE BEST VALUE!!
AUDIO RESEARCH, ACURUS, ARADON, KRELL, ALON, B&W, CAL, VINIK, SALTED, JADS, LUXMAN, MEINAR, MEINAR, ROLICK, MANTZ, CARLINGS, MARTIN-LAGAN, DAY-SEQUERRA, BASS, WADIA, GRAHAM, KOETSU, PROFES, ENSEMBLE.

CD REVIEW

BEST TRADES OFFERED! WE BUY SELL TRADE, CONVINENT: HIGH-END PRODUCTS. AUDIO DOCTOR, 1518 W. COMMERCIAL, BUFFALO, NY 14262. (417) 345-7245. COO/VA.SA.MC.

AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE = AUDIOPHILE QUALITY at affordable prices because we sell direct to you. Our new 500V/US slow rate Omega amplifier circuits, our patented FET-Valve hybrid tube-mostled components, and our complete new Super Pas Four hybrid preamplifier kits are original engineering designs that eliminate transient distortion, are durable and rugged, and sound closer to live than anything else at a rational price. Our BW crossover upgrades are famous—check with us if you want a much better 801 Matrix, 803 Matrix, orOM460. Complete wonderfullly-musical factory wired amplifiers, preamplifiers, tuners, and CD players. Dynaco owners - our rebuild kits for all Dynaco are available. Trade-in accepted. Call (313) 342-2475 or (313) 459-5454 for prices & info. Gil Morrison.

WADIA, GRAHAM, KOETSU, PROAC, ENSEMBLE, CARDAS, MARTIN-LOGAN, DAY-SEQUERRA, BASIS, LUXMAN, MEITNER, NAD, POLK, MARANTZ.

THE NEW ROKSAN

ROK-DPI

CD TRANSPORT AND

ROK-DAI

DA CONVERTOR

These fine Audiophile LP & CD available through 10 exclusive

North American Distributors

For ordering information please contact

MAJ AUDIO MARKETING INC.

203-880-5900

Roxbury, Connecticut 06068


FULL WARRANTY!! MOST ITEMS IN STOCK!! OPEN SUNDAYS!!


BEST TRADES OFFERED! WE BUY SELL TRADE, CONVINENT: HIGH-END PRODUCTS. AUDIO DOCTOR, 1518 W. COMMERCIAL, BUFFALO, NY 14262. (417) 345-7245. COO/SA.MC.

AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE = AUDIOPHILE QUALITY at affordable prices because we sell direct to you. Our new 500V/US slow rate Omega amplifier circuits, our patented FET-Valve hybrid tube-mostled components, and our complete new Super Pas Four hybrid preamplifier kits are original engineering designs that eliminate transient distortion, are durable and rugged, and sound closer to live than anything else at a rational price. Our BW crossover upgrades are famous—check with us if you want a much better 801 Matrix, 803 Matrix, orOM460. Complete wonderfullly-musical factory wired amplifiers, preamplifiers, tuners, and CD players. Dynaco owners - our rebuild kits for all Dynaco are available. Trade-in accepted. Call (313) 342-2475 or (313) 459-5454 for prices & info. Gil Morrison.

WADIA, GRAHAM, KOETSU, PROAC, ENSEMBLE, CARDAS, MARTIN-LOGAN, DAY-SEQUERRA, BASIS, LUXMAN, MEITNER, NAD, POLK, MARANTZ.

THE BEST NAMES AT THE BEST VALUE!!

The New Roksan

Rok-DPI

CD Transport and

Rok-Dai

Da Convertor

301-989-2500

EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! FREE SHIPPING! MIRAGE, PS, CVD, STAX, KINERGYSTIC, KEF, PHILIPS, AUDIO RESEARCH, MONITOR, QUAD, SABA, STRAIGHTWIRE, MORE!! READ BROTHERS, 593 KING, CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29403. (803) 723-7279.


QUICKMOD IS A SIGNAL CONDITIONING MODIFICATION THAT IMPROVES BASS, MORDANCE & HIGHS FOR AMPLIFIERS, INTEGRATED DAPS & RECEIVERS. STANDING SOUND & DEPTH IS INCREDIBLE QUICKMOD WORKS WITH BOTH MODIFIED AND UNMODIFIED EQUIPMENT. FOR $79 - $4 SHIPPING OR QUICKMOD WILL MODIFY YOUR EQUIPMENT FOR $149.50 - $149.50. SHIPPING SEND CHECK/MO TO: 1235 ELPRADO, RIDEGATE, SD CA 93559. (818) 446-7621.

BANG & OLUFSEN, B&W, CARVER, REVOX, NAKAMICHI, ADAM, DENON H/K, YAMAHA, CELESTION, KFE, ADS, POLK, INFINITY, JBL, KLIPSCH, ETC. MANUFACTURER’S WARRANTIES. AUTOMATED PRICING 24 HRS. LIVE ASSISTANCE 10-6 ET. AMERISOUND SALES, INC. (904) 262-4000.

KLIPSCHORN SPEAKERS - $2050 MC2600 AMPLIFIER $3900. MAC2400 RECEIVER - $1900. MCD707 CD PLAY-ER - $1300. Recently purchased new. Original owner. All currently under factory warranties. Min-condition, well-maintained manuals. (800) 269-5006 or (800) 269-3230.

BEST $1,000 SPEAKER Plus B&W & BANG & OLUFSEN + NAKAMICHI + DENON + ON-X/KYO + VMAPS + TRIAD - REVOX & Many More High End Line-BARGAIN HONESTY! TECH ELECTRONICS 904-276-4000.

MINTOSH Bought-Sold-Traded-Repaired, Free Cata-logue included with every begining of the classified. AUDIO CLASICS, POB 176MB, WALTON, NY 13856. 808-765-8000. 8AM-5PM EST Mon-Fri. Audio Advertiser for over a decade - "STEVE’S AUDIO ADVICE." HUNDREDS OF GREAT PRODUCTS AT THE ABSOLUTE BEST PRICES. TALK DIRECTLY WITH STEVE. OVER 20 YEARS OF EXPERI-ENCE IN LARGE SCALE HIGH END AUDIO AND ACCESSORIES. ORDER ONLINE. 600-430-6404.

CLOSEOUT SPECIAL!! CALL FOR LISTING OF NEW AND OCCASIONALS ON OVER 100 BRANDS OF HIGH END AUDIO EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES. ORDER LINE: 800-430-6404. INFORMATION LINE: 704-889-9223.

LOUDSPEAKERS


CUSTOM ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS. 5 to 56 dB. Oct. Also Sennheiser, Magnepan versions. DB SYSTEMS. POB 460. RINDGE, NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.

VMPS factory assembled speakers. All models, low prices shipped door to door. Free price sheet, Artbus Moby, 886 East Chearing Cross CR., Lake Mary, FL 32746.
SPEAKER REPAIRS
BY AST
Expert service most USA & British woofer 9-18". VINTAGE SPEAKERS OUR SPECIALTY! Over 50 years of experience. Authorized sales of pro sound equipment. AST, CROSSOVER NETWORKS, PASSIVE. CUSTOM, STAN...

Sometimes Great Sonics Come in Small Packages!
The MultiCap from Music Interface Technologies offers:
- The power: 32W @ 8".
- Lower distortion levels.
- Lower phase distortion.
- Modulate cross-over characteristics.
- Greater transient performance.
- Recast & consistent long-term performance and MORE USABLE BANDWIDTH

MORE USABLE BANDWIDTH
Musical translation? The greatest clarity across the frequency range.

MIT MultiCap
The most advanced capacitor in the world

CD STORAGE+
Store 300 CD's behind glass doors. Five adjustable shelves with brass bookends hold single & multiple CD's. Videos and Cassettes — in any combination. Comes in Solid Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry. Can stack or wall mount.

FREE Literature and Prices:
Call 1-800-432-8005
Fax 1-201-748-2592

Sorice
P.O. Box 747-1
Nutley, NJ 07110

LOUDSPEAKERS
CROSSOVER NETWORKS, PASSIVE, CUSTOM, STANDARD, WHOLESALE PRICES, FREE BROCHURE, DESIGN ASSISTANCE. DEALERS WELCOME. FERGISTRON ELECTRONICS, BOX 674, LEVITTOWN, NY 11756. (212) 925-8149.

ence... Authorized sales of pro sound equipment. AST, CROSSOVER NETWORKS, PASSIVE. CUSTOM, STAN...

250 W. Broadway, NY, NY 10013. (212) 925-8149.

LOUDSPEAKERS
A & S SPEAKERS imports the world's finest speaker components, crossovers, and kits: Dynaudio, Scan Speak, Focal, Morel, MT Electronics, Peerless, Polydac, SEAS, LGD. Etc. We also ship VAPF systems and kits and Parasound Amplifiers. Free literature: 3170 22nd Street, San Francisco, CA 94110. (415) 464-4573; Fax (415) 464-5306.

BEST SELECTION & QUANITY. 50 SPEAKERKITS for HOMES, SURROUND SOUND, CARS, PROS & SUB-WOOFERS. JBL, DYNADUP POLYDAX, MOREL, SEAS, ELECTROVOICE & VIFA. NEW & USED ELECTRONICS; AWARD-WINNING CROSSOVERS; ANALYZERS, ETC. CATALOG. $26. GOLD SOUND, 4285 S. BROADWAY, ENGLEWOOD, CO 80110.

BOSE, JBL REFOAMING QUALITY SERVICE ON ALL BRANDS SINCE 1977, CALL ABOUT OUR BOSE 901 UPGRADE/MOD, REFOAMING, REPLACEMENT PARTS FAST SERVICE. SPEAKER-WORLD: 813-544-3511. 800-359-0366. MC-AMEX.

Japan's leaders think you can't read this.
The best sounding integrated amp are NOT made in Japan.
We build them in England.

ARCHAM
Amplifiers from $399

AUDIO/June 1992

FOAM ROT!? Replacement of Foam Surrounds. Any Size, Any Brand, 3"-to-16" Two-Day Turn-around, Two-Year Warranty. Atlanta, GA. For FREE Estimates: (404) 933-0101.

MINI-SUB SYSTEM PHENOMENAL LOW FREQ RESPI 10" DUAL COIL, VENTED DESIGN. ENCLOSURE 7" X 14" X 30". 450W AVAILABLE IN STEREO OR DUAL MONO. CLEAN TIGHT BASS TO 38HZ X-OVER 120HZ. 7 YR WARR. CUSTOM COLORS, $299. EA. MC, VISA, AMEX. SPEAKERSWORLD. 813-544-3511. 800-310-0366.

DAT
**CD PLAYERS**

**DISCOUNT COMPACT DISCS**

Telev: $11.99 cd; Chesky $10.99 cd; DMP. Reference & Sheffield $19.99 cd; Hundreds of other labels at low prices. Send SASE for catalog or your order with Visa/MC. Disc Check + $4 shipping:

**RECORDS**

**AUDIOPHILE RECORDS**

**AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE**

**MAIL ORDER**

**AUDIO/VIDE STORAGE**

**CUSTOM DESIGNS**

**INVENTIONS WANTED**

**CD PLAYERS**

Music Concepts = CD Musicality

The Musical Concepts players are not about fancy facelifts, nor unsupportable hype, they're about satisfying audiophiles. "GLAMOUR IV". "The best cd value, period, outperforming $3000-$4000 transport DACs, for only $995. ERA IV. Rich, warm, delicate, tube-like liquidity. $795. EPOCIV. More musically natural than any transport/DAC combination—breakthrough naturalness and musicality. $995. All players use 384x oversampling, try our CDT—hear the difference a transport can make! ($995!) We modify most any Rotel, Magnavox, Pioneer—plus Attis and Audio Alchemy, DACs, MUSICAL CONCEPTS. 1832 Sorman Ct., Suite One, St. Louis, MO 63146. (314) 275-4925.

**WANTED TO BUY**

Top Paying for Mcintosh, Marantz Tube Amp. Mcintosh Solid state, Western, JBL, Alt, Tannoy, EV. Jensen. Speakers & Horn, EMT tunable, Ortofon Arm, Technics (516) 940-1270, (516) 496-5973.

Audio City Always Paying top for: Studer, Levinson, Mcintosh, Marantz, C.I. Amp, Quad, Leak, Western Electric, Telefunken, Siemens, Neumann. Vintage speaker systems, raw units by Tannoy, W.E. EV, JBL, Alt, Jensen. Audio tubes by Telefunken, Genalex, etc. P.O. 4992 Northridge, CA 91328-0800. Tel: 817-706-5633. David, Mobile, P.O. Magnus, Magnavox, Pioneer—plus Attis and Audio Alchemy, DACs, MUSICAL CONCEPTS. 1832 Sorman Ct., Suite One, St. Louis, MO 63146. (314) 275-4925.

Hi-Fi SUPPLIES—PAYS CASH FOR LEVINSON, ARC, C.J. Krell, Special Rowland, Threshold & Old Marantz, Mcintosh Tube Equip. (212) 219-3352. 7 Days: 10AM-6PM MTH

**WANTED**

Marantz, Mcintosh, Hartfield, E.W. Patrician, Singles OK, Marantz & Other tube equipment. Larry Dupon. 2638 W. Albion, Chicago, IL 60645. (312) 338-1042. evenings.

**WANTED**

WANTED: WESTERN ELECTRIC, JBL, MARANTZ OLD EQUIPMENT. SUNLIGHT ENGINEERING COMPANY: 213-320-2202, 2210 SOUTH VERMONT AVENUE, # A, TORRANCE, CA 90402.

**WANTED:**

**USED AND DEMO HI-END AUDIO EQUIP.** Call ANYTIME. Tel.: 714-861-1002, FAX: 714-860-8470. VICTOR.

**A.O.S. 1,599 SERIES 2 SPEAKERS WANTED. MUST BE IN GOOD CONDITION.** (414) 257-3933. TOM OR LEAVE MESSAGE.

**COLLECTOR WILL TRAVEL.** Even long distance necessary, to pick-up: tube MARANTZ, McIntosh, PANNON Speakers, etc. MONO-Stereo. (718) 387-7165, New York.

**ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS**

MODEL 120 CABINET & NEW 120-R "RACK AND PANEL" DESIGNS

Made to order in Butterworth bi-amp, tri-amp, or quad-amp configurations with optional level controls, subsonic filters, or summers. Filters, regulated power supplies, equalizers, are also available. New catalog and price sheet, Free!

**PUBLICATIONS**

MOVIESOUND NEWSLETTER. The state of film audio tracks in theaters and at home. $8/year (4-issues). Send $2 for two sample issues. P.O. Box 7304, Suite 269A. No. Hollywood, CA 91603.

**CAR STEREO**

**INVENTIONS WANTED**

**WHAT'S NEW AT**

**Esoteric Sound?** Counterpoint's New Products! Hear the Clearfield Speakers with the Solid 2 Amplifier and the DA10 DAC. The Excitement is Back!

**AESORIC SOUND?** Counterpoint's New Products! Hear the Clearfield Speakers with the Solid 2 Amplifier and the DA10 DAC. The Excitement is Back!

**A Modern Classic**

The Musical Design D-140 deserves classic status!

"It doesn't sound like an amplifier, it just sounds classic." Isn't it time you auditioned the D-140?

**CUSTOM DESIGNS**

**HIGH END COMPONENTS FOR THE AUDIO PERFORMANCE CONCERNED**

SOUNDCONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC.

203 Flagship Dr., Lutz, FL 33549 PH: (813) 846-2707

**SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC**

203 Flagship Dr., Lutz, FL 33549 PH: (813) 846-2707

**SALES AND SERVICE**

GARY M. JONES

**CUSTOM DESIGNS**

**ESOTERIC SOUND?** Counterpoint's New Products! Please, call or write for FREE catalog. FREE UPS in 48 states. Visa/MC; COD accepted. P.O. Box 596, Monroe, NY 10950. (914) 782-6044.
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**Esoteric Sound?** Counterpoint’s New Products!

Hear the Clearfield Speakers with the Solid 2 Amplifier and the DA10 DAC. The Excitement is Back!

**VAMPIRE WIRE™**

... audible results with the finest in connecting components
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The new Special Edition of the VMPS Super Tower II, number 200 of the top 20 speakers from around the world, combines all of the luxury features and updated cabinetry of our largest system into a convenient, lower cost format of outstanding dynamic range, bass extension, and low distortion.

The Special Edition is now available with a new, woven carbon fiber 10" midbass, the state of the art in dynamic woofer design. Its 15" lowbass is also new, with doublethick surround and carbon fiber reinforced cone. The system comes standard with woven carbon fiber midw, dual Focal "Superdome" tweeters and ribbon supertweeter (all flush mounted on an antiglare, round -edge baffle), Soundcoat cabinet treatment for in it, take it out, and satn black 95% 18 & 19 lbs.

Sound LeSpeaker Distortion

Audio Repairs and Restorations by Clif Ramsey, former Senior Service Technician at McIntosh and Ron Olsen, Electrical Engineer; Tuner Modifications by Richard Mod- of our luxury features and updated cabinetry of fer, independent consultant to Audio Classics, inventor, and former Senior Engineer at McIntosh. Over 70 years combined experience. AUDIO CLASSICS. 8AM-5PM EST

MON. - FRI. POB 1765 SAR Walton, NY 13856 607-863-7200
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(○) is the symbol for the Sound Retrieval System that lets you experience true 3-D audio realism from two ordinary loudspeakers. And now, this amazing technology is available for hi-fi, as well as home theater applications.

The new AK-100 will immediately upgrade your investment in your entertainment system. It’s easy to install and is compatible with mono, stereo and even surround-type coded material.

As Len Feldman said in Video Review/March ‘91, “Perhaps the most effective stereo enhancement system, one that even simulates full surround sound.”

To experience the uncanny realism of this new kind of sound is...well, uncanny. You can get up and walk around the room and the sound image doesn’t change. You don’t have to stay in the “sweet spot”, nor surround yourself with numerous speakers.

As Len Feldman wrote in Radio Electronics, “The demonstration was so dramatic and effective that people couldn’t help but look for additional hidden speakers.” Ken Pohlmann in Stereo Review, said “...the effect blew me away.” Daniel Gravereaux, former president of the Audio Engineering Society said, “...knocked my socks off.”

So forget expensive decoders and multi-speaker matrices. To restore 3-D audio realism, you don’t need to discard your present hi-fi system or sacrifice a lot of living space for a room full of speakers. All you need is (○).

Hear (○) for yourself, today. Call HUGHES AUDIO PRODUCTS at 1-800-2-HEAR-3D.
Introducing the new Adcom GTP-500 II Tuner/Preamplifier.

Only a few years ago, Adcom announced the dawn of a new era by introducing its GTP-500 tuner/preamplifier. Together with any of Adcom's critically acclaimed power amplifiers, this unique audio product has given thousands of cost-minded, serious music lovers a quality alternative far superior to the common receiver. The new, evolutionary GTP-500 II offers a meaningful expansion of convenient features and sonic performance.

Full Command Of Your Music System
Control your system's power on/off, select pre-programmed FM and AM stations, scan the FM dial, adjust volume level and select different sources... all with Adcom's wireless remote controller. With optional Adcom remote sensors and additional loudspeakers, you can also enjoy your Adcom music system in other rooms throughout your home.

For total music system integration, the GTP-500 II remote sensors will also receive and retransmit commands to a majority of remotely controlled components, regardless of brand. This remarkable design gives you full command of your entire music system throughout your home and offers the ultimate flexibility of integrating the remote features of components manufactured by others.

Value Measured By Performance
The overall performance of the new GTP-500 II is demonstrably superior through its evolutionary design and the use of state-of-the-art component parts. Adcom's unique, low-impedance RIAA compensation provides lower noise and distortion in the phono input stage. To further reduce noise and distortion in all stages, all switching devices are buffered.

Long term adherence to circuit design objectives is accomplished by utilizing 1% Roederstein resistors in all critical applications as well as a new low-loss, printed circuit board.

Through a careful balance of sensitivity and selectivity, the GTP-500 II optimizes FM performance whether you're in an urban or rural area. Design parameters, including an improved IF stage, have been optimized to translate into lower distortion. In fact, the quality of FM stereo reproduction through the GTP-500 II is as good as the broadcast itself.

More Sound, Less Money
Adcom stereo components have established a reputation for sounding superior to components costing two and three times as much. The new GTP-500 II promises to keep faith with this tradition of more sound for less money.

Its ability to command your entire music system by remote control, and its exceptional sonic performance are why so many experts consider the GTP-500 II to be Adcom's command performance.